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On the Anonymity of Anonymity SystemsAndrei SerjantovSummaryAnonymity on the Internet is a property ommonly identi�ed with privay of ele-troni ommuniations. A number of di�erent systems exist whih laim to provideanonymous email and web browsing, but their e�etiveness has hardly been evalu-ated in pratie. In this thesis we fous on the anonymity properties of suh systems.First, we show how the anonymity of anonymity systems an be quanti�ed, pointingout aws with existing metris and proposing our own. In the proess we distinguishthe anonymity of a message and that of an anonymity system.Seondly, we fous on the properties of building bloks of mix-based (email) anonym-ity systems, evaluating their resistane to powerful blending attaks, their delay, theiranonymity under normal onditions and other properties. This leads us to methodsof omputing anonymity for a partiular lass of mixes { timed mixes { and a newbinomial mix.Next, we look at the anonymity of a message going through an entire anonymitysystem based on a mix network arhiteture. We onstrut a semantis of a networkwith threshold mixes, de�ne the information observable by an attaker, and give aprinipled de�nition of the anonymity of a message going through suh a network.We then onsider low lateny onnetion-based anonymity systems, giving onreteattaks and desribing methods of protetion against them. In partiular, we showthat Peer-to-Peer anonymity systems provide less anonymity against the global pas-sive adversary than ones based on a \lassi" arhiteture.Finally, we give an aount of how anonymity an be used in ensorship resistantsystems. These are designed to provide availability of douments, while faing threatsfrom a powerful adversary. We show how anonymity an be used to hide the identityof the servers where eah of the douments are stored, thus making them harder toremove from the system.
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Chapter 1Introdution
\Praise the humanities, my boy. That'll make them think youare broadminded."| Winston Churhill's advie to R. V. Jones (who had justbeen appointed as Professor of Physis)1.1 Privay and AnonymityPrivay is viewed by many, if not most, as a desirable feature of modern soiety.Naturally, there is no omplete onsensus as to the de�nition of privay, althoughthere are a few popular alternatives. Roger Clarke suggests that \Privay is the in-terest that individuals have in sustaining a `personal spae', free from interferene byother people and organisations" [Cla99℄. An alternative de�nition from the OxfordEnglish Ditionary is \Privay is the the state or ondition of being alone, undis-turbed, or free from publi attention, as a matter of hoie or right; freedom frominterferene or intrusion". What will be of a partiular interest to us is the notionof ommuniations privay: \Individuals laim an interest in being able to ommu-niate among themselves, using various media, without routine monitoring of theirommuniations by other persons or organisations. This inludes what is sometimesreferred to as `intereption privay' " [Cla99℄.In this thesis we will be looking at a modern ommuniations infrastruture { theInternet { and examining how individuals an use it to ommuniate privately. When-ever one ommuniates using the Internet, one leaves \traks" whih identify wherethe message (paket) ame from and was going to. To be more spei�: every emailmessage, every aess to a web page, every �le download ontains information as towhih IP address the email ame from, or whih IP address requested the web page,17



or downloaded the �le. IP addresses are alloated to individuals or ompanies bytheir Internet Servie Providers (ISP), who keep this information and thus ensurethat it is possible to trak every Internet ommuniation down to an individual orat the very least an organisation1. Naturally, some IP addresses are more linkable toindividuals than others; there are pratial steps one an take to make oneself moreor less traeable. Using an Internet afe is a good example, though some ountriesrequire users in suh establishments to present their identity ards or simply mountsurveillane ameras on the premises. Whether one an beome pratially untrae-able by taking steps to \over one's traks" is a subjet of a PhD in its own right[Cla04℄. Here, we are merely onerned with the situation of the average individual.His ommuniation privay is virtually non-existent: every paket travelling on theInternet ontains its sender and reeiver, any part of the ommuniations infras-truture that it travels through (routers, swithes, �rewalls) an determine who isommuniating to whom and (usually) what they are saying, hene enabling easyroutine monitoring and surveillane of ommuniations by governments, ompaniesand even individuals in harge of parts of the infrastruture. It may be worthwhileto ontrast this senario with that of a person hekling from the bak of a rowd,posting an anonymous letter or making a phone all from a telephone box, whereprivay is more or less preserved.And yet there are many ases when, on the Internet, ommuniations privay is notmerely desirable, but essential. For instane, a web-based eletroni survey onnetedwith subjets suh as AIDS, aloholism, aner, et needs to make sure that eventhe very fat that an individual is responding to suh a survey is kept seret fromthird parties. Failure to do so an be damaging to the individual (it may inreaseinsurane premiums, ause prie disrimination, soial tension, et). Currently, thefat that an individual has aessed the survey an be trivially obtained by a systemadministrator of the ompany the individual works for, the ISP, and in some aseseven another user of the same network. The urrent solution is to trust the agenydoing the survey to anonymize the results, and the ommuniations infrastruturenot to ollet data about who is responding to the survey. In reality, the arrangementis often open to abuse: ommonly results of surveys are sent in plaintext over theInternet and thus it is possible to see not only who responds to the survey, but alsowhat their responses are.Thus, using the Internet as a basi medium of ommuniations means that, by de-fault, privay is destroyed. Proteting it should ensure:� Serey of the ontents of private ommuniations, the inability of third parties1Thus, some ountries have taken the view that aess logs (in partiular, web server aess logs)onstitute personal information. Hene, data protetion legislation requires that ompanies takedue are of suh information and, upon request, provide aess to the individual who browsed thewebsite. 18



to read what is being said in private.� Anonymity of suh ommuniations, the inability of third parties to determinethe partiipants of private ommuniations.Serey of ommuniations is relatively easy to ahieve by using one of a wide vari-ety of tools (e.g. PGP [PGP℄) employing well-known enryption tehniques [RSA78,RSA02, AES01, DR02℄.Anonymity of ommuniations is independent from their serey: an email messagemay be enrypted, but it will be obvious that it is going from Alie to Bob; on theother hand, it may be possible to hide the fat that a message is going from Alie toBob without hiding its ontents: \Meet at 10am on Red Square".Hene, to even begin to develop an environment in whih ommuniations privayan be preserved, there is a need for a ommuniations infrastruture (on top of exist-ing Internet protools) whih allows information to be transmitted from one party toanother without revealing either their identity or the nature of the ommuniation.In other words, we need to build an infrastruture to enable anonymous ommunia-tions on the Internet. The infrastruture may omprise several appliation-spei�anonymous ommuniation systems or anonymity systems, e.g. for email and webbrowsing2.Anonymity systems, due to their various requirements and depending on user ations,will provide di�erent degrees of anonymity. Working out preisely how muh is thefous of this work.The thesis that this dissertation aims to support is that analysis of anonymity systemsis feasible, neessary and somewhat pratial. A broader onsequene of the work isthat systems providing di�erent desirable degrees of anonymity on the Internet, eahwith an assoiated ost, are a pratial option rather than a theoretial possibility.To analyse anonymity systems, we must �rst �nd an appropriate way of quantifyinganonymity and then try to work out the anonymity in situations of interest. However,trying to alulate diretly the level of anonymity of a user sending an email orretrieving a webpage via an anonymity system is far too diÆult { suh systemsare very omplex. Instead, we will build models of these systems along with ways toalulate anonymity from these models. In some ases this will enable us to alulatethe anonymity analytially, in others this will prove too diÆult and we will have toresort to simulations.The anonymity of individuals using various system designs will neessarily dependon what the anonymity systems are designed to protet against, i.e. how powerful2On top of an anonymous ommuniations infrastruture we an build up an appropriate identi-�ation and authentiation infrastruture as neessary.19



the disturber, the intruder, or the interfering body may be. How should we deidewho to design our anonymity system against? There are several possible approahes.The �rst approah is to deide whih kinds of intruders we want to protet the usersagainst and how muh anonymity they should have �rst, and then design and buildanonymous infrastruture keeping this in mind. Our analysis tehniques should thenenable us to show that the systems do indeed meet the requirements. The otherapproah is to investigate how muh anonymity it is possible to provide users with�rst, and make a deision as to how muh anonymity to atually provide users withlater. In this thesis we follow the seond approah: we will design anonymity systemswhih are as strong as possible, and thus resist very powerful attakers. Havinginvestigated stronger attak models, we will be in a better position to design andbuild systems tailored to spei� anonymity requirements when suh a need arises.It is appropriate to note at this point that privay onits with the ability of lawenforement agenies to obtain evidene of ommuniations of suspets who may ormay not have ommitted a rime. So how muh privay should users have? Thisis an ongoing debate, to whih we wish to make no ontributions in this work.We merely note the fat that it may be possible to modify anonymity systems toprovide anonymity whih is revoable on a ase by ase basis [CDG+℄. Thus theideas presented in this thesis do not depend on the outome of the privay vs lawenforement debate.So far we have onsidered generi user privay as the main motivation for the design,development and deployment of anonymity systems. In the next setion, we lookat the motivation behind providing anonymity to users in more detail, keeping thegeneri \ommuniations privay" idea in mind.1.2 Uses of Anonymity1.2.1 Web Browsing and EmailThe most popular uses of the Internet over the last few years have been email andweb browsing. Therefore, to ensure ommuniations privay, we should build an an-onymity infrastruture to enable users to perform these ativities free from intrusionby various attakers.We have already illustrated the motivation for anonymous web browsing with theeletroni survey example in the previous setion. There are many other similarsenarios { browsing websites about spei� illnesses or disorders, reading politialopinions, et. 20



Turning to anonymous email, we laim that just as in the past orrespondene be-tween individuals by mail has been free from routine surveillane both in terms ofontent and partiipants, so should be orrespondene by email. This may inludeemails about families, work, the advantages and disadvantages of produts or ser-vies provided by various ompanies, politial speeh and other subjets whih arepotentially of interest to parties whih are not involved in ommuniation.Another important appliation of anonymous email is whistle blowing. Essentially,this is the ability of an individual to report a wrongdoing and thus expose an ir-regularity or a rime, often by a person in harge or simply someone with authorityover the whistle blower. Clearly, one way to enable whistle blowing is to have a veryseure (email) anonymous ommuniations system deployed, thus enabling anyoneto send a message relatively easily without fear of being traked.Finally, both anonymous email and anonymous web browsing an be used to dis-tribute news and hold online disussions without fear of surveillane in ountrieswith repressive regimes.1.2.2 Eletroni VotingEletroni voting is often viewed as a good appliation of anonymity. One funda-mental requirement of an eletroni voting system is to ensure that it is not possibleto determine who votes for whom. Another is is to ensure that the votes are `reeipt-free', i.e. the voter is unable to prove to a third party whih way they voted. Thisis neessary to prevent votes from being sold. E-voting is a very ontentious areawith some experts believing that it is urrently tehnially infeasible to provide aseure system with strong anonymity properties in order to guarantee that an ele-tion is onduted fairly. Certainly the vast majority of the deployed systems havemajor shortomings in their seurity, user interfaes, or reliability [Mer03, KSRW03℄.Nevertheless, if eletroni voting systems are ever to be deployed, they will probablyneed to use the same tehniques as anonymity systems.1.2.3 Censorship ResistaneCensorship resistane is the ability to publish a doument on a system whih ensuresthat it will be available for a long time, despite powerful adversaries trying to pre-vent its distribution. Anonymity is a useful tool in ensorship resistant systems. Itenables publishing to be done anonymously, so the author annot be traked (thusremoving the fear element whih often disourages people from posting ontroversialdouments). Even more importantly, it prevents the mahines whih store a �le fromknowing what the �le they are storing is, thus removing potential burden of �ltering21



that may be plaed on them by organisations. We explore this issue in more detailin Chapter 8.1.3 Struture of the ThesisHaving shown the motivation for anonymous ommuniation infrastrutures in theprevious setion, we will �rst examine the basi priniples behind ahieving anonym-ity. In Chapter 2 we introdue the sheme ommonly used to build strongly anony-mous ommuniation systems, basi onepts suh as mixes and onion enryption,and disuss the di�erent arhitetures of anonymity systems. We then distinguishtwo basi types of anonymity systems { (email) message-based systems and real-time onnetion-based systems. We look at existing designs and the shortomings ofprevious work; and set the sene for our researh.We then go on to examine the problem of measuring anonymity (Chapter 3), and byway of example show how the anonymity of two mixes an be ompared.In Chapter 4 we turn our attention to message-based systems. We look at individualmixes { the building bloks of anonymity systems { fousing in partiular on howresistant these are to the powerful blending attaks. These are ative attaks whihinvolve the adversary ooding the mix with his own messages in order to single outa message he wants to trae and thus dedue its destination.In the next hapter, we ontinue analysis of single mixes, and devise a frameworkin whih they an be expressed and ompared and propose yet another mix, thebinomial mix, with better properties.Analysing single mixes is useful, but a strong anonymity system should onsist ofseveral mixes. The mixes an be ombined in various ways. One of these is a mixnetwork. In Chapter 6 we look in detail at how one would go about analysingan anonymity system based on a mix network arhiteture and provide a formalde�nition of the anonymity of a message going through suh a system.Next we look at onnetion-based systems, the attaks on them and how they an beproteted against without using dummy traÆ. In partiular, we look at the attakswhih a passive adversary an mount.Finally, we look at how anonymity systems an be used to improve ensorship resis-tant systems.The meaning of various variables in Chapters 3-7 of the thesis is summarised inAppendix A. 22



1.4 Contributions of the ThesisIn this work we strive to introdue the idea of quantitative probabilisti analysis ofanonymity systems. In the proess, we make the following ontributions:� First, we look at the onept of anonymity set { the metri used in mostprevious analyses of anonymity systems { and show that it is inadequate forexpressing the anonymity of a large lass of real anonymity systems. We pro-pose our own metri and show how it an be used in analysing single mixes {the building bloks of anonymity systems.� We give an aount of the n � 1 attak whih an be mounted by a powerfuladversary and was thought to defeat anonymity systems. We show how thisattak an be made muh more observable and expensive by using more sophis-tiated mixes. This result quantitatively supports the intuition of the designersof the Mixmaster network.� We present a framework in whih existing mixes an be expressed, and designa new mix whih is more resistant to blending attaks.� We present methods of anonymity analysis for a variety of single mixes.� We takle the long-standing problem of hoosing the best arhiteture { asadeor network { for an anonymity system. While mix asades are easy to buildand analyse, they sale badly and are more easily subjeted to n� 1 attaks.Mix networks, on the other hand, are hard to analyse, but were thought tohave better properties (and sale well). We de�ne the anonymity of a messagetravelling through a mix network and thus make substantial progress towardssolving the mix asade vs mix network problem.� We also look at onnetion-based systems, whih are designed to provide low-lateny anonymous ommuniation. Some of these an be used for everydaytasks suh as web browsing [DMS04, FM02℄, while others are more speialised;addressing anonymous �le sharing [BG03℄. There are several implementationsof these, with the most popular of these, JAP, having tens of thousands ofusers. Astonishingly, virtually none of these (exept, perhaps, Crowds [RR97,WALS02, Shm03℄) have a rigorous analysis of the anonymity they provide,with some (GNUnet) laking even a onsistent desription of the system itself.We re�ne the standard threat model (this has been long overdue!) and presentvery simple attaks whih an be used against most of the existing systems andpropose ways of proteting against them. Unlike the relatively mature area ofanalysis of message-based anonymity systems, onnetion-based systems arevery muh in need of analysis, and we merely srath the surfae here.� Finally, we look at ensorship resistant systems and show an anonymity system23



an be used to help design a Peer-to-Peer arhiteture whih protets againstrubber-hose ryptanalysis, previously thought to be hard or impossible.1.5 Publiation HistoryThe vast majority of the material presented in this doument has been published inproeedings of peer-reviewed workshops or onferenes. Some of Chapter 3 is basedon the paper Towards an Information Theoreti Metri for Anonymity, [SD02℄ o-authored with George Danezis. This paper won the 2002 Award for OutstandingPaper in the �eld of Privay Enhaning Tehnologies. The material of Chapter 4is a seletion of the work presented at the 5th Information Hiding Workshop in thepaper From a Trikle to a Flood: Ative Attaks on Several Mix Types [SDS02℄ o-authored with Roger Dingledine and Paul Syverson and at the Workshop on Privayand Anonymity Issues in Networked and Distributed Systems On the Anonymity ofTimed Pool Mixes [SN03℄ with Rihard E. Newman. Chapter 5 is based on workpublished at PET 2003 Generalising Mixes [DS03b℄ with Claudia Diaz. Work onthe anonymity of mix networks is yet to be submitted at the time of writing. Ourthoughts on onnetion-based systems of Chapter 7 were published at ESORICS2003 Passive Attak Analysis for Connetion-Based Anonymity Systems [SS03℄ o-authored with Peter Sewell, and the work on ensorship resistane was presented atthe International Workshop on Peer to Peer Systems, 2002 Anonymizing CensorshipResistant Systems [Ser02℄.Naturally, all the material presented is the author's ontribution towards these pub-liations or material whih has been disovered independently by more than oneperson.Not all the work of the author during the 3 years at Cambridge appears in thisthesis { some was not related to analysis of anonymity systems [SSW01a, SSW01b,WNSS02, SL03℄, while other work [NMSS03℄ was too ollaborative. The thesis waswritten as of Otober 2003, and does not inlude referenes to work (both my ownand by other people) arried out sine.
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Chapter 2The Basis of AnonymitySystems
\ZHQM ZMGM ZMFM1" | G. Julius CaesarIn this hapter we introdue some basi mehanisms designed to provide anonym-ity on the Internet, looking at threat models and basi terminology. We leave thetehnial de�nitions of anonymity until Chapter 3, where we will have the hane toexamine them in more detail.2.1 Bakground and Historial DevelopmentsTo design e�etive anonymity systems we need to onsider how real users wish toommuniate on the Internet. The two most popular ativities of users on the In-ternet are email and web browsing. Thus, researh in the anonymity ommunityhas foused upon how to design, build and deploy systems whih enable anonymousemail and anonymous web browsing. It is important to notie that whatever theway the users are ommuniating, they may well be onerned about hiding di�erentaspets of their ommuniation patterns, all of whih would fall under the generalterm anonymity.First of all, users might wish to be undetetable when they send messages (or initiateommuniations) through the anonymity system. Alternatively, they might be very1W and J were added to the Latin aphabet in the middle ages. Although there is some unertaintyas to when the letters Y and Z were introdued into the Latin alphabet, it has been previouslysuggested that they were already present at the time of Caesar[And℄.25



worried about being observed to reeive information from within the system. Finally,they might be quite happy about being observed to send information and reeiveinformation as long as it is hard to tell who the other ommuniating party is ineither ase.The natural question to ask now is who they might want this information hiddenfrom. The attaker ould be loal { observing the network onnetion between theuser and the Internet, larger { the user's ISP, observing some part of the network,inluding parts of the anonymity system or global { observing the entire anonymitysystem and all the ommuniations between the users and it. In addition, a pow-erful attaker would probably ompromise parts of the anonymity system to try todeanonymize its users. Finally, an attaker an be atively trying to ompromise an-onymity either by modifying network traÆ (and thus potentially being observable)or passively, o�ine, having previously aptured the data required.The development of anonymity systems started with a paper by Chaum in 1981proposing a sheme for untraeable eletroni mail [Cha81℄. This is the basis ofmost modern anonymity systems, as we will disuss in detail below. Seven yearslater, Chaum proposed a protool (Dining Cryptographers) for anonymous broad-ast whih was designed to hide the sender of the message [Cha88℄. P�tzmann andP�tzmann made substantial improvements to it in 1990 [PP90℄. The next signi�antdevelopment was a proposed sheme to anonymize telephone alls based on the (atthe time) new ISDN infrastruture { ISDN mixes [PPW91℄. It identi�es many ofthe important and diÆult problems of the �eld of anonymity systems and addressesthem in the ontext of iruit-swithed networks.In the early 1990's the �rst pratial email anonymity systems inspired by Chaum'swork started appearing { the Type I remailers. These were vulnerable to a numberof attaks (broadly, the ones desribed in Setion 2.3.3), whih was �xed in the TypeII remailer design [MCPS03, Cot94℄. The network of Type II remailers, Mixmaster[Mix℄, is operational and handles tens of thousands of emails per day. This system,however, laks the ability to reply to anonymous email. After all, if the user reeivesan anonymous email, he does not know who to reply to. The sheme for anonymousreply addresses dates bak to the original Chaum paper [Cha81℄, but has proved hardto implement seurely. Indeed, the �rst system to do so is the reent Mixminion,[DDM03℄.The �rst developments in anonymous web browsing began with the Onion Routingprojet [OR℄, although simple HTTP proxies appeared around the same time. Inreent years, many projets have appeared, most notably JAP [JAP℄, Tarzan [FM02℄and MorphMix [RP02℄ (the last two are based on a Peer-to-Peer design). Morereently, the �eld has turned to robust implementation and quantitative (often prob-abilisti) analysis of anonymity systems. The Onion Routing and JAP projets aregood examples of the former, while a series of papers by Danezis [Dan03b, Dan03℄,26



Diaz [DSCP02℄, Shmatikov [Shm03℄, Wright [WALS02, WALS03℄ and myself arerepresentative examples of the latter.2.2 TerminologyBefore desribing any onrete ways of ahieving anonymous ommuniation, weintrodue by example some standard terms whih are useful in desribing anonymitysystems. We broadly follow the proposal of terminology by P�tzmann and K�ohntopp[PK00℄.Let us �rst onsider a multi-party asynhronous ommuniations protool in whihpartiipants send messages to eah other. Some of these messages are real, i.e. ontaininformation whih the sender of a message wanted to transmit to the reeiver of it.The aim of the attaker or the adversary is to disover senders and reeivers ofthese messages2. Other messages, alled dummy messages (or just dummies), donot ontain information and are just sent to onfuse the attaker. After some time(a run of the protool), some real messages were sent by the senders and reeivedby the reeivers. The protool provides sender untraeability (unobservability) if theadversary is not able to determine whether a partiular partiipant has sent any realmessages or not (see Figure 2.1). On the other hand, if the attaker is unable todetermine whether a partiular partiipant has reeived any real messages or not,the protool provides reeiver untraeability (see Figure 2.2). A very strong protoolmight provide both sender and reeiver untraeability.Finally, if the set of senders and the set of reeivers is known, but the attakerannot determine whih of the senders sent messages to whih of the reeivers, theprotool provides unlinkability. Note that unlinkability is weaker than both senderuntraeability and reeiver untraeability.The above de�nitions apply to synhronous protools as well as asynhronous ones.In the synhronous ase, messages orrespond to the ommuniations, senders toinitiators of the ommuniations and reeivers to responders.In this thesis we will be dealing mainly with systems whih provide unlinkability. Adiagram of suh a system is shown in Figure 2.3.There are two styles of attak that the adversary an perform on suh systems (seeFigure 2.4). Broadly, a traÆ on�rmation attak is one in whih the adversaryonly examines the ommuniation patterns from senders to the system and from thesystem to the reeivers. A traÆ analysis attak, on the other hand, also takes into2Of ourse, sophistiated attakers may not need to disover this with ertainty, they may beontent with information about the orrelation between senders and reeivers.27
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Figure 2.4: A traÆ on�rmation attak examines only the ommuniations between thesenders and the anonymity system and the anonymity system and the reeivers. A traÆanalysis attak also makes use of traÆ patterns within the anonymity system.aount the traÆ inside the anonymity system. The latter style of attak is usuallymore powerful but requires more omputational resoures as well as more data.Having equipped ourselves with some terminology, let us look at, perhaps, the mostpratial way of ahieving anonymity (more spei�ally unlinkability) { mix systems.2.3 Unlinkability via Mix SystemsAs we already mentioned, the �eld of anonymity was started with a lassi paperby Chaum [Cha81℄ whih introdues the onept of a mix system and explains howa message (think of an email message) an be sent from a sender to a reipient viaseveral proxies, thereby providing unlinkability against an attaker who wathes theentire network.The following may serve as a useful analogy for how these systems operate. Sarah,(the sender) having written her letter, puts it into an envelope and addresses it toRihard (the reeiver). She then puts it in an envelope addressed to a friend Nikwith a note asking him to post the envelope. She then takes the envelope addressedto Nik, and puts it in an envelope addressed to Mike, with a similar note. Finally,she sends the (by now large) envelope to Mike. Mike and Nik work at two di�erentpost oÆes and get many letters asking them to forward inner envelopes every day.They reeive all the letters addressed to them at the post oÆe, take them home,unwrap all the envelopes during the night, and post all the inner envelopes the nextday. Thus even Amy, the boss at the entral post oÆe who reords the sender and29
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ffMessagegkR ; RgkN ; NgkMjM#kRjR#kN jN#kMFigure 2.5: \Onion enryption" shown diagrammatially and in two standard nota-tionsreipient of every letter (but annot see what Mike and Nik do at home) annot tellthat Sarah sent her letter to Rihard.We are not aware of a permanent post oÆe proessing general purpose mail whihoperates in this way in the real world, though apparently the town of Loveland, Col-orado performs remailing servies similar to the ones desribed above for Valentine'sday every year! In any ase, the above desription orresponds fairly well to how amix system works. This is explained in more detail below.The system whih provides an anonymous email servie onsists of a number ofremailers or mixes. A sender S wishing to send an anonymous message to a reeiverR deides on a sequene (e.g. [M;N ℄) of anonymous remailers (mixes) via whih themessage should travel. Eah remailer has a publi/private keypair3; the publi keysare retrieved by the senders in advane. The sender prepares the message by paddingit to B bytes { a size used by all senders { and, if R has a publi key, enryptingthe padded message with it. She now appends the address of R, enrypts with N 'spubli key, appends the address of N , enrypts withM 's publi key, and �nally sendsthe whole struture to M . The struture, now ommonly alled an onion (the nameis apparently due to Syverson [GRS96℄) is illustrated in several di�erent notationsfrom [Cla03℄ in Figure 2.5.When the onion is sent to the �rst mix (run by Mike), M , it is derypted, and plaedinside the mix. A ushing algorithm is then exeuted to deide whether to send on(some of) the messages inside the mix. The simplest example of a ushing algorithmis waiting until n messages are in the mix before reordering them and sending themall out to their next hop. A mix exeuting suh an algorithm is alled a threshold mix(we will go on to investigate other ushing algorithms in Chapters 4 and 5). Whenthe message does leave the mix, it will be forwarded to the next mix (N , run by3The reader who is not familiar with publi key enryption, is advised to refer to a standardtextbook on omputer seurity, e.g. [And01℄. 30
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Figure 2.6: A message travelling through anonymous remailersNik), and so on bakwards along the sequene of mixes hosen by the sender (in ourexample just [M;N ℄), and eventually to the reeiver R. This is illustrated in Figure2.6. Note that when passing through every mix, as far as the attaker an see, themessage was \onfused" with several (n in the ase of the threshold mix) others. Ofourse, if the mix is ompromised by the attaker, i.e. the attaker has the privatekey of the mix, no \onfusion" is reated.This is more or less the sheme proposed by Chaum in [Cha81℄. Alternative shemes,are examined in Setion 2.6.2.3.1 Basi Properties of Chaum's ConstrutionWe now give an aount of the basi properties of Chaum's onstrution.1. First of all, it provides bitwise unlinkability between inputs and and outputs ofa mix. By this we mean that an attaker who is wathing the input and theoutput hannels of a mix (but does not know its private key) annot orrelateinoming and outgoing messages just by looking at the bits whih omprise themessages.2. Seondly, it provides bitwise unlinkability against any pair of non-onseutive(in the sequene) ollaborating mixes. Thus, if the �rst and the last mix deideto ollaborate, they annot tell whih of the messages proessed by the �rstmix orresponds to whih of the messages proessed by the last just by lookingat the bit sequenes omprising the messages.It is interesting to note that the onion onstrution is not neessary to provide bitwiseunlinkability between inputs and outputs of a mix. Instead, Sarah (the sender) ouldsimply enrypt the message with a key she shares with Mike (the �rst mix). Mike,upon reeiving the message, derypts it and enrypts it with a key he shares with31



Nik, et until the message arrives at Rihard4. The reason why onion enryption isused in mix systems is to provide bitwise unlinkability against ollaborating mixes.It should be noted that the sheme provides bitwise unlinkability against ativeattakers as well as passive ones. Should an attaker try to hange the message (andpropagate this hange through some mixes), in an attempt to disover where thismessage goes, anonymity should be preserved. This is done automatially by themixes in the sheme desribed above: if the message was hanged in transit, themix whih reeives it will not be able to derypt it orretly and, thus, will have nooption but to disard it. Hene unlinkability is not ompromised. In real anonymitysystems, muh more are has to be taken to defend against these attaks [DDM03℄as there, for eÆieny reasons, only the header of the message is enrypted with thepubli key.2.3.2 Threat ModelsNow that we have seen something of how mix systems work, let us examine the threatmodels against whih they are designed to protet.There are several main threat models that anonymity researhers onsider. Some ofthem will be onsidered in more detail later in this thesis.1. The global passive attaker. This is, perhaps, the most ommon threatmodel in the literature. The adversary is able to observe (but not modify) allnetwork traÆ, and is unable to see inside any of the mixes.2. The global ative attaker. This adversary is able to observe and modifyall network traÆ. In partiular, he is able to injet an arbitrary amount oftraÆ into the system in a very short time and delay traÆ for an arbitrarylength of time.3. The global passive attaker with many ompromised mixes. This isa very strong attaker model used by, for instane, Berthold, P�tzmann andStandtke in [BPS00℄. The only requirement is that there is at least one honest(unompromised) mix on the path of the message in question5. Reall that by\ompromised" we mean that the attaker knows the private key of the mixor an otherwise determine the orrespondene between the inoming and theoutgoing messages of the mix. If the attaker is the superuser on the mahinerunning the mix, he is an ative attaker.4The mixes need not see the message itself either { Sarah ould enrypt it with Rihard's publikey.5The serious problem with this threat model is that it relies upon the user \magially" hoosinga route through at least one honest mix, or su�ering the onsequenes if all the hosen mixes areompromised. 32



4. The global ative attaker with many ompromised mixes. A ombi-nation of the latter two threat models.5. A sub-global attaker This is a large lass of attakers that have the abilityto monitor some links in the anonymity system, and possibly have some of theirown nodes forwarding traÆ. All the real attakers almost ertainly fall intothis ategory. However, it is diÆult to pin down preisely what a real attakermight look like within this lass.At this point it is appropriate to introdue some more terminology. The adversaryis sometimes interested in ompromising the anonymity (unlinkability) of a singlemessage (e.g. the message from sender to the �rst mix or from the last mix to the re-eiver); we all it the target message. When we say \ompromising unlinkability" wemean determining (or at least establishing some orrelation between) the sender andthe reeiver of this message. We leave a detailed aount of quantifying anonymitytill Chapter 3.In addition to the apabilities desribed above, eah attaker may have some addi-tional knowledge about what happens in the system. For instane, if we onsidersome run of a system, he might also know fats like \a message whih arrived at R(hopefully this was not the target message!) was sent by A" or, \a message whiharrived at R was not sent by B or C". Suh knowledge might arise, for example, ifthe message to R was written in Mongolian and we de�nitely knew that neither Bnor C had learnt Mongolian.The basi onstrution desribed in Setion 2.3 already provides unlinkability againstthe global passive attaker. However, we need to understand the sheme in moredetail to onsider whether it protets against some of the more powerful adversaries.2.3.3 More on Mix SystemsIn just giving Chaum's basi onstrution we omitted many details whih are im-portant to ensure that the system provides anonymity and some hoies available todesigners of anonymity systems. We will now briey mention some of these.Let us �rst of all reall that Sarah's message travelled through Mike's and Nik'sremailers before reahing Rihard. How were these remailers hosen? This is oneof the most important questions in the design of anonymity systems, and varioussystems have dealt with it di�erently. Some do not allow any hoie of routes at all.All messages have to travel via the same sequene of mixes (route). Suh a systemis alled a mix asade. A mix network on the other hand, allows users to hoosetheir routes through the network. A free route mix network allows users to hoosearbitrary routes (via any sequene of available nodes) while in a restrited route mix33



network, users are somewhat onstrained.This design hoie has many impliations for the rest of the anonymity system. Note,for instane, that messages will derease in size when they travel through a mix.Thus, in the mix network as presented above, messages would only be onfused withother messages of the same size. More preisely, message � would only be onfusedwith message �0 at mixM if � and �0 are to pass through the same number of mixesafter M . To ensure that all messages passing through a mix get mixed together,we need eah mix to add a ertain amount of padding (random bits) to make allmessages the same size. Naturally, all the ontents of messages must also be thesame size as we mentioned previously.In a mix network, we must also make sure that mixes do not know their positionwithin the sequene the message is travelling through. Otherwise, a strong attak(by the global passive adversary with many ompromised mixes) is possible. See[BPS00℄ for details.Yet another attak is based on replaying messages. A global ative adversary wantsto trae a message travelling through a mix. To do this, he �rst reords all theinoming and outgoing messages to this mix. He then takes the inoming messagehe wants to trae and sends it to the mix again. The mix ushes, and then if theattaker ompares the outgoing messages from the mix to the ones he has reordedbefore, he will get exatly one math he knows that this is the reinserted message.He an now see where this message is going. Protetion against this attak is easilypossible by inluding timestamps in messages and storing details (more preiselyryptographi hashes) of the messages whih have been seen in the last few days.Indeed modern mixes (e.g. Mixminion, [DDM03℄) ensure that any replayed messageswill be disarded automatially.2.3.4 Casades vs NetworksAs we have seen in the previous setion, the arhiteture of a mix system a�etsother hoies in the design. Here we examine the properties of mix networks andmix asades slightly more deeply in order to motivate some of the work presentedin the later hapters of the thesis.Mix asades These are relatively easy to analyse. For instane, if a asade ismade up of threshold mixes with threshold n, it is lear that eah message is mixedwith n� 1 others. It is also lear that if one of the mixes in a asade stops working,so does the entire asade. Finally, we note that the salability of a mix asadeis entirely limited by the salability of the mahines on whih the mix software isrun. On the other hand, a mix asade maintains a level of anonymity against a34



global passive attaker with many ompromised mixes6 [BPS00℄. In other words, aslong as one mix remains unompromised, some anonymity is ahieved. Indeed, if weonsider a mix asade made up of threshold mixes with threshold n, then even if allthe mixes but one are ompromised, the anonymity provided by the asade is notredued7 .Mix networks Mix networks are muh harder to analyse. First of all, their prop-erties are heavily dependent on how routes are hosen. This is often done by theusers, whih are hard to model. Nevertheless, it is lear that the salability andreliability of mix networks are better than that of asades, though these propertieshave not been rigorously quanti�ed or ompared. Finally, quantifying the anonymitythat a mix network provides has proved elusive for several years. In this thesis wemake onsiderable progress towards this goal. An eÆient way of alulating theanonymity of a mix network would enable us to look at properties of mix asadesand mix networks and make a detailed omparison. It has generally been onsideredthat mix networks are seure against the global passive attaker ; though it has beenshown in [BPS00℄ that they are not seure against the global passive attaker withmany ompromised mixes. The reader may �nd the above statements odd { what is\seure" in the ontext of an anonymity system? What we mean by \an anonymitysystem is seure against X" is that the adversary X does not signi�antly reduethe anonymity of the system from that whih it was designed to provide. Or, moresimply (though more subjetively), a signi�ant amount of anonymity is maintainedagainst threat model X.2.3.5 The (n� 1) AttakOne strong attak, whih is still subjet of ongoing researh, is the n � 1 attak.Consider a threshold mix whih ushes when n messages have arrived. If, of the nmessages in the mix, n� 1 ome from the attaker (and are therefore reognisable tohim at the output), he an dedue the remaining message and observe where it hasgone to. This is a very powerful attak; one an seemingly do little to protet againstit. Indeed, most methods try to redue it to a denial of servie attak in whih thesystem stops working, without anonymity being ompromised. Alternatively, onean try to make the attaker as observable as possible. We explore this subjet inmuh more detail in Chapter 4.6As long as no n � 1 attaks (see Setion 2.3.5) are possible. Methods of proteting asadesagainst this attak do exist, see, for instane, the �rst part of the Stop-and-Go mixes paper [KEB98℄.7Although we have not examined this in detail, it is likely that the anonymity provided by aasade of more sophistiated mixes, e.g. pool mixes, does go down as the number of ompromisedmixes goes up. Of ourse, it never goes down below the anonymity of a single pool mix.35



At the very beginning of this hapter we mentioned that to design e�etive anonymitysystems we need to tailor them to the partiular method of ommuniation. Thus,having now examined the basis of mix systems, we look at both email and webbrowsing anonymity systems in more detail.2.4 Message-based Systems for Anonymous EmailThere are three harateristis of email traÆ whih are important for anonymizingit: 1. High Lateny. It is likely that users would tolerate a delay of minutes, hours,and sometimes even a few days if strong anonymity guarantees are provided tothem. This is ruial for anonymity beause when a message passes through amix, a delay is introdued. As we shall see in Chapter 4, the more delay, themore anonymity.2. Narrow size distribution. To a �rst approximation, all email messages areof a similar size. Typially, they are a few kilobytes long, for instane, around1.1% of the 8130 emails in my inbox at the time of writing were bigger than100K. Hene, a typial email will �t into one Mixmaster or Mixminion paket(if it does not, strong intersetion attaks are possible [KAP02℄).This is very important for anonymity beause all messages need to be madethe same size to avoid being trivially reognised within the system.3. Low bandwidth. It is useful to observe that although email is very importantin everyday life, the bandwidth used up in transporting it is very low omparedto other forms of traÆ. The relevane of this to anonymity is that sendingdummy messages (whih must be of a similar size to real messages) is heap.The seond property gives rise to the term under whih we use to denote emailanonymity systems: message-based systems.Another ruial property that message-based anonymity systems have to satisfy isthat of usability. While senders of email who wish to preserve their anonymity mightbe happy to download and run speial software, people who might reeive suh emailare unlikely to do so8. If this is the ase then anonymous email an be sent toanybody without requiring them to go to any extra e�ort to read it. A remark is inorder here. Bak in Chapter 1, we talked about hiding the ontent of the messageas opposed to hiding the sender and the reeiver of the message. A message-basedanonymity system an be used to send a message to someone anonymously (without8To hide the ontents of the traÆ from the observer when the message goes from the last mixto the reeiver, the latter will need basi deryption apabilities.36



requiring them installing speial software) only if the ontent of the message itselfdoes not reveal the sender and the reeiver of the message. Alternatively, the ontentmay be hidden by enrypting the message from the sender to a reeiver using eithersymmetri or publi key ryptography.We have already mentioned that message-based anonymity systems work muh alongthe lines of Chaum's original sheme. We do not go into any further details ofthe protools of any of the remailer networks { what we have desribed about mixsystems is suÆient for the purposes of this thesis. For more details about protoolsand implementations of message-based systems see [MCPS03, DDM03℄.2.4.1 Open ProblemsWe have already mentioned some open problems in this area when we were examiningthe theory of mix systems in Setion 2.3. These inlude:� Dealing e�etively with the n � 1 attak. Our approah to ahieving thisis presented in Chapter 4. We evaluate several mixes with respet to theirresiliene to the n� 1 attak. Some are likely to provide enough for the attakto be deteted (and hene the anonymity not ompromised). Other methods ofdealing with this attak also exist [KEB98℄, whih have not yet been analysedin a satisfatory way. There is also some reent work on dealing with the attakusing ative defenes (i.e. dummy traÆ) [DS03a℄.� Analysing and omparing the e�etiveness of single mixes. We do this for ativeattakers in Chapter 4 and more generally in Chapters 3 and 5. As always,some open questions still remain.� Analysing the anonymity of a mix network and omparing it to that of a mixasade. This is a diÆult problem; we make a substantial ontribution towardssolving it in Chapter 6 by presenting a de�nition of the anonymity of a messagein a run of the network.� Dealing with the issue of repeated ommuniation. If the attaker knows thatAlie is ommuniating with a �xed set of reeivers over a long period of time, hean try to dedue this set. Suh ativity is generally referred to as intersetionattaks. There is a substantial body of work on this issue; [KBS02, KAP02,AKP03, Dan03℄; we do not deal with this problem in the thesis.2.5 Anonymous Web BrowsingWeb browsing imposes a muh striter set of requirements on the anonymity system:37



1. Low Lateny. These systems must ensure that retrieving a webpage anony-mously takes no longer than a few seonds. Otherwise, anonymous web brows-ing beomes unusable.2. Large size distribution. The �les whih users ommonly wish to downloadfrom the Internet an be anywhere between several kilobytes (small text �les)and tens or even hundreds of megabytes (images and video). Note that frag-menting large �les into small pakets and reassembling them at the other endenables strong intersetion attaks [KAP02℄.3. High bandwidth. A user browsing the web uses up muh more bandwidththan the one who sends and reeives email. Hene using dummy traÆ tohelp reate anonymity is in general expensive: for instane, making a dummyrequest for a retrieving a �le might result in a download of several megabytes.One way of limiting bandwidth osts is to make a losed system for a knownset of users, but this, of ourse, also severely limits anonymity.The usability requirement for anonymous web browsing systems is similar to that ofthe message-based system: a user (who downloads lient software) must be able tobrowse material on existing web servers who are unaware of the anonymity system.The reader should by now have the impression that these systems fae strit require-ments. Thus, we might expet them to be able to withstand only signi�antly weakerthreat models and provide less anonymity than message-based systems. Indeed thisis the ase. It is muh less lear how to build an anonymity system for web browsingwhih satis�es all of the above requirements. Nevertheless, some attempts have beenmade using Chaum's sheme as a broad basis.A very broad desription of a low-lateny anonymous ommuniation system is asfollows. A number of users, running anonymity lients, onnet through the systemto some web servers (not running speial software). HTTP requests and responsesboth travel through the system. The system itself onsists of a number of nodes.Some designs have a `lassi' arhiteture, with relatively few nodes, whereas othershave a `Peer-to-Peer' arhiteture, with nodes run by eah user. Eah node has logiallinks to some (not neessarily all) other nodes, along whih it forwards traÆ. Linksare implemented above inter-node TCP onnetions between IP/port addresses, link-enrypted. Nodes also aept onnetions from end-user lients. To protet againstnode ompromise, data from eah of the lients passes through several nodes beforeit reahes the web server. The �rst design hoie made in all systems that we areaware of (Onion Routing, [OR℄, Tarzan [FM02℄, MorphMix, [RP02℄ and JAP [JAP℄)was to make suh systems onnetion-based. This means that the lient establishes abi-diretional onnetion through the system and all the data travels (up and) downthe same path. Another ommon feature of suh onnetion-based systems is thatthey split up the traÆ into small (from 128 bytes to 1K) pakets. Note that suh38



systems are not only useful for web browsing, but for any protool running over TCP.Indeed, IRC and ssh are also possible (though the anonymity of a user running suhprotools is likely to be low { it is likely that e�etive appliation-protool spei�attaks an be mounted).While Onion Routing, Tarzan and MorphMix are based on a mix network arhite-ture, JAP is a asade. However, as we shall see in the next setion, both lasses ofsystems admit similar attaks.2.5.1 Attaks and Open ProblemsWe will now briey outline some well-known attaks on onnetion-based anonymitysystems. These are presented here to give the reader the avour of the problemswith onnetion-based systems. The �rst of these attaks an be dealt with relativelyeasily; the others are strong attaks whih are hard to protet against. We do notexplore them further in the thesis. Instead, in Chapter 7, we look at two relativelysimple attaks whih defeat urrent systems and examine ways of proteting againstthem.Suppose the adversary is a global passive attaker and the anonymity system is afree route network. If the attaker wathes all the inoming (from users to nodes)and outgoing (from nodes to webservers) onnetions of the anonymity system, thenbeause webpages vary so markedly in size, the number of bytes transferred is likelyto be suÆient to identify whih onnetion is whih. Note that this is a traÆon�rmation attak; it only requires observing the senders and the reeivers ratherthan the entire anonymity system.One of the ways anonymity systems an try to protet against this attak is byemploying traÆ padding from the lient software to the �rst node on the route.What the best kind of padding to apply here is urrently an open issue, as is theprotetion that suh shemes an provide. We do not address this further in thisthesis.A global ative adversary an also mount the following attak. He targets a user,wanting to �nd out whih website he is aessing via the anonymity system. He theninjets a `timing signature' into the traÆ travelling from the user to the �rst node,i.e. introdues a series of delays into the stream whih he hopes to reognise whenthis data travels from the last node to the web server. He does the same (though theother way) when the website data starts travelling bak to the user. Note that thisis also a traÆ on�rmation attak (though the adversary is ative).Finally, an adversary who owns the �rst and the last node of a onnetion throughthe anonymity system, an, by simply wathing the total volume of data passing39



through a onnetion, orrelate the start and the end times of the onnetion. Thisis very similar to the �rst attak we disussed, though, unlike that attak, it annotbe proteted by dummy traÆ from user to the �rst node. Indeed, more generally,we note that an attaker who owns two ompromised nodes may use time and traÆvolume information to establish whether a onnetion passes through both thesenodes. This is in sharp ontrast to message-based systems, where suh an attak isnot possible (all messages are the same size).On a rather di�erent note, onnetion-based anonymity systems are muh more ex-pensive to run than message-based ones, and will hene be harder to deploy. Whilethere were enough volunteers who devote their spare time to running remailers, thismay not be the ase with onnetion-based systems. Hene, an open problem is look-ing at ways to enourage people to run nodes, behave honestly or even merely usethe system. Aquisti, Dingledine and Syverson have started looking at this problem,[ADS03℄, but many open questions remain.2.6 Other Shemes { Related WorkSo far we have only desribed mix systems as a way of ahieving anonymity. In fat,there are other ways as well.2.6.1 CrowdsCrowds [RR97℄ is a system whih is designed to maintain sender (but not reeiver)untraeability. The sheme is very simple: to initiate a ommuniation, a partiipantof the system forwards his request to another member of the rowd. They thenip a biased oin; if the outome is heads, they forward the ommuniation to theresponder, if it is tails they forward it on to another randomly hosen member ofthe rowd. Data from the responder travels down the same path in the oppositediretion.This system was designed to enable o-operating users on a medium-sized LAN (say,within a ompany) to protet themselves against the threats out on the Internet.Hene, there is no mixing, padding or onion enryption. Therefore an adversary whoobserves the entire network an trivially �nd the initiator { the initiator sends outa paket without having reeived one, while all other partiipants reeive a paket�rst, forwarding it a short time later. Another problem with Crowds is the fat thatthe system is inherently not very salable { in the original design every node had toshare a key with every other node.Several omments are in order. First of all, it is lear that the Crowds sheme40



of anonymous ommuniation is less seure than a mix system for a message-basedsystem. Seondly, although the Crowds sheme for onnetion-based systems has notbeen adequately ompared to onion-based shemes, the latter o�er more potential inthe future beause of the bitwise unlinkability properties o�ered by onion enryption.Indeed, that omparison is an interesting piee of work to do in itself { there aremany attaks whih an be mounted on both systems and oming up with a realistithreat model and an onion-based sheme whih does not su�er from devastatingattaks (some of whih are outlined in Chapter 7) in that threat model is hallengingin itself.Furthermore, researhers have shown that even within the threat model (no global ad-versary, some number of ompromised nodes) it is possible to mount e�etive attaksagainst Crowds [WALS02, Shm03℄. However, these basially amount to long-termintersetion attaks whih are likely to be e�etive against any anonymity system.An interesting extension of the Crowds system is Hordes [LS02℄. It is essentially aneÆieny improvement over rowds where data travels bak to the initiators via amultiast group whih they had initially seleted.2.6.2 Dining Cryptographers NetworksShemes whih provide sender and reeiver untraeability (and thus unlinkability) areusually based on some sort of broadast mehanism. Hene, unlike in mix systems,the adversary is unable to determine who is sending or reeiving messages. The �rstis a sheme alled \Dining Cryptographers" [Cha88℄ whih is ommonly illustratedby onsidering a number of ryptographers sitting round a table ipping (fair) oins.They arrange themselves in suh a way that eah ould see their own outome ofthe oin toss as well as that of the person sitting to the right of them. Eah wouldbroadast whether the two oins they saw were the same or di�erent. The protoolis exeuted repeatedly. A person may transmit a bit by inverting his broadast ifhe is transmitting a \1" or at as above if he is transmitting a \0". (If two peoplestart to transmit, they will soon notie). Naturally, this is a good sheme only if theunderlying ommuniations medium o�ers broadast as a basi servie or sending lotsof traÆ is not too expensive. Examples of these inlude loal LANs (or dinner tablesat restaurants!). The work on DC-nets was ontinued by Waidner and P�tzmann[WP90℄.Yet another reent anonymous ommuniation sheme based on broadast is P5[SBS02℄. It presents an eÆient way of setting up a broadast-based ommuniation(as a binary tree). As a result, the authors laim that the system is seure againsta global passive adversary. Several omments are in order. First of all, the shemedoes not satisfy the usability requirement we have argued essential above (Setions41



2.4, 2.5). The senario involves a set of users opting to o-operate and using the P5sheme between themselves. Hene, if this sheme was to provide anonymous webbrowsing, users would only be able to browse websites whih run on P5-ompatiblewebservers. This, in our view, is unaeptable. Seondly, the system admits paketloss (this makes anonymity easier to provide, but the vast majority of anonymousommuniation systems avoid it if at all possible). The bandwidth requirementsare also quite high, although, as expeted, muh better than the na��ve broadastprotool.Other work in this area inludes XOR-trees [DO00℄ and Herbivore [GRPS03℄.2.6.3 BusesA related way of doing anonymous ommuniation is to exploit persistent ommuni-ation patterns [BD03℄. A variety of protools with various time and ommuniationomplexity are explored in this work. They all rely on the o-operation of all theparties in the network and are not likely to lead to the development of pratialsystems.The simplest of the protools based on this idea is as follows. Imagine a bus drivingaround town. It stops in front of eah partiipant who heks for any messages thatwere sent to him and hanges all the \seats" alloated for his messages either torandom junk or to messages he wants to send to other partiipants.2.6.4 Loation PrivayA di�erent kind of onnetion-based system was presented by Al-Muhtadi and o-authors [AMCK+02℄. It is aimed at ahieving loation privay, the inability of theadversary to determine someone's loation, and does not have a very strong threatmodel. The arhiteture of the system is very rigid, with pakets being passed \up"and \down" the tree. Eah node trusts its Lighthouse node. There is very littleanalysis of the anonymity this systems provides.Most other work on loation privay also assumes weaker threat models. An inter-esting example with some anonymity analysis is presented by Beresford and Stajano[BS03℄.2.7 SummaryIn this hapter we have looked at the terminology often used to desribe various as-pets of anonymity systems, examined the basi onstrutions whih underly anony-42



mous ommuniations, inluding a fairly detailed look at mix systems, onsideredhow users might wish to ommuniate on the Internet and �nally examined someother (mostly broadast-based) shemes.We now go on to look at ways of measuring anonymity.
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Chapter 3Measuring Anonymity
\Primitive man regards his name as a vital portion of himselfand takes are of it aordingly."| Sir James George Frazer, The Golden Bough, Chapter 22.In the previous hapter we presented some shemes for anonymous ommuniation,but did not alulate how muh anonymity they provide. Indeed, anonymity is hardto measure or quantify { the users of the system do not see how high or low theiranonymity is diretly. Naturally, they may see the e�et of this later! This hapter isdevoted to disussions of how to measure or quantify anonymity: until quite reently,there has been no onsensus as to whih metri should be used to quantify anonymity.Arguably this is still the ase.Let us briey remind ourselves of the reasons for quantifying anonymity. First of all,if we an work out the amount of anonymity to be provided by a system, then eahof the users an assess whether this system suits their requirements and thus deidewhether to use it or not. Seondly, we need a onsistent metri of anonymity to beable to ompare di�erent anonymity systems. Finally, we should also be able to usethe metri to ompare the e�etiveness of attaks against anonymity systems.In this hapter we �rst look at how anonymity has been measured previously, thenpoint out the problems with this approah. We then propose a better metri. Inall the examples we hoose to abstrat away from the appliation level issues ofanonymous ommuniation. Examples of this inlude preventing the attaker fromembedding URLs pointing to the attaker's webpage in messages in the hope thatthe vitim's browser opens them automatially [CDK01℄. Instead, we work with theexample of message-based mix systems, broadly at the abstration level presentedin Setion 2.3. The threat model employed in this hapter is the global passiveadversary. 45



Perhaps the most intuitive way of quantifying the anonymity of a message M in amix system is to just ount the number of messages M has been mixed with whilepassing through the system. However, doing so would produe a bad metri as thease of the n� 1 attak (Setion 2.3.5) shows { here the message is onfused with nmessages, but really has no anonymity at all.Another popular metri of anonymity is the notion of anonymity set. We now look athow anonymity sets have previously been de�ned in the literature and what ontextsthey have been used in.3.1 Previous Work: Anonymity Sets3.1.1 Anonymity Sets in Dining Cryptographers NetworksThe notion of anonymity set was introdued by Chaum in [Cha88℄ in order to quantifythe \seurity" of Dining Cryptographers' (DC) networks. The anonymity set of amessage is de�ned as the set of partiipants who ould have sent that partiularmessage, as seen by a global observer who has also ompromised a set of nodes.The size of the anonymity set reets the fat that even though a partiipant ina Dining Cryptographers network may not be diretly identi�able, the set of otherpartiipants that he or she may be onfused with an be large or small, dependingon the attaker's knowledge of partiular keys. Chaum argues that the size of theanonymity set is a good indiator of how good the anonymity provided by the networkreally is. In the worst ase, the size of the anonymity set is 1, whih means that noanonymity is provided to the partiipant. In the best ase it is the size of the network,whih means that any partiipant ould have sent the message.3.1.2 Anonymity Sets in Stop-and-Go MixesIn analysing Stop-and-Go mixes, [KEB98℄, the authors also use sets as the measureof anonymity. Given a message, they de�ne the anonymity set of users as thosewho had a non-zero probability of having the role r (sender or reipient) for thatmessage. The size of the set is then used as the metri of anonymity. Furthermore,deterministi anonymity is de�ned as the property of an algorithm whih alwaysyields anonymity sets of size greater than 1.46



3.1.3 Standard Terminology { Anonymity SetsIn an e�ort to standardise the terminology used in anonymity and pseudonymityresearh publiations and larify di�erent onepts, P�tzmann and K�ohntopp [PK00℄de�ne anonymity itself as:\Anonymity is the state of being not identi�able within a set of subjets,the anonymity set."In order to further re�ne the onept of anonymity and anonymity set and in anattempt to �nd a metri for the quality of the anonymity provided they ontinue:\Anonymity is the stronger, the larger the respetive anonymity set isand the more evenly distributed the sending or reeiving, respetively, ofthe subjets within that set is."The onept of \even distribution" of the sending or reeiving of members of theset identi�es a new requirement for judging the quality of the anonymity providedby a partiular system. It is not obvious any more that the size is a very goodindiator, sine di�erent members may be more or less likely to be the sender orreeiver beause of their respetive ommuniation patterns.The reader will note that the de�nitions of anonymity sets look very similar, thoughwe will later (in Setion 3.2) show that there are subtle di�erenes in the way theyapply to the systems they are de�ned in the ontext of.We slightly rephrase the de�nitions presented in the Stop-and-Go mixes work [KEB98℄to introdue the notions of sender and reeiver anonymity sets. For a partiular mes-sage, and a partiular attaker, we an try to ompute all the possible senders whoould have sent this message (from the point of view of the adversary). This is thesender anonymity set. Similarly, the reeiver anonymity set is the set of reeiverswho ould have reeived this message. Note that we are usually interested in thesender anonymity set when we know who reeived a message, and the reeiver an-onymity set if we know who sent it. If both the sender and the reeiver anonymitysets ontain only one element, unlinkability is ompromised (we know who sent themessage and who reeived it).Let us onsider an example of some messages travelling through a mix network madeup of threshold (n = 2) mixes and see what the sender and reeiver anonymity setsof di�erent messages are. It is often helpful to illustrate a run of a mix system on amix network run diagram suh as the one shown on Figure 3.1. Here, A;B;C;D;Eare the senders and Q;P;R; S are the reeivers. Eah arrow represents one message(sent from the entity at the base of the arrow to the entity at the head of the arrow),while eah grey box represents a �ring of a mix. Time runs from left to right, so themessage from A to the uppermost mix has arrived before a message was sent from47
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3.2.2 Knowledge VulnerabilityYet another reason for being septial of the use of anonymity sets is the failure ofthe metri to take aount an attaker's additional knowledge. Consider the mixnetwork run diagram in Figure 3.3 (some of the messages arriving at reeivers arelabelled with their sender anonymity sets).Notie that if the (global passive) attaker somehow establishes the fat that, forinstane, A is ommuniating withR, he an derive the fat that S reeived a messagefrom E. Indeed, to expose the link E ! S, all the attaker needs to know is thatone of A;B;C;D is ommuniating to R. And yet this is in no way reeted in S'ssender anonymity set (although E's reeiver anonymity set, as expeted, ontainsjust R and S).It is lear that not all senders in this arrangement are equally vulnerable to this.Other mix network run diagrams may be less (or at least more evenly) vulnerableto additional knowledge of the attaker. Although we have highlighted the attakhere by using mixes with threshold of 2, it is lear that the priniple an be used ingeneral to ut down the size of the anonymity set.1A side remark is in order here. In a pratial implementation of suh a mix, one might liketo put an upper limit on the time a message an remain on the mix with a poliy suh as: \Allmessages should be forwarded on within 24 hours + K mix ushes of arrival".50



3.3 EntropyWe have now disussed several distint and, in our view, important diÆulties withusing anonymity sets and their ardinalities for quantifying anonymity. We havealso demonstrated that there is a lear need to reason about information ontainedin probability distributions. One ould therefore borrow mathematial tools fromInformation Theory [Sha48℄. The onept of entropy seems partiularly appropriateas it is designed to desribe the amount of information ontained in a probabilitydistribution, and should therefore let us measure the amount of unertainty theattaker has about who sent or reeived the message. We now proeed to de�ne ouranonymous ommuniation model and use entropy to desribe its quality. The modelis very lose to the one desribed in the Stop-and-Go mixes paper [KEB98℄.De�nition 1. Given an attaker and a set of all users 	, let r 2 R be a role forthe user (R = fsender, reipientg) with respet to a message M . Let U(M;r)(u) bethe attaker's a-posteriori probability of a user u 2 	 having the role r with respetto M .In the de�nition above we do not have an anonymity set but an r anonymity proba-bility distribution U(M;r) : 	! [0; 1℄ s.t. Pu2	U(M;r)(u) = 1. In other words, given hisview of a run of the system, the attaker takes a messageM and alulates as best aspossible, the probability distribution of its senders and reeivers. Of ourse, U(M;r)may assign zero probability to some users whih means that they annot possiblyhave had the role r for the partiular message M . For instane, if the message we areonsidering was seen by the attaker as having arrived at Q, then U(M;reeiver)(Q) = 1and 8S 6= Q . U(M;reeiver)(S) = 0.2 If all the users that are not assigned a zeroprobability have an equal probability assigned to them, (as will be the ase of a DCnetwork under attak) then, as Chaum suggests, the size of the set ould be usedto desribe the anonymity. The interesting ase is when users are assigned di�erent,non zero probabilities.De�nition 2. We de�ne E(M;r), the r anonymity of a message M , as the entropyof an r anonymity probability distribution U(M;r). In other wordsE(M;r) = �Xu2	U(M;r)(u) log2(U(M;r)(u))We also de�ne the e�etive anonymity set size as 2E.2Alternatively, we may hoose to view the sender/reeiver anonymity probability distribution fora message M as an extension of the underlying sender/reeiver anonymity set to a set of pairs ofusers with their assoiated (non-zero) probabilities of sending or reeiving it.51



It is trivial to see that if one user is assigned a probability of 1 then the e�etivesize of the anonymity set is 1, whih means that the attaker already has enoughinformation to identify the user.There are some further observations:� It is always the ase that 0 � E � log2 j	j.� If E = 0 the ommuniation hannel is not providing any anonymity.� If E = log2 j	j the ommuniation hannel provides perfet anonymity.Let us now use our new metri to analyse the anonymity of a message whih haspassed through the pool mix.3.4 Analysis of the Pool MixReall from Setion 3.2.1 that a pool mix stores p (p > 0) messages and reeives nmessages every round. It then ombines the stored and reeived messages and outputsn of them (hosen randomly). When the mix �rst starts operating, p messages aregenerated by the mix and plaed in the pool. We all this round zero. The timeperiod during whih the next n messages arrive and the mix ushes is alled roundone, and so on.First, we alulate the sender anonymity set and its ardinality for a run of the poolmix. Let the sender anonymity sets assoiated with the n messages arriving at roundi be Ki;1 : : : Ki;n and let K̂i = Ki;1[ : : :[Ki;n. The sender anonymity set K̂0 onsistsof only one sender { the mix itself (all the messages in the pool have been plaedthere by the mix). Let Ai be the sender anonymity set of the outgoing messagesafter round i; it is equal to the union of the anonymity sets of the messages storedin the mix (all of whih are the same and are equal to the anonymity sets of all themessages whih left the mix at the previous round) and the messages whih arrivedfrom the network. A0 = fmixgAi = Ai�1 [ K̂iNow, assume that all of the messages arrive at the pool mix diretly from senders,whih are all di�erent from eah other. This will allow us to alulate the maximumpossible anonymity of a pool mix, whih we an ompare to that of other mixes.Formally, assume 8i; j; l;m:(i 6= l_ j 6= m)) Ki;j 6= Kl;m. This implies that the sizeof the set after round k is 52



jAkj = n� k + 1and in the limit3 k !1 limk!1 jAkj ! 1It is lear one again that the size of Ak does not provide us with a useful insighton how well this mix performs. In partiular, it does not apture the fat thatsenders of past rounds have smaller probabilities of being the senders of messagesthat ome out of the mix at the last round. Finally, this metri does not allowus to e�etively ompare the pool mix with other mixing arhitetures, inludingonventional threshold mixes.We now alulate the entropy of the sender anonymity probability distribution of amessage oming out of the pool mix.The probability that a message whih omes out of the mix at round k was introduedby a sender in the mix at round 0 < i � k isproundi = nn+ p � pn+ p�k�ipround0 = � pn+ p�kDe�nition 3. Assume that eah message arrives at the mix diretly from its senderand all senders only send one message. After round 0, the only sender involved isthe mix itself. The entropy of the anonymity probability distribution at round k isEk = � kXi=1  nn+ p � pn+ p�k�i log2 1n+ p � pn+ p�k�i!!�� pn+ p�k log2� pn+ p�kAfter a large number of rounds (k !1) the above expression onverges towards4limk!1Ek = �1 + pn� log2 (n+ p)� pn log2 p3Note that in taking the limit we are assuming an in�nite set of users.4This expression was derived by Danezis, [Dan04℄.53



n p Anonymity Average Delay Average Delay(rounds) (message arrivals)100 0 6.6439 1 50100 1 6.7248 1.01 51100 10 7.1273 1.1 60100 100 8.6439 2 150200 0 7.6439 1 100200 1 7.6893 1.005 101200 10 7.9339 1.05 110200 100 9.0213 1.5 200Table 3.1: Some threshold and pool mixes together with their anonymity and averagedelay.Note that the additional anonymity that the pool mix provides is not \for free", ofourse, sine the average lateny of the messages inreases from 1 round to 1 + pnrounds, or, in terms of the average number of message arrivals, from 12n to 12n+ p.The delay and anonymity of various threshold and pool mixes are summarised inTable 3.4. Note that the mixes with pool of zero messages, are, of ourse, thresholdmixes, whih have anonymity log2(n).3.5 What is Anonymity?At this stage we are ready to return to the key question \What is anonymity?". Itturns out that the question is ill-posed. The anonymity of a message whih has passedthrough a mix system is fundamentally a very di�erent thing from the anonymity ofa mix system.We have quanti�ed the sender/reeiver anonymity of a message whih passed throughthe system from the point of view of the attaker as the entropy of the sender/reeiveranonymity probability distribution of this message whih the attaker builds givenhis observation of the system. There are two key questions: \How muh does theattaker know?" and \How does he ompute the probability distribution?"5. Clearly,if the attaker knows a lot about the system (e.g. the keys of all the mixes the messagewent through), the anonymity of our hosen message will be zero. Also, if the attakerinvests huge amounts of omputational power and �nds the private keys of all themixes, the anonymity will be zero.5One example of how this is done is presented in Chapter 6. It is interesting to note that theattaker may ome up with an algorithm for omputing the anonymity probability distribution whihis inorret! A trivial example of this is \Always blame sender A".54



The entropy of sender/reeiver probability distribution is useful for omparing dif-ferent attaker models, or di�erent ways of omputing the anonymity probabilitydistributions. It is less useful for omparing systems. The reason for this is thatanonymity systems are very often non-deterministi, e.g. if a user sends message Athrough the same mix network at two di�erent times t and t0, he will get a di�erentbehaviour, resulting in that message having di�erent anonymity as seen by the sameattaker who uses the same algorithm to ompute the anonymity probability distri-bution. What auses this non-determinism? In mix systems, anonymity is reated bymixing messages together, hene di�erent numbers of messages in the mix system attimes t and t0 will have aused A to have di�erent anonymity. Even if there were thesame number of messages, they would most likely travel via di�erent routes, resultingin di�erent anonymity. Finally, even if all the parameters of user messages at t andt0 were the same, the non-determinism in the network an still ause a disrepanyin the anonymity of A at t and t0.How an we ompute the anonymity of an anonymity system? After all, we seemedto perform suh an analysis for the pool mix. It turns out that the pool mix hasseveral properties whih makes its analysis relatively easy. Firstly, there is the fatthat all the messages oming out of the pool mix had the same anonymity6, soanalysing the anonymity of one message passing through the pool mix is meaningfulfor all the messages. Indeed, we will use this method in analysing other mixes injust the same way. Seondly, we must remember that in the pool mix the user wasvery onstrained { he ould only do one thing, i.e. send a message to the pool mix.In other systems, users an perform di�erent ations, some of whih are muh morediÆult to anonymize than others.Thus, if we take a �xed ation A of a partiular user, we an ompute the anonymityof this ation (e.g. the reeiver anonymity of the message that our hosen user sentvia remailers [N;M ℄) in eah of the possible runs of the anonymity system. Givenassumptions about (or probability distribution of) the ations of all the other users ofthe system, we an build a probability distribution of the possible values of anonymityation A will gain if this system is used. This is very useful to the user { he knowsthe ation he is going to perform, and an therefore ompare di�erent anonymitysystems by omparing these distributions.At this point it is interesting to note that the requirements of the user an be quiteomplex too: they may require that against a ertain attaker, their message, havingpassed through the anonymity system, under no irumstanes has sender anonymityless than 10. On the other hand, they may be ontent with a guarantee that onaverage, the system would provide their message with sender anonymity of 20.We are now in a position to ompare the anonymity of a ertain ation provided by6If we assume that the mix started working at the beginning of time!55



di�erent systems against a partiular adversary. We ould abstrat this to aountfor all possible ations, and thus try to ompare anonymity systems in general. Thisis entirely possible in priniple, but likely to be very omputationally expensive as wewould need to build probability distributions over all the possible things that ouldhave happened inside the anonymity system. We do not disuss this any further.It may well be the ase that suh analyses are performed in the future. It is worthmentioning that a very similar approah was taken by Shmatikov in his analysisof Crowds [Shm03℄. There, he uses a model heker to enumerate all the possiblestates the anonymity system an reah given ertain inputs. (Though, even thatrather ompliated analysis did not have to aount for the ase of users being ableto perform di�erent ations { the only thing a Crowds user an do is to initiate aonnetion.)We hope that the reader will have gathered that analysis of anonymity systems inthe general ase is hard and omputationally omplex. Hene, we must try to �ndproperties of the system we are trying to analyse whih allow the analysis to besimpli�ed. If suh properties annot be found, analysis is likely to be onstrained tosimple systems.It is worth saying that although this is the general method of analysing anonymitysystems, many urrent designs are not mature enough to be analysed in this way.Some break so easily that muh simpler onstrutions an be used to show this fat(see the two analyses of Chapter 7).3.6 Related WorkWe will see many more uses of the entropy metri throughout the thesis. For now,let us have a more detailed disussion about some of the other metris of anonymity,not restriting our attention to those employed in disussions of mix systems.We have already disussed the anonymity set metri originally introdued by Chaumin Setion 3.2.A metri very similar to ours was developed independently by Diaz, Seys, Claessensand Preneel and (also) published in PET 2002 [DSCP02℄. They have the same idea ofusing an anonymity probability distribution, but then ompute the entropy dividedby the size of the set. This measures preisely (from [PK00℄, Setion 3.1.3) howevenly distributed the probabilities within the anonymity set are. However, it doesnot take into aount the size of the set itself! Hene, it is fair to use this metrionly in ombination with the size of the set, but this is preisely what is ahieved byour proposal above7.7In some later papers, Diaz uses the metri outlined here.56



Another metri was proposed by Reiter and Rubin; and employed in their analysisof the Crowds anonymity system [RR97℄. They proposed to measure anonymity asthe probability of the attaker determining the sender of a partiular message. Themain degrees of anonymity are de�ned as follows. The sender is beyond suspiion ifhe is as likely to have sent the message as any other sender in the system. The senderis guaranteed probable innoene if he is no more likely to have sent the message asnot (i.e. the probability of him sending the message is less than 0.5). The sendermaintains possible innoene if there is a non-trivial probability of someone else tohave sent the message.There are several problems with this de�nition. First of all, it does not take into thenumber of senders in the set. \Beyond suspiion" is ahieved just as well by a singlemix with a threshold of 2 as by one with a threshold of 1000. This is somewhat similarto the knowledge vulnerability problem pointed out in Setion 3.2.2. Seondly, thenotion of possible innoene ontains a rather vague term \non-trivial probability".Finally, the term probable innoene is also de�ned rather arbitrarily { why shouldwe are about a user of having sent the message with a probability of 0.5 more than,say 0.55.A di�erent framework for expressing anonymity properties was reently proposedby Hughes and Shmatikov in [HS04℄. Let us use an example of a set S of senderspotentially ommuniating to a set R of reeivers. Suppose the ommuniation graphis represented by a funtion f : S ! R (hene eah sender sends a message to only onereeiver). An attaker's view of this funtion f onsists of graph knowledge, a binaryrelation F (F � S �R s.t. f � F ); image knowledge, a subset of R representing thereeiver who were ommuniated to and kernel knowledge, an equivalene relationrepresenting the senders who ommuniated to the same reeivers. Using these, wean represent the (by now) familiar onepts of anonymity set, sender untraeability,et. The authors go on to de�ne the onept of privay (in their view, privay ismaintained when the type of ommuniation is hidden, for instane whether Alieommuniates to Bob in his apaity as a dotor or a ounsellor, even if both theendpoints are known to the adversary). In our view, the term privay in its broadestsense is rather too vague to be de�ned formally. Hene, although the authors formallyde�ne a variety of information hiding properties, alling one of them \privay" israther misleading.A number of di�erent formal de�nitions of anonymity were reently proposed byHalpern and O'Neill [HO03℄. They present de�nitions very similar to those of ano-nymity set. In partiular, they de�ne an ation as being totally anonymous if all thepartiipants of the protool are in the set and minimally anonymous if more than onepartiipant is in the set. They also de�ne a probabilisti notion of anonymity whihessentially says that the probability of the partiipant having performed a partiularation is less than �. Yet another probabilisti de�nition states that all members of57



the anonymity set ought to have equal probabilities of having performed the ation.Overall, the authors present a good set of formal de�nitions broadly along the linesof those presented in this hapter.The two PET 2002 papers on anonymity metris [SD02, DSCP02℄ have lead to aprobabilisti de�nition of unlinkability by Steinbreher and K�opsell [SK03℄. Therethey de�ne more abstrat notions of unlinkability of items within a set as well asunlinkability of items belonging to di�erent sets. This notion is useful in researh onanonymity systems as it allows us to measure, for example, the degree to whih twomessages might have been sent by the same sender, without onsidering who thatsender might be.3.7 SummaryWe have now seen how anonymity an be quanti�ed taking into aount the di�erentprobabilities with whih various parties have performed the partiular ation. Inthis ase we examined the probability with whih a partiular sender sent the targetmessage.Having now equipped ourselves with a way of measuring the anonymity, we returnto the subjet of mix systems. Sine we an analyse threshold pool mixes using thenew metri, we embark on a more detailed investigation of the properties of variousother mixes. In the next hapter, we examine their properties under ative attaksenarios.
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Chapter 4Ative Attak Properties ofSingle Mixes\When an Ojebway is asked his name, he will look at some by-stander and ask him to answer."| Sir James George Frazer, The Golden Bough, Chapter 22.Chaum �rst introdued the onept of a mix in 1981 [Cha81℄, and sine then re-searhers and developers have desribed many mix variations, e.g. [GT96, Jak99,KEB98℄. These have di�erent aims and approahes, yet the performane and ano-nymity tradeo�s between them are still not well-understood. In fat, some of themixes used in well-known �elded systems suh as Mixmaster [Cot94, MCPS03℄ arementioned only briey or not at all in the literature. We start losing this gap byenumerating and exploring a variety of mix ushing algorithms. Here we onsiderbathing mixes { i.e. ones that ollet a bath of messages before proessing them.This is in ontrast with ontinuous or synhronous mixes whih proess messagesindividually and typially rely on a partiular distribution of traÆ (e.g. [KEB98℄).In the past, many anonymity systems have been onerned with proteting theirusers against passive adversaries, either global or loal, usually iting the n�1 attakwhih we introdued in Setion 2.3.5 as a vulnerability, with (quoting Berthold et al.[BPS00℄) \no general appliable method to prevent this attak". In this hapter wedisuss ways of reduing this vulnerability. In partiular, we onsider the extent towhih the mixes are vulnerable to ative attaks suh as the n� 1 attak.An ative attak on a bathing mix is usually mounted in the following way: theadversary targeting a spei� message going into a mix manipulates the messagesentering that mix so the only message unknown to him in the bath is the targetmessage [Cot94, GT96℄. This manipulation may involve delaying or dropping mostor all other inoming messages (a trikle attak [GT96℄), or ooding the bath with59



attaker messages (a ooding attak). We all these attaks or ombinations of themblending attaks.We provide a rigorous analysis and omparison of several properties of eah mixvariant, inluding anonymity, lateny, and resistane to blending attaks. We alsogive intuition and guidelines about whih environments and irumstanes are mostsuitable for eah mix variant.4.1 Blending Attak TaxonomyHere we onsider a global ative adversary (see Setion 2.3.2) who is not only able tosee the traÆ on all the links, but also to delay or insert arbitrarily many messagesin a short time. These are reasonable assumptions { methods of logging per-paketdata on high bandwidth links exist, as does the possibility of building fast hardwareto insert or delay messages. We further assume our attaker an send messages frommany di�erent soure addresses1. Any attempt to ounter this { soure authenti-ation { would trivially defeat the very anonymity that free-route mix systems areintended to protet. The ative attaker's threat omes from his power to log andmanipulate messages on the links.Note that the global ative attaker an be viewed as a ombination of two separateattakers: one who an only insert messages (global inserting attaker) and one whoan only delay messages (global delaying attaker). The latter is obviously easier toimplement.It is well known that the ability to insert or delay messages may allow the attakerto determine, for instane, the reipient of a partiular message originating froma sender. We illustrate this in the ase of a single threshold n mix. The attak,ommonly referred to as the n�1 attak, proeeds as follows: The attaker observesthe target message leaving the sender heading towards the mix and delays it. Henow starts sending messages into the mix along with anyone else's messages thathappen along until it �res. As soon as the mix �res, he stops all other messagesfrom entering the mix and sends in the target message along with n� 1 of his ownmessages. After the mix �res, he an reognise eah of the n� 1 messages of his ownwhen they leave the mix and an therefore determine the destination of the targetmessage. The same attak an be used against a mix asade by mounting it againstthe �rst mix, or against a mix network by repeating the attak for eah of the mixeson the path of the message in turn.We now onsider the properties of this attak before going on to examine how asimilar arrangement ould work on other mixes.1Indeed, infrastrutures to ensure sender authentiation have proved diÆult to build.60



First of all, we note that the attak is exat { that is, it provides the adversarywith the ability to determine the reeiver of a partiular message with ertainty 1(the anonymity of a message passing through the mix is 0). We also note that thisattak does not depend on the rest of the mix network; that is, the attaker hasenough power to always isolate and trae a partiular message. We all suh anattak ertain.We lassify mixes into the following ategories of vulnerability to blending attaks.� If no blending attak an redue the anonymity of any message at all, the mixis strongly resistant to blending attaks.� If no blending attak an redue the anonymity of any message below a onstantk, then the mix has blending attak anonymity k.� If the attaker an always redue the anonymity of a message arbitrarily, butnever to 0, the mix is vulnerable to non-exat, unertain blending attaks.� If the attaker an always redue the anonymity of a message to 0, but mayneed to spend an arbitrary amount of resoures (time/messages) to do so, themix is vulnerable to exat, unertain attaks.� If the attaker is always able to redue the anonymity of a message to 0 in abounded amount of resoures, it is vulnerable to exat ertain attaks.Although it may appear that the \vulnerability" of the mixes goes up as we go downthe list, this is not neessarily the ase { it is important to onsider the ost of theattak as well. For example, suppose the anonymity of a message going through Mix1 under ative attak is proportional to the inverse of the ube of the number ofmessages expended in the attak. This mix an be seen as \more vulnerable" thanMix 2 whih is always ompromised by 106 attaker messages. Note that Mix 1 isvulnerable only to non-exat blending attaks, while the Mix 2 is vulnerable to exatertain attaks.We will proeed to analyse and ategorize several mixes. For eah of them, we willsuggest their blending attak ost (both of time and number of messages it takes toarry out) where neessary. Before doing so, there is a further interesting point toonsider { what aspets of the ost of the blending attak are important?The ost in terms of attaker messages learly orrelates with the amount of pro-essing power the adversary has to expend to generate the attaker messages (eahmessage requires at least one publi key enryption!2) and bandwidth in order tosend these messages.The time taken to exeute the attak is in some sense more important { it is also the2Though messages an be preomputed. 61



time for whih all the other messages need to be prevented from entering the mixwhih under attak. If this time is signi�ant (i.e. not aountable for by networkdelays), the attak beomes visible to the rest of the mix network. If suh an attak isdeteted, anonymity an be preserved by, for instane, manual intervention from themix operator to delete the messages inside the mix whih is under attak. Although inthis ase the target message does not reah its destination, its anonymity is ertainlynot ompromised and thus the ative attak has failed. In summary, we want to�nd mixes whih require as many attaker messages and as muh time to attak aspossible.4.2 Simple MixesIn this setion we desribe various mixes divided aording to their ushing algo-rithms whih are sometimes known as bathing strategies. In partiular we set out,for eah mix type: the mix parameters, the ushing algorithm, the delay on messagesin normal operations (i.e. when not under attak), the minimum and maximum ano-nymity provided against a purely passive adversary, analysis of the blending attakson the mix, and �nally provide a disussion of the adversaries apable of performingblending attaks. This setion desribes simple mixes, in whih all of the messagesin the mix are sent eah time it �res. The more omplex pool mixes are disussed inSetion 4.3 below.In desribing the di�erent mix ushing algorithms and working out their properties,we make several assumptions:� The mixes take a onstant time to �re (send messages out).� The mixes have limited physial memory and so an only ontain a �nite num-ber of messages. Further, they have �nite bandwidth, so an only reeive aertain number of messages in a given amount of time.� Mixes prevent message replays.� Messages may or may not arrive at a uniform rate.� In alulating the minimum and maximum anonymity we assume the globalpassive adversary. The vulnerability to the ative attaker is desribed sepa-rately.� When we talk about anonymity, we mean sender anonymity of any of the mes-sages at the urrent round. Similar ideas an be applied to reeiver anonymityas well.� A mix an store a maximum of  messages.62



� Just as in Setion 3.2.1, we assume that all the messages in the bath are fromdi�erent senders (and go to di�erent reeivers). This is done merely to be ableto fairly ompare the mixes against eah other.� A message takes � time to arrive or leave the mix.� A mix takes a onstant (�) time to proess eah message (derypt, reorder,hek for dupliates, et).� A mix only starts reeiving messages only after it has sent on all the messagesfrom the previous round.Note that in pratie, these an be ignored as the time it takes a mix to proess themessage is small ompared to the inter-arrival time between messages.4.2.1 Threshold MixParameters: n, the threshold.Flushing Algorithm: When the mix ollets n messages, it �res (ushing all n).Message Delay: The minimum delay is � + � (the target message arrives whenthere are n� 1 messages already in the mix and leaves �rst). The maximum delayan be in�nite (the target arrives at a mix and no more ever arrive). Assuming arate of arrival of messages r, the expeted delay of a message is: n�12r .Anonymity: For ompleteness, let is derive the anonymity of the threshold mix.Consider one round where the messages arrived to the mix diretly from n di�erentsenders fs; s0; s00; : : :g. Take a messageM and onsider the probability it arrived fromthe various senders. Clearly, 8s:P (s =M) = 1n .Hene the anonymity of the mix is:�Xn 1n log2 1n = � log2 1n = log2 nBlending Attak Behaviour: The attak is exat and ertain; it proeeds asoutlined in Setion 4.1 and is usually referred to as the n� 1 or the ooding attak.It takes a maximum of (4n � 1)� + 2n� time to insert the required messages andfor the two �rings of the mix to happen. The attak takes a minimum of n � 1messages (the attaker waits until the mix is empty, forwards the target message to63



the mix along with n�1 attaker messages to ush it out) and a maximum of 2n�2messages. (the attaker does not wait for the mix to beome empty).Adversaries: The above attak seemingly requires both the global delaying at-taker apabilities and the global inserting attaker apabilities. However, this is notneessarily so. If the global inserting attaker is able to insert n� 1 of his own mes-sages between eah of the \good" messages going into a mix, he e�etively mountsan n� 1 attak on eah of them.Another possible attak senario is when an attaker owns a mix in a free route mixnetwork. He has the apability to delay all the messages going through this mix untilthe onditions are \just right", i.e. the next mix (on the path of a message) ontainsn� 1 of the attaker's messages and will �re as soon as the target message reahesit. Thus, he has the apability to attak the next mix in the route of eah of themessages going through the mix he ontrols. As a result, if the attaker owns all themixes but one, he is able to ompromise the anonymity of any message.4.2.2 Timed MixParameters: t, the period.Flushing Algorithm: The mix �res (ushing all the messages) every t seonds.Message Delay: The minimum delay is � + �, whih ours, for instane, if themessage is the only one in the mix and arrives just before the mix is due to �re.The maximum delay is t+ (�+ �), whih is the ase when the message arrives justafter the �ring, then the mix is �lled to apaity by other messages, and the targetmessage is the last to leave. The mean delay, assuming a onstant rate of arrivals ofmessages, is t2 + rt(�+ �), but is likely to be dominated by t2 .Anonymity: The minimum anonymity is 0 { one message arrives during the entiretime period. The maximum anonymity is theoretially in�nite, but in pratie islimited by the apaity of the mix. The mean anonymity set size (assuming a rateof arrival of r messages/s) is rt.Note that the threshold and timed mixes are in some sense dual. If the goal of theanonymity system is to guarantee anonymity at the expense of fast message delivery,threshold mixes are good. (This is the senario of a spy in a hostile ountry { if theanonymity is ompromised, the spy is aught.) On the other hand, if timeliness of64



message delivery is ruial and anonymity is a bonus, the timed mix is ideal. Notiethat if the messages are assumed to arrive at a onstant rate, the properties of thesemixes are exatly equivalent.Blending Attak Behaviour: The attak is exat and ertain and proeeds asfollows: The adversary delays the target message for a maximum of t until the mix�res. He then delivers the target message and bloks all other inoming messages.After another t seonds the mix �res again produing the target message on its own.This takes a maximum3 of 2t+ �+ �+ � and a minimum of 2�+ � seonds (whenthe mix was empty and about to �re), and 0 messages. The attak is usually referredto as the trikle attak.Adversaries: This attak does not require any insertion of messages, so the globaldelaying attaker is suÆient. We also note that this \attak" an happen naturallyin low traÆ onditions, so a dishonest mix may be able to attak the next hop of amessage simply by holding it until the next hop is empty and about to �re.4.2.3 Threshold-Or-Timed MixParameters: n, the threshold; t, the period.Flushing Algorithm: The mix �res (ushing all messages) every t seonds orwhen n messages aumulate in the mix, whihever omes sooner.Message Delay: The maximum message delay is t + n(� + �), the minimum is�+ �.Anonymity: The minimum anonymity is 0 { one message arrives during the entiretime period. The maximum anonymity set size is n.Blending Attak Behaviour: This design exhibits the worst ase behaviour ofboth the threshold and the timed mixes (and hene is exat and ertain). Theadversary an hoose to perform a trikle attak, a ood attak, or a mixture of thetwo depending on whether he prefers to wait or send messages. The attak an be3This happens when the mix was full to apaity at the start of the attak, � seonds after thelast �ring. 65



performed in a minimum of 0 messages in somewhere between 2�+� and 2(t+ �+�)seonds or with a maximum of 2n� 2 messages, in a maximum of n(2�+�) seonds.Adversaries: This attak an be performed by either the global inserting or theglobal delaying attaker.4.2.4 Threshold-And-Timed MixParameters: n, the threshold; t, the period.Flushing Algorithm: A mix �res (ushing all messages) every t seonds but onlywhen at least n messages have aumulated in the mix.Message Delay: The minimum delay is n(�+�), and there is no maximum delay.Anonymity: The minimum anonymity of this mix is n. The maximum anonymityis in theory in�nite, but is limited in pratie by the number of messages the mixan hold.Blending Attak Behaviour: The n � 1 attak is still exat and ertain anduses a ombination of the attaks on the threshold and the timed mixes. It takes amaximum of �+2t+n(�+�) and a minimum of n(2�+�) seonds; and a maximumof 2(n� 1) and a minimum of n� 1 messages.Adversaries: It is lear that to mount an attak on this mix, the attaker has tohave the apability both to delay and to insert messages.4.3 Pool MixesThe ative attaks on all of the mixes desribed in the previous setion are not onlyexat and ertain, but also low-ost. We now examine pool mixes, whih give theadversary only an unertain attak, and substantially inrease the ost of it.4.3.1 Threshold Pool MixParameters: n, the threshold; p, the pool size.66



Flushing Algorithm: The mix �res when n+ p messages aumulate in the mix.A pool of p messages, hosen uniformly at random from all the messages, is retainedin the mix. (Consider these messages as feedbak into the mix.) The other n areforwarded on. Note that the threshold is the threshold of messages that must bereeived to �re again during ongoing operation. For pool mixes this is distint fromthe `threshold' of messages to �re when the mix is ompletely empty, i.e. n + p forthe threshold pool mix being desribed.Message Delay: The minimum delay is �+�, the maximum delay is in�nite sineuntil n new messages arrive, the mix does not �re. Note, however, that even if thereis a onstant ow of messages and the mix is �ring periodially, there is still a smallbut non-zero probability of a message remaining in the mix for an arbitrarily longtime. The mean delay is 1 + pn rounds. If the messages arrive at a rate of r perseond, then the mean delay is (1 + pn)nr seonds.Anonymity: Here we have to resort to the information theoreti de�nition of an-onymity desribed in Chapter 3 rather than the standard set-based de�nition, sinethe probabilities of the senders (reeivers) sending (reeiving) the message are un-equal. Note also that the anonymity of the message going through a mix dependson the entire history of events that have happened in this mix. Thus, we ahieve themaximum anonymity Emax when all of the messages that have ever passed throughthe mix ome from di�erent senders. We have already seen this analysis in Chapter 3,the result is given here merely for ompleteness.Emax = �1 + pn� log2 (n+ p)� pn log2 pOf ourse, we an ompare the anonymity above to that of the other mixes byrealling that the e�etive anonymity set size is given by 2Emax .The onept of minimum anonymity in pool mixes is slightly more elusive. In thethreshold mix ase we assumed that all the messages in the bath ome from di�erentsenders. Under this assumption, regardless of previous history, the minimum senderanonymity of a threshold pool mix is at least log2 n, and therefore no worse than thatof a orresponding threshold mix. Indeed, unless the attaker is able to dedue thatthe pool ontains no honest messages at the start of the urrent round (and all themessages in the urrent round ome from di�erent senders), the sender anonymityof any message in this round is neessarily greater than log2 n. A similar statementholds for reeiver anonymity: unless the attaker is able to dedue that the poolontains no honest messages at the end of the urrent round (and all the messagesin the urrent round go to di�erent reeivers), the sender anonymity of any message67



in this round is neessarily greater than log2 n. Thus the minimum anonymity of athreshold n pool mix is at least as high as that of a simple threshold n mix.Blending Attak Behaviour: In general, the blending attak has two phases:ushing the mix so that no good messages remain inside it, then submitting thetarget message and ushing it out onto the network. With simple mixes, one ush wassuÆient for eah phase. With pool mixes, this is no longer the ase. Furthermore,there is now a small but non-zero probability that a given message (e.g. the targetmessage) remains in the mix for an arbitrary length of time. The attak eases tobe ertain. It proeeds as follows:The attaker delays the target message, �lls up the pool mix and ushes it. If j ofthe attaker messages do not ome out, he knows that p� j good messages remaininside the pool mix. He now delays all the inoming messages and tries to ush theremaining good messages out of the mix (he an distinguish them as they ome out).Of ourse, this is likely to take more messages than to ush out a threshold mix (seebelow for details), but the attak is still exat (beause if/when the attaker sueedsin getting all the messages to leave the mix, he knows he has done so). When allgood messages have been ushed, he just sends in the target message, and ushesthe mix as before until the target message omes out. Beause the attaker may needto spend an arbitrary amount of resoure to ush out the mix ompletely or to ushout the target message, the attak is unertain.Analysis: The threshold pool mix annot always be ushed of good messages inone round. In partiular, if at the time of ushing there are fewer attaker messagesthan there are good messages inside the mix, then at least one good message willremain inside it. We assume that when the adversary starts the attak, all themessages in the pool are good messages. Hene, any threshold pool mix with p > nis impossible to empty of good messages in one round.For our analysis of blending attaks we onsider a pool mix with parameters n; pwith G good messages in it being attaked with N bad messages and alulate theprobability of k good messages oming out (k � G) in one round:� Gk �� Nn� k �� n+ pn �An important speial ase is when k = G, i.e. all the good messages leave the mix inone round. 68



The probability of this happening is:� Nn� k �� n+ pn � = N !n!(n�G)!(n+ p)!Example 1 Consider a pool mix with a threshold of 80 and a pool of 20 messages.The average delay of a message through this mix is 1.25 rounds. Assuming theattaker targets a mix with 20 good messages in it, the probability of ushing the mixin one round is 0.0066.We wish to alulate the probability of the attaker emptying the mix in � rounds.Clearly, given the opportunity to try to empty the mix with p good messages in itfor � rounds, the attaker will send n of his own messages to the mix during eahround. If the attaker sueeds, then there will be no good messages in the mix afterround �. However, this may happen in many ways: all the good messages mightleave during the �rst round, or stay in the mix until round k and leave then, or leavea few per round. The probabilities of eah of these happening are di�erent. Hene,we need to alulate all the possible ways the good messages will leave the mix, thenalulate the probability of eah of these senarios happening, and then add up theprobabilities. We illustrate this with a simple example.Suppose the threshold pool mix with parameters n; p has one good message inside itand we wish to �nd the probability of the attaker getting it to leave the mix in threerounds. There are three possible ways this an happen; these an be represented by[1; 0; 0℄; [0; 1; 0℄; [0; 0; 1℄ where the list [1; 0; 0℄ represents one good message leavingduring the �rst round and none during the seond and the third. The formulaabove allows us to alulate the probability (taking the �rst example) that one goodmessage leaves the mix whih ontains only that one good message (and n+p�1 badones). Hene, to alulate the probability of a senario like [1; 0; 0℄ happening, wealulate the probability of eah of the rounds happening using the formula aboveand multiply the probabilities together. We now add the probabilities of eah ofthe senarios happening to get the probability of a mix being emptied in � rounds.Naturally, there are far too many senarios to do so by hand, so we wrote a programin Haskell [PJH+99℄ to help us. The program enables us to analyse senarios suhas the following:Example 2 Consider a threshold pool mix with a threshold of 20 and a pool of 10messages. The mean delay of this mix is 1.5 rounds and the anonymity (entropy) is5.70. When the adversary begins his attak, there are 10 good messages in it. Theprobability of the attaker emptying this mix in 5 rounds is 0.96. This attak requires100 attaker messages and 100(� + �) time.69



A threshold mix with the same mean delay (assuming a uniform rate of arrivals) hasn = 30, and therefore anonymity of 4.91. Naturally, it an be emptied of good mes-sages with no more than 29 attaker messages. Note that both the extra anonymityand the extra blending attak resistane ome from the fat that the variane on thedelay of the pool mix is greater than that of the threshold mix { after all, all themessages of a threshold mix have the delay of one round.Thus, the use of a threshold pool mix in an anonymity system not only makes then � 1 attak unertain, but also muh more expensive (than the threshold mix) interms of the number of attaker messages whih need to be inserted to perform theattak suessfully. Note, however, that the attak an still be arried out quikly {it is merely the time it takes for the mix to proess the messages employed in theattak.A variety of results about how the threshold, the pool and the number of roundsa�ets the probability of the attaker emptying the mix an be alulated similarly.We do not present these here, as we believe that these are not important enough towarrant a detailed investigation. Similarly, the tehniques outlined here enable us toperform a number of omparisons between the various mixes. We do not arry outsuh a study beause it will inevitably draw far reahing onlusions while relyingon partiular assumptions about the distribution of message arrivals. Suh a studyan only be arried out in the ontext of a real anonymity system, for whih messagearrival distributions are known. Instead, we go on to highlight the blending attakproperties of other mixes.4.3.2 Timed Pool MixParameters: t, the period; p, the pool.Flushing Algorithm: The mix �res every t seonds. A pool of p messages hosenuniformly at random is retained in the mix. The others are forwarded on. If p orfewer messages are in the mix, it does not �re. (Thus, stritly speaking, this is athreshold and timed pool mix, for whih the threshold is zero.)Message Delay: The minimummessage delay is �, and there is no maximum delay(if no messages arrive, the messages that are in the pool will never leave the mix). Asin the ase of the threshold pool mix, there is again a small but non-zero probabilitythat any given message ould remain in the mix for an arbitrarily long time even ifthere are messages owing through the mix.70



Blending Attak Behaviour: Two avours of blending attak are possible onthis mix. The adversary has no ontrol over when the mix �res, but he an hooseto add many or just a few messages to eah bath. (He prevents all other messagesfrom reahing the mix).By adding as many messages as possible in one round, he maximizes the probabilitythat after one ush only the attaker messages will be left in the pool. He knows thathe has sueeded if p of his messages do not ome out with the ush. This approahis very ineÆient in terms of the number of messages added by the attaker, N , sinethe probability of ushing the mix by this method is 4N !N !(N �G)!(N + p)!However, this aims to ush the good messages out of the mix in one round, andtherefore a maximum of t+N(�+ �) seonds.Example 3 Consider a timed pool mix with a pool of 5 messages. The probabilityof ushing the mix in a single round by adding 90 messages is 0.76.Alternatively, the attaker an add just one message to eah round for many rounds.This is very eÆient in the number of messages N (indeed, this attak is muh moreeÆient than the one on the threshold pool mix in terms of messages, but learly notin terms of time). However, this approah delays all the messages to the mix by atleast tN seonds, whih is highly observable to the users of the anonymity system.The probability of ushing the mix using this sheme an be alulated using thesame method we used for the threshold pool mix (and the same Haskell program).Example 4 The timed mix with a pool of 5 messages an be attaked by adding asingle message at eah round. After 10 rounds the probability of having ushed allthe messages out is 0.36.The attaker an hoose either or a ombination of these approahes, based onwhether he an send out many messages or delay messages to a mix for a longtime. As argued previously, the attaker will probably hoose the former attak inorder to remain unobservable.Minimum and Maximum Anonymity: The timed nature of this mix allows anarbitrarily large number (only limited by the memory and bandwidth apaity of themix) of messages to be mixed together. If we assume a onstant rate r of messagearrivals, the anonymity provided by this mix must be alulated in just the same4As previously mentioned, in pratie there is an upper limit on N due to the �nite memoryapaity of the mix. 71



way as for the threshold ase (if all the messages ome from di�erent senders). Tobe more preise, the anonymity of the timed pool mix is the same as the anonymityfor the threshold pool mix with the same pool, and taking n = rt.The minimum anonymity of a timed pool p mix (reall that in our analysis of thethreshold pool mix we argued that the lowest possible anonymity oming just fromthe last bath of messages an be seen as the minimum anonymity of the mix) is 0,and therefore learly smaller than that of a threshold pool p mix. The maximumanonymity is, in theory, in�nite, in pratie it is limited by the apaity of the mix.If the apaity of the mix is , then the maximum anonymity of it is (at eah round messages arrive from di�erent senders):Emax = �1 + p� p� log2 � p� p log2 pIf we do not assume a onstant rate of message arrivals, then the anonymity of amessage going through this mix depends on the messages whih have arrived at thismix previously. Similarly to the threshold pool mix ase, the total number (andthe senders) of messages whih have passed through it is important. However, herethe number of messages whih have arrived during eah round is also important {there is a di�erene between all the messages having arrived during one round vsthe same number of messages having arrived during di�erent rounds. Hene, if wehave a history of the mix (a reord of its operation ever sine it was started), we analulate the anonymity of the timed pool mix for that partiular ase. The historyof a mix inludes the senders of eah message and the number of messages that gotmixed together in eah bath.Anonymity of the Timed Pool Mix { the General Case First of all, assumethat all messages arrive at the pool mix diretly from senders. Furthermore, for thepurposes of omparison, assume that the senders of all the messages are distint.We will proeed as follows: �rst, we onsider a message inside the mix at round k (wedo not are whether this message leaves the mix or not) and alulate the probabilitiesthat it had been sent by eah of the senders who sent a message at round j, j < k. Wewill then have a probability distribution of senders who ould have sent the message.Taking the entropy, P p log2 p, of this probability distribution, will give the senderanonymity.We have already used this method to analyse the threshold pool mix in Chapter 3.However, the di�erene between the threshold pool mix and the timed pool mix isthat in the former ase the number of messages arriving at every round is the same(the threshold, n), while in the latter ase it varies.72



Given the mix at round k and a history of the numbers of messages whih arrived atthe mix during eah of the rounds [N1; : : : ; Nk℄, let us alulate the probability of amessage from rounds 1 : : : k still being in the mix.The probability that a partiular message that is in the mix at round k has enteredthe mix at round k is: pk = NkNk + pThus, a sender who sent a message at round k (there were Nk of them) was thesender of this message with probability:p(s;k) = 1Nk + pSimilarly, the probability that a message that is in the mix at round k has enteredthe mix at round k � 1 is: pk�1 = pNk + p � Nk�1Nk�1 + p�and the probability that a partiular sender at round k � 1 sent this message is:pk�1 = pNk + p � 1Nk�1 + p�If the message was in the mix before the �rst ush (round zero), the probability ofit staying until round k is: p0 = kYi=1� nNi + p�Of ourse, if the message ame from round zero, then it must have been \sent" bythe mix itself (reall this is the way a pool mix starts operating).Hene, the sender anonymity probability distribution for a message whih exited themix at round k is: p(s;0) = kYi=1 pNi + p73



p(s;x) = 1Nx + p kYi=x+1 pNi + pp(s;k) = 1Nk + pwhere 0 < x < k.Now we an alulate the entropy of the probability distribution (note that there isonly one sender at round zero and Ni senders at round i).Ek = � NkNk + p log2 1Nk + p � kYi=1 pNi + p! log2 kYi=1 pNi + p!+� k�1Xx=1 NxNx + p  kYi=x+1 pNi + p! log2 1Nx + p kYi=x+1 pNi + p!!At this point it may be helpful to refer bak to Setion 3.4 and observe how theabove expression resembles the one for anonymity of the threshold pool mix.An Alternative Method We an also derive the anonymity of a timed pool mixin a di�erent way. This has largely been the work of other people, and is presentedhere briey merely to show that the method above has been veri�ed by other meansand for ompleteness. It is based on the formula for omposition of mixes introduedby George Danezis in Setion 3.2 of [SD02℄, and has been suggested by RihardNewman as a di�erent way of analysing the threshold pool mix.When Rihard Newman proposed this alternative method for analysing the thresholdpool mix, it was not lear that the results obtained using this method and the methodpresented in Setion 3.4 were the same. I proeeded to show that they were, andapply this method to the timed pool mix (as presented below). Unfortunately, wehave not been able to prove analytially that the two methods give the same resultsfor the timed pool mix, but the results oming from implementing the two methodssuggest that they are onsistent. The method proposed by Newman is roughly asfollows (the reader will need to refer bak to [SD02℄):In Setion 3.2 of [SD02℄ the formula for omposition of mixes was presented:Stotal = Sse + X0<i<l piSi74



Intuitively, this says that the anonymity of a message in the mix is the inherententropy of the mix (Emix) plus the mean anonymity of all the messages inside themix.We an use this formula in the following way. Consider the mix at round i. It has,essentially, 2 inputs: messages from round i�1 and messages from the senders. Thereare p messages from round i � 1 and they have entropy Ei�1, (E0 = 0). There areNi messages from the senders, eah having entropy zero. We now separate out themixing of the Ni user messages together into a separate mix. Consider the pool mixat round k as two mixes: a threshold mix whih mixes the user messages togetherand then another threshold mix whih mixes the p messages from the previous roundwith the Ni messages from �rst mix. It is trivial to see that the �rst threshold mixprodues Ni outputs, eah with an entropy of log2(Ni).A message oming out of the seond mix ould have ome from two plaes: from theprevious round (all the probability of this pi) or from the �rst mix. So,pi = pNi+p and 1� pi = NiNi+pThen, the inherent entropy of the seond mix at round i isEimix = �pi log2 pi � (1� pi) log2(1� pi)Using the above formula we an now obtain the anonymity of a timed pool mix afterr rounds (it is the entropy of the seond mix plus the mean of the entropy of messagesfrom the previous round and the entropy of the Ni messages from the �rst mix):Ek = Ekmix + pkEk�1 � (1� pk) log2NkThis an be expanded as:Ek = Ekmix � (1� pk) log2Nk + k�1Xx=1Exmix kYi=x+1 pi � kXx=1(1� px) log2Nx kYi=x+1 piIt is important to notie that to alulate the anonymity of a timed pool mix (usingeither method), we need to know the number of messages that had arrived at themix during eah of the previous rounds.Now suppose we wish to analyse the anonymity of a timed pool mix at round K.It is lear that messages whih have passed through the mix a long time ago will75



not ontribute muh to the urrent anonymity.5 Thus, we an approximate the totalanonymity by supposing that only the last k0 of the K rounds ontribute to theanonymity.Suppose that message inter-arrival times during time period T follow some proba-bility distribution (an exponential distribution, for example) and that N messagesarrive in total. Furthermore, take T to be some multiple of t, the time parameterof the mix, so that the N messages arrive over k0 = Tt rounds. Now we an simplyenumerate all the possible ways (we all these histories) that N messages an arrivein k0 rounds, and alulate the probability of eah one. Now all that is left to do is toalulate the anonymity of eah one of the histories, the probability of eah historyourring given the exponential (or in fat any other) distribution and ompute themean anonymity.Implementation and Results This alulation is far too tedious to do by hand,so a short program was written in Haskell [PJH+99℄ to enumerate all the possiblehistories, alulate their probabilities using an exponential distribution and deter-mine the anonymity of the pool mix. The program alulates anonymity using thetwo methods presented earlier and gives the same results in eah of our test ases.This leads us to believe that the two methods are indeed onsistent with eah other.Note that this approah is not as preise as the one used for the threshold pool mix{ we were unable to ome up with a losed form for the anonymity of a timed poolmix as the number of rounds grows large. However, we onsider the method usedabove satisfatory and pratial.The program enables a omparison with a threshold pool mix, for whih we take thesame senario and alulate its anonymity after r rounds.We performed the omparison in the following settings: we took a timed pool mixwith a period of 1 minute and a pool of 2 messages over 5 rounds with 10 messagesarriving to it during these 5 rounds. The mean inter-arrival time for the Poissonproess was taken to be 1 message/min.We then ompared it to a threshold pool mix with the same volume of traÆ owingthrough it over 5 rounds. We took the threshold to be 2 messages. Note that thisorresponds to the anonymity of the timed mix when the history of the timed mixis [2; 2; 2; 2; 2℄. The anonymity of the threshold pool mix was 2:91 bits, whilst theanonymity of the timed pool mix was 3:012 bits. If we model the arrival of messagesusing a zipf distribution, the anonymity of the timed pool mix is 3.07 bits.5Implementors of mixes have also suggested that inluding a timeout lause suh as \messageshould not be delayed for more than 10 rounds" would make them feel more omfortable.76



We do not urrently wish to make any general laims about the anonymity of timedmixes versus threshold mixes. Suh a statement would be muh more a produt ofthe various assumptions we have made than the bathing strategies themselves. Inpartiular, as we have seen above, the probability distribution of message arrivals tothe mix is an important fator. Also, we have measured the anonymity of the timedpool mix as the anonymity of the message passing through it after the partiularhistory has happened. Perhaps if we measure it as the average anonymity of eahmessage over the whole history, the results will favour the threshold pool mix. Finally,a rigorous omparison of the two mixes would also have to take aount of the averagedelay of the messages through the two mixes, and possibly other fators. Here wemerely illustrate that the method whih we use to work out the anonymity of a timedmix is powerful enough to enable suh a omparison.4.3.3 Timed Dynami-Pool Mix (Cottrell Mix)Parameters: t, the period; pmin the minimum pool; fra, the fration of messagesto be sent; n, the thresholdFlushing Algorithm: The mix �res every t seonds, provided there are n+ pminmessages in the mix. We all the atual number of messages in the mix at the timeof �ring m,(m�pmin � n). Instead of sending m�pmin messages (as in a timed-and-threshold onstant-pool mix), the mix sends the greater of 1 and b(m� pmin) � framessages, and retains the rest in the pool.If n = 1, this is the mix that has been used in the Mixmaster remailer system foryears [Cot02, Cot94℄.When messages arrive at a onstant rate of one per t, Cottrell mixes are equivalent toboth timed pool mixes and threshold-1 onstant-pool mixes. Spei�ally, if the rater of message arrival is 1=t, the mix will forward 1 message in every period and retainpmin in the pool. For a general Cottrell mix, if the messages arrive at a onstant rateof n � fra=t and dn � frae = n � fra, then this is equivalent to a onstant-pool mixwith a pool of pmin + n(1� fra) (and threshold n � fra).Message Delay: As with the other pool mixes, the minimum delay is �, and thereis no upper limit on the delay. The mean delay depends on the future rate of arrivalof messages into the mix; it is at least as big as that of a timed onstant-pool mixwith the same pool size. 77



Anonymity: The dynami-pool mix has idential minimum and maximum ano-nymity properties to a timed onstant-pool mix. We ould similarly use a reord ofthe mix's ativity to alulate the anonymity of a message passing through it (al-though the alulation would be slightly di�erent). Qualitatively, we may note thatthe anonymity provided by the mix would be higher than that provided by a timedonstant-pool mix: As the number of messages in the mix goes up, fra keeps thehane of the message remaining in the mix onstant, whereas it dereases in thease of the timed onstant-pool mix. Naturally, the extra anonymity omes from theextra message delay.Blending Attak Behaviour: The introdution of the dynami parameter frahas several new onsequenes ompared to the timed onstant-pool mix.Firstly, the maximum probability of a partiular message exiting the mix in a singleround does not asymptotially approah 1 as the number of messages goes up, insteadit approahes fra. Hene, even if the attaker sends in a large number of his messagesto the mix, the probability of ushingG good messages out of it in one round is fraG.Therefore there is no possibility of ushing the mix with high probability in one ush:the �rst of the two blending attaks on timed onstant-pool mixes is bloked. Asalready noted, it is similarly more resistant to ooding than a onstant-pool thresholdmix.Seondly, the attaker has to �nd out how many messages are in the mix. Of ourse,the number of good messages in the mix is easy to alulate from the number ofmessages that ome out.Finally, the number of messages inside the pool mix may be arbitrarily high andannot be redued to below pmin in one round. Therefore, if we wish to send amessage that is harder for the ative attaker to trak, we should send it at a time ofhigher traÆ { thereby inreasing the ost (in terms of messages or time) of attemptedattaks on it.6Thus timed dynami-pool mixes require the attaker to delay all the traÆ to themix for a substantial number of rounds, and therefore for a substantial time. Again,our Haskell program allows us to ompute the probability of the attaker emptyingthe mix in a variety of senarios:This example shows that the protetion this mix provides against blending attaksis still not very strong. Indeed, as the number of messages inserted by the attakerat eah round goes up, the probability of a suessful attak tends to ((1� fra)k)Gwhere k is the number of rounds. Ideally we would like a mix for whih the anonymity6Unfortunately, an attaker apable of arbitrary message insertions, as we have been assuming,will make it hard to determine times of higher legitimate traÆ.78



Messages Rounds Probability of Suess30 3 0.1460 3 0.28300 3 0.46600 3 0.4830 5 0.47460 5 0.66300 5 0.82600 5 0.8430 7 0.7360 7 0.87300 7 0.95600 7 0.95Table 4.1: Emptying the Cottrell Mixdoes not go to 0 even as the ost of the attak goes up. We would also be happierwith a mix where the probability of a suessful attak is proportional to 1P (k) whereP is a polynomial of a small degree.4.4 Related WorkThere are relatively few attempts to deal with ative attaks in the literature. Firstand foremost, Kesdogan proposes two shemes for dealing with suh attaks in[KEB98℄. We look at these in more detail.4.4.1 Limitations of Stop-and-Go MixesThe �rst of the proposals outlined in [KEB98℄ is a sheme for an anonymity systembased on a mix asade that requires authentiation. This is based on a strongerassumption { that the attaker annot mount a distributed n � 1 attak where thehostile messages ome from di�erent users. Unfortunately, it seems very hard tore-use this idea in free route networks: sine there is no entralized input loationat whih we an do authentiation, ompromised mixes ould laim to have doneauthentiation on traÆ they instead generate themselves.The seond sheme, Stop-and-Go mixes, involves the sender estimating a time win-dow during whih the message is allowed to arrive at eah of the mixes making upthe route of the message. If the message arrives during that time period it will be79



forwarded on; otherwise it will be disarded. Therefore the attaker's ability to delaymessages is muh more limited, so ative attaks are harder. The attak is unertain,and the authors argue that the probability of exeuting the attak suessfully is verylow.However, the sheme relies on the users being able to aurately alulate a seurityparameter that depends on their estimate of the rate of arrival of messages to themixes that the target message will go through at the time it will travel through them.In other words, the users need to be able to predit the traÆ levels in the systemin the future to remain anonymous. This is likely to be exploited by the attaker(the exat details depend, of ourse, on how the seurity parameter is alulated).Furthermore, an ative attaker is able to arbitrarily a�et the levels of traÆ in themixes whih the target message goes through.Thus, we defer the evaluation of Stop-and-Go mixes to future work as the preisedetails of parts of the protool, ruial to the seurity of the system, have not yetbeen spei�ed.4.4.2 Other Work on Bathing MixesMixes have been studied fairly extensively in the literature. Chaum proposed thethreshold mix. The pool mixes were desribed by Cottrell in [Cot94℄; in partiular, hedesribes the threshold pool, the timed pool and the Cottrell mixes. The last was themix used in the Mixmaster system for a long time. There is an interesting disussionof the anonymity provided by two types of mixes in the Babel paper [GT96℄. Theydo not use an information theoreti metri of anonymity, nor do they analyse thesame mixes (their mix is a variant of a pool mix where a message is never delayed formore than one round), but this work is one of the earliest attempts at quantitativelyanalysing anonymity of di�erent mixes.A substantial aount of the funtionality of bathing mixes is given in Jerihow'sPhD thesis [Jer00℄. She outlines very strong requirements on the mixes, essentiallyadopting the ative attaker with many ompromised mixes model. She then pro-eeds to analyse the extent to whih we an protet against the n� 1 attak, inves-tigating a broad range of attaks and prevention measures. However, the study isbroad and very often open-ended with little in the way of onrete results (e.g. onpage 121 the author laims that in pool mixes \the size of the anonymity set beomesbigger").There is another strand of researh devoted to mixes. This is a olletion of papers(see [Jak99, OA00, DK00, FS01, Nef01, NSN03, M�ol03, Abe98℄) whih fouses ondesigning mixes whih provide strong properties like veri�ability. Suh properties80



are useful in appliations like eletroni voting where it is extremely important thatevery message gets to its \destination".One new strand of researh shows that bitwise unlinkability does not have to beahieved by publi key deryption as in the original sheme by Chaum. Instead,re-enryption an be used (using, for example the El-Gamal publi key enryption[ElG85℄). Traditional re-enryption requires the mixes to possess a publi key forthe message in order to re-enrypt it. A more reent sheme, universal re-enryption[GJJS, Dan03a, GJ03℄ an be used to allow mixes to provide bitwise unlinkabilitywithout knowledge of a publi key. Unfortunately, mixes must provide other proper-ties, e.g. resistane to tagging attaks and replay prevention. Universal re-enryptiondoes not support these naturally, and this urrently renders anonymity system de-signs based on them impratial or simply inseure. Nevertheless, we feel that this isan important researh area whih is likely to provide interesting results in the future.4.4.3 Deployed MixesThe analysis we have presented in this hapter has been very muh from a theoretialpoint of view, but the mixes whih we have desribed are used in pratie.In partiular, the Mixmaster system uses the Cottrell mix. The period of the mix isset by the remailer operator and so many mixes operate with di�erent parameters.Typially, the period is between 5 and 30 minutes. Similarly, the number of messagesarriving at a mix per round varies between zero and around a hundred messages.This is part of the reason for inluding the minimum and the maximum anonymityproperties of mixes in this hapter and not relying on assumptions about distributionof traÆ. Rigorous analysis of the performane of the various mixes under realistitraÆ is future work.4.5 SummaryThe main ontribution of this hapter is the omparison of the blending attak be-haviour of the di�erent mixes. The results are summarised in Table 4.5.Several things ought to be noted. Firstly, two di�erent blending attaks are possibleon the Threshold or Timed mix and on the Timed Pool mix; we presented the resultsfor the attak whih takes less time and is therefore less observable, although moreexpensive in the number of attaker messages. Seondly, the probability of suessis equal to ((1 � fra)k)G only when N = 1, i.e. an in�nite number of attakermessages per round are sent to the mix. When a �nite number of messages is sent,the probability of suess is lower; see Setion 4.3.3. Also, the attaks on the timed81



Cost of Blending attakTime Messages Prob. of suessThreshold (4n� 1)�+ 2n� n 1Timed 2t+ (+ 1)�+ � 0 1Simple Thresh. or Time n(2�+ �) n 1Thresh. & Time �+ 2t+ n(�+ �) n 1Threshold �(�+ �) > n See 4.3.1Pool Timed 2t+ �0(�+ �) N N !N !(N�G)!(N+p)!Cottrell (k + 1)t+ �00(�+ �) (k + 1)N ((1 � fra)k)G �n thresholdt periodp poolN number of attaker messagesG number of good messagesk number of rounds the attak lasts�,�0,�00, onstant fatorsTable 4.2: Summary of blending attak properties of various mixes.pool mixes are alulated for the ase when N � G, if this is not true the attakmight take an extra round, t seonds (+ onstant fator for message proessing).Finally, we did not inlude the preise numbers for the time needed for proessingof messages as the duration of the attak is dominated by the number of periods t ittakes.In addition to providing the blending attak properties of the mixes, we provided de-sriptions of them and onsidered their anonymity and delay. We have also proposeda new method of working out the anonymity of timed pool mixes along with an im-plementation of this method. We do not provide a full omparison as the anonymityof the timed mixes depends heavily on the patterns of message arrivals to them.We onluded that the timed dynami pool mix provides a reasonable resistane toblending attaks, both in terms of the number of attaker messages required andthe time the mix has to be isolated from the rest of the network in order to get areasonable probability of a suessful attak. In addition, we provided ommentaryon the popular ontinuous mix, the Stop-and-Go mix, and on its blending attakproperties.
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Chapter 5Generalising Mixes and theBinomial Mix
\When one annot invent, one must at least improve."| fortune ookieIn this hapter we ontinue looking at bathing mixes, proposing a ommon frame-work for expressing them. This leads us to a design of yet another mix with aninteresting property { it hides the number of messages inside it from the attaker.This hapter onludes our study of single mixes. In Chapter 6 we go on to examinemix networks as a single entity and try to formalise some of their properties.5.1 Expressing Mixes as FuntionsIn the proess of analysing individual bathing mixes in the previous hapter itbeame lear that they all ontain some ommon features. Their ushing algorithm,whih determines the time when ushing happens and how many messages are sentout, depends on two fators: the time that has passed sine the last ushing and thenumber of messages inside the mix. Naturally, this inuenes both the anonymityand the message delay properties of the mix. In existing literature the bathingstrategy is often expressed by giving the algorithm for olleting messages togetherand forwarding them on to the next hop. This is umbersome and, although itorresponds well to the implementor's view of the mix, it does not isolate the detailsimportant for the analysis of the mix well at all. Instead, we propose a simpleformalism for expressing mixes whih also allows quik (qualitative) omparison.We express the bathing strategy of mixes as funtions P : N ! [0; 1℄ from the83



number of messages inside the mix (m) to the fration of messages to be sent totheir next hop. Examining the graph of suh a funtion is a very nie way to gainthe intuition behind the operations of a mix. We also need to speify when themix ushes, hene we inlude a parameter t whih spei�es how often the bathingstrategy is exeuted. For timed mixes, this is the time between ushes (known asthe period, t). For threshold mixes we want the ushing to happen as soon asthe appropriate threshold is ahieved, hene the bathing strategy to be exeutedonstantly; t = 0.Existing mixes an be expressed in this framework as follows. The funtion of eahmix P (m) is illustrated in Figures 5.1, 5.2, 5.3, 5.4, 5.5.� Threshold mix, threshold n: This mix ushes as soon as n messages are au-mulated (t = 0) and sends out all the messages (P (n) = 1 ^ 8n0:(n0 6= n) )P (n0) = 0). Hene it is represented on a graph by a single point.� Timed mix, period t: This mix ushes all the messages whih are inside it atthe time of ushing. Hene, 8m:P (m) = 1.� Timed pool mix, period t and pool p: This mix ushes when the time t expiresand sends out m� p messages. Hene 8m:P (m) = 1� p=m.� Threshold pool mix, threshold n, pool p: This mix ushes as soon as thethreshold n is reahed (t = 0), and sends out n messages. Hene, 8m:((m <n+ p)) P (m) = 0) ^ (m = n+ p)) P (m) = n=(n+ p).� Timed dynami pool mix (Cottrell mix), minimum pool pmin , period t, frationfra1: This mix ushes every time period t, sending out b(m � pmin)framessages. Hene, 8m:P (m) = (m�pmin)fram .At this point it is worth noting that all these ushing algorithms are stateless, i.e.the fration (and therefore the number) of messages forwarded on by the mix at eahround depends only on the number of messages inside it during this round and notthe number of messages in the mix during the previous round.5.2 Extensions Arising Out of the FrameworkThe natural way to proeed is to say that a mix is an arbitrary funtion from thenumber of messages inside the mix to the perentage of messages to be ushed. Whatdoes this gain us?Throughout the mix literature, a tradeo� between message delay and anonymityan learly be seen. Indeed, as shown �rst in [SD02℄ (and in Chapter 3), the pool1For larity of exposition, we use a timed dynami pool mix with a threshold of zero.84
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Figure 5.1: Threshold mix, n = 100 Figure 5.2: Timed mix
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Figure 5.3: Timed pool mix, p = 20 Figure 5.4: Threshold pool mix, n =100; p = 67
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Figure 5.6: P(m) of a Cottrell mix with fra = 0:8 vs a normal umulative distribu-tion funtion with � = 100; � = 40.mix gains more anonymity from higher average delay as ompared to the thresholdmix. Expressing the mix bathing strategy as a funtion allows us to de�ne anarbitrary tradeo� between anonymity and message delay. We now go on to examinea partiular mix funtion.Suppose that we would like to develop a mix whih has same the properties in lowand high traÆ onditions as a partiular timed dynami pool mix, but whih gainsmore anonymity for a longer delay in low traÆ onditions. This is easily possible {all one needs to do is to invent a suitable funtion.In Figure 5.6 we show a omparison between the Cottrell mix and our new mix,whih is de�ned by a suitable funtion (normal umulative distribution funtion2).The normal umulative distribution funtion has desirable properties. It growssmoothly at low n, providing a larger anonymity when the mix ontains few mes-sages. This is ahieved at the ost of inreasing the delay in low traÆ onditions. On2This funtion has no losed form, hene is omputed numerially.86



the other hand, when the number of mixed messages is large enough, the umulativefuntion improves the delay over the Cottrell funtion.5.3 Adding Randomization: The Binomial MixIn this setion we add randomness to the bathing strategy of the mix. Suppose wetreat the result of the funtion P (m) not as a fration, but as a probability. We anthen use it as the bias of a oin, whih we toss for eah message inside the mix. Ahead indiates that this message should be sent out during this round, a tail { thatit should remain in the mix. It is lear that the expeted number of messages sentout at a partiular round is mP (m); the atual number is piked from a binomialdistribution with bias P (m). Due to this property, we all this mix the binomial mix.Adding randomness has the e�et of hiding the number of messages whih are in themix at the time it ushes. This has two desirable onsequenes:� It makes it more diÆult to deide whether a message was a dummy messageor a real message. We have so far not touhed on the issue of dummy traÆin a mix network. If dummy traÆ is added in a mix network, the attakerperforming a blending attak will see several messages leaving a mix { thetarget message along with some dummy messages. Now, at some point thedummies will get disarded by the mixes in the mix network. (None of theover traÆ shemes propose to send the dummies all the way to the reeivers.This is beause suh traÆ would have the plaintext exposed to the attaker,who is likely to be able to di�erentiate real messages from the automatiallygenerated dummies. Furthermore, suh traÆ will annoy the reeivers.) If theattaker knows how many messages are in the mix, he an trivially deduewhether the mix has disarded a ertain message (beause it was a dummy) orkept it (beause it was the real message). In a threshold mix, he arranges forthere to be n � 1 real (his own) messages in the mix and sends in the targetmessage. If the mix ushes, the message was real, if it does not, it was a dummymessage. Similar deision proedures an be exeuted for the timed, thresholdpool, timed pool and Cottrell mixes.� It makes the blending attak on the mix probabilisti rather than exat. Thisis explained in more detail below.Before we proeed to examine the blending attak properties of this mix, we sum-marize its bathing algorithm for ompleteness.Binomial mix: t, P (m) = umulative distribution funtion of the normal distri-bution. 87



P (mj�; �) = 1�p2� Z m�1 e�(t��)22�2 dtThe mix ushes every t seonds; at eah ush the value of P (m) is determined fromthe funtion, and is used as the bias of a oin tossed for eah message. A headindiates that the message should be forwarded on to the next hop, a tail that itshould stay in the mix.The analysis of the anonymity of this mix is rather more diÆult than that of thetimed mixes beause the number of messages it sends out is not a deterministifuntion of the state of the mix. Thus, to ompute the average anonymity of thismix, we not only need to average over all the possible histories of the mix, but alsoover all mix \behaviours". (Reall that at eah round the mix an potentially sendout anywhere between zero and all the messages in the mix).5.3.1 Blending Attak on the Binomial MixThe ooding strategy.The goal of the attaker is to trae a partiular message (the target message) thatis sent by a user to the mix. The ations of the attaker an be divided into twophases: the emptying phase and the ushing phase.The emptying phase. During this stage of the attak, the goal of the attaker is toremove all unknown messages ontained in the pool, while preventing new unknownmessages from going into the mix. In order to ush the mix, the attaker sends somenumber of messages to the mix at every round. In the analysis that follows, we willassume this value, NT , to be suh that it fores P (m) to be equal to its asymptotivalue, pasym, whih gives us an upper bound on the e�etiveness of the attak. Theattaker an ompute the probability of suess of his atual attak by using thevalue of P (NT ) instead of pasym in the formulae below.If the attaker wants to empty the mix with probability 1 � �, then he will have toood the mix for some number of rounds. We all this k.The formula that an be used to estimate the number of rounds needed to ush allunknown messages with probability 1� � is:(1� (1� pasym)k)G � 1� � (5.1)88



where G is the number of good messages in the mix initially. If the attaker doesnot have any information about n he will have to assume G = Nasym, the maximumnumber of messages a mix may ontain (worst ase senario for the attaker).We an rewrite this as: k = ln(1� (1� �)1=n)ln(1� pasym)whih for small � simpli�es to: k = ln(�=n)ln(1� pasym)Cost of emptying the mix. We ompute the ost of this phase of the attaktaking into aount the following:� Number of messages the attaker has to send to the mix.� Time needed to omplete the operation.Number of messages the attaker has to send to the mix. In the �rstround the attaker has to send NT messages, to ensure that the funtion P (m) takesa value lose to pasym, and therefore the probability of eah message leaving is loseto maximum. In the following rounds, it is enough to send as many messages asthe mix outputs. Note that if G + NT is bigger than Nasym, then some messagesmay be dropped (depending on the implementation) and the mix will ontain Nasymmessages. We do not speify this, and it does not a�et our analysis.Thus, for the �rst round the attaker sends NT messages, and the following roundshe sends (NT + G)pasym messages on average. The total number of messages sentduring this proess is:Number of messages sent = NT + (k � 1)(NT +G)pasym (5.2)Time needed to omplete the operation. This is a timed mix, so the attakerhas to wait t units of time for eah round. This is highly likely to dominate theduration of the attak, so we ignore the time it takes for the messages to arrive andbe proessed. Therefore, the total time needed is around kt time units.89



The ushing phase One the mix has been emptied of unknown messages, theattaker sends the target message to the mix. Now, he has to keep on delayingother inoming unknown messages and also send messages to make the mix ush thetarget.The number of rounds needed to ush the message is, on average, k0 = 1pasym . Theost of this phase is omputed aording to the previous parameters.Number of messages the attaker has to send to the mix Assuming that theattaker arries out this phase of the attak immediately after the emptying phase,the number of messages needed in the �rst round is (NT +G � 1)pasym, and in thefollowing ones (NT +G)pasym. The total number of messages is:pasym(NT +G� 1 + (k0 � 1)(NT +G)) = pasym(k0NT + k0G� 1) (5.3)The other two parameters are omputed in the same way as in the emptying phase,taking into aount the new value of k0.Total ost of the attak Clearly, if the attaker has hosen to empty the mix ink rounds and ush the message in k0 rounds, then the total time the attak lasts is(k + k0)t, the total number of messages is:NT + (k � 1)(NT +G)pasym + pasym(k0NT + k0G� 1)and the probability of suess is:((1� (1� pasym)k)G)(1 � pasym)k0Guessing the number of messages within the mix with an ative attakThe attaker an use the ooding strategy (emptying phase only) in order to deter-mine the number of messages ontained in the pool of the mix. However, it is ratherexpensive and is not a good use of the resoures of the attaker.Probabilisti suess Note that, due to the probabilisti nature of the binomialmix, the attaker only sueeds with probability 1� �. Therefore, with probability �there is at least one unknown message in the mix. In this partiular ase, the attakeran detet his failure if during the ushing phase more than one unknown messageleaves the mix in the same round (and there is no dummy traÆ poliy), whih90



happens with probability p2asym for the ase of one unknown message staying duringthe emptying phase (the most probable ase). With probability pasym(1 � pasym)the target message leaves the mix alone, and the attak is suessful. Also withprobability pasym(1 � pasym), the other unknown message leaves the mix �rst, andthe attaker follows a message that is not the target without notiing. Finally, withprobability (1�pasym)2, both messages stay in the pool and the situation is repeatedin the next round.5.4 Related WorkThere has not been a huge amount of work on analysing single mixes, as mentionedin Setion 4.4. This hapter is based on the paper \Generalizing Mixes" [DS03b,SN03℄ (oauthored with Diaz) where the new framework of expressing mixes and theanalysis of timed pool mix was presented. Sine then, more work has been done byDiaz [DP04a, DP04b℄.We also mentioned that the idea of piking the number of messages to be sent outfrom a probability distribution was proposed in the desription of the Babel system[GT96℄, though the metri they used for the analysis of the anonymity of the mixesthey onsidered was misleading. It e�etively amounted to using the largest value inthe anonymity probability distribution to measure the anonymity.5.5 SummaryIn this hapter we proposed a framework for expressing bathing mixes as funtionsfrom the number of messages in the mix to the probability of a message being senton. This turned out to be useful and has lead to to a design of a new mix { thebinomial mix.We now leave the issue of anonymity of single mixes and go on to examine mixnetworks.
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Chapter 6From Mixes to Mix Networks\Privay is part philosophy, some semantis, and muh pure pas-sion" | Alan Westin, 1967In the two previous hapters we examined properties of various single mixes in theontext of the global passive and global ative adversaries. In this hapter we give ade�nition of the anonymity of mix networks. In partiular, we approah the issue ofalulating the anonymity probability distribution for a message whih has travelledthrough a free route mix network omposed of threshold mixes as viewed by theglobal passive adversary.First of all, we present a formal framework for analysing the anonymity of a run of anetwork of threshold mixes (given an observation made by the attaker). We go onto present a method for de�ning the anonymity probability distribution and henethe entropy-based metri whih we saw in Chapter 3. Finally, we briey use themodel to illustrate our analysis with a simple example.Our main aim is to develop a prinipled way of de�ning the anonymity of mix net-works. It is omputationally infeasible to do alulations on real anonymity networks,but our de�nition should provide a good basis for future work on approximate al-ulations.6.1 The Mix NetworkFirst of all, let us outline the overall harateristis of the anonymity system whihwe are modelling.We onsider an anonymity system whih onsists of senders whih send messages93



to reeivers via a mix network made up of the simplest type of mix { thresholdmix. The hoie of sequene of mixes through whih eah message passes throughis left to the sender (in ontrast to, say, MorphMix [RP02℄). One this hoie hasbeen made, the senders onstrut onions in the usual fashion. Our model is exibleenough to aommodate any \not quite free route" mix network { routes de�nedby sequenes of mixes in whih one mix ours twie onseutively in the sequeneare not allowed. More restritive mix networks (and in partiular mix asades) arealso easily modelled within our framework; a fully free route mix network requires aslight extension. We disuss this later in the hapter.We analyse the anonymity this system provides against the global passive adversarywho is able to observe the network very lose to eah of the senders, reeivers andmixes (rather than only in the ore of the network). Thus, eah message (i.e. senderto mix, mix to mix and mix to reeiver, not sender to reeiver) is observed twie { atits soure and destination. Furthermore, we assume that the adversary annot breakthe enryption used by the mixes and does not possess any of the mixes' private keys.We do not model several well-understood aspets of mix networks. These inludereplay prevention by mixes, retrieval of the mixes' publi keys by the senders, paddingto ensure that all the messages are the same size, et. The fous of model is preiselyto be able to alulate the anonymity of a message passing through the mix network,and we aim to abstrat away other, perhaps tangentially relevant, details. One ofthese is enryption of messages { our model requires ertain properties from theenryption sheme used in the mix network. First of all, if the sender enrypts themessage for the reeiver before onstruting the onion, we require that the enryptionsheme satis�es semanti seurity (broadly, seeing the iphertext does not give anyinformation about the plaintext). Seondly, the (publi key) enryption sheme usedin eah layer of the onion struture should be semantially seure enryption againsthosen iphertext attaks. For us, this has two important onsequenes: �rstly,observing the outer layer of the onion gives the attaker no observation about theinner layer; and seondly the attaker ipping any bits of a message will ause manybits to be ipped in the deryption (and thus the message is very likely to be disardedby the mix). We note that publi key ryptosystems satisfying this property exist,e.g. [Sho98℄.We have now spei�ed the overall arhiteture of the anonymity system, but notneessarily the spei� parameters. As before, the threshold of the mixes will bedenoted by n. Of ourse, the threshold may be di�erent for eah mix. Sine this isan easy extension of the model we present below, hene we omit it.Another important parameter whih we have so far ignored is the maximum numberof mixes that a message an pass through. Why is there a maximum number ofmixes? Reall that all the messages in a mix network have to be the same size (seeSetion 2.3.3). Furthermore, eah mix that a message passes through \peels o�" a94



layer of the onion, thus reduing the size of the message (and replaing the layer byrandom padding to make the true size of the message unobservable to the attakerlooking at the network). Hene, there is a limit on the maximum number of mixesmessages pass through. We denote this by rl for route length. Naturally, the attakeris aware of the values of n and rl.Some attention has to be paid to the ontents of the messages whih travel throughthe network. In the formal model, we assume that all message ontents are di�erentfrom eah other. If desired, this an be easily implemented by inluding, for instane,128 bit nones together with the atual ontent.Now that we have some idea of the system whih is being modelled, let us see howwe an express this system formally.6.2 Formal Representation of the Mix NetworkA mix network is desribed by a 5-tuple: (S;R;M; n; rl) of (senders, reeivers, mixes,threshold of the mixes, maximum route length of a message), where S;R;M arepairwise disjoint sets, ranged over by s; r;m, and rl; n 2 N. User message ontentsare taken from a set C, ranged over by .Then, messages whih travel through the network (onions) an be represented aselements of A =M� �R� Cdenoting a sequene of mixes through whih the onion is yet to travel, the addressof the reeiver of the message, and the message ontent. The enryption layers areleft impliit.We write " for the empty sequene and �!x for a sequene of zero or more x's.Example 1. Thus, the onion ffgkr ; rgkn ; ngkm (where  represents the message on-tent itself) would be represented by (mn; r; ) and fgkr by ("; r; ).We all a message a sender message if this message travels from the sender to the�rst mix in its sequene. Correspondingly, a reeiver message is a message whihtravels from the last mix to the reeiver.6.3 Mix Network StateIf we look at the mix network at any point in time, some of the messages will be intransit, i.e. in the routers or in the wires, while others will be inside mixes. While95



a message is in transit, the attaker knows where it is travelling from and to { thisinformation is inluded on every IP paket omprising the message1. The network(in other words everything but the mixes, senders and reeivers) an therefore berepresented as a set of messages.Messages inside mixes are handled in a more interesting fashion. In all our desriptionof the bathing mixes so far, we have never expliitly outlined how the messages arereeived, stored or sent out. We do this now. A mix has a bu�er alled the inputbu�er in whih messages aumulate. It may also, as we have seen in the previoushapters, have a separate pool of messages. As soon as a mix �res, the inomingmessages are redireted to a new bu�er and the bathing algorithm (whih in ourase is the threshold one) is exeuted on the old one. We have previously said thatthe mix now \sends out" messages seleted for sending by the bathing strategy. Letus be more spei�. Stritly speaking, the mix should put the seleted messages intoa separate \output" bu�er (having reordered them, of ourse), and now tries to sendthese out to the appropriate mixes or reeivers. Now, it may be the ase that themix is unable to send out all the messages in the output bu�er before the mix �resagain. In this ase, the new messages are put into a separate output bu�er and noneof them are sent out before the old output bu�er is empty. In summary, the mixworks like a FIFO queue (with eah element of the queue being a bath of messages),with new messages oming in, being proessed by the bathing algorithm and thensent out. Thus, we model a mix as a non-empty sequene of bu�ers (there is alwaysat least one bu�er into whih the messages aumulate). Messages in a bu�er aresent out in a random order (and all messages are distint), so eah bu�er is modelledby a set.Jumping ahead slightly, it is worth pointing out that a message travelling from onemix to another will be transferred from the bu�er inside the �rst mix to the networkand then from the network into a bu�er of the seond mix. This allows us to easilymodel the arbitrary delay and reordering whih may be introdued by the network.6.4 Formal Representation of the Mix Network StateThe state of the mix network is then (�; �) where� : (M ! (P(A))+) and � : P((S [M)�A)where Pn(A) denotes the set of subsets of A, eah of whih is of size n. Here �represents the state of all the mixes, i.e. the messages inside their bu�ers, and � is1IP spoo�ng, although e�etive against the reeiver, does not provide any extra seurity againstour threat model, the global passive attaker. 96



the set of messages in transit in the underlying ommuniation network, eah taggedwith its (most reent) origin. We let o (for `origin') range over S[M . The destinationis inluded in the message itself { it is the �rst mix in the sequene of mixes, or thereeiver if that sequene is empty.Let � range over P(A). Sometimes we abuse notation and write (�!m; r; ) 2 �(m) tomean a message is in one of the bu�ers of the mix m.
6.5 Mix Network DynamisIf we take the state of the mix system at one partiular instane, we see where all themessages are. What might happen next? We an desribe the things that happen ina mix system by a small set of formal rules { redution rules. What are the di�erenttypes of events that happen in a mix network and hanges its state?1. The network might reeive a message from a sender (note that we only modelthe mix network, not the sender).2. One of the mixes might send a message whih amounts to transferring it fromthe bu�er inside the mix into the network.3. A message might arrive at a mix, in whih ase it is taken out of the networkand plaed in the inoming bu�er of the mix.4. A message might leave the network to be reeived by the reeiver.Every time a state hanges, we would like to be able to reord this fat. Thus, alabel summarising the event that has ourred is attahed to eah of the redutionrules. Sometimes we do not wish to reord anything, so the redution rule has nolabel attahed to it. We use the word label and event interhangeably.There are two points of notation about the labels. The labels whih denote a sendingation (items 2 and 4 above) have an overbar in CCS style [Mil80℄. The labels ofstate transitions whih happen inside the network (items 2 and 3), i.e. do not involvesenders or reeivers, have a � attahed to them.97



6.6 Formal Representation of the Mix Network Dynam-isMix networks have labelled transitions of the form (�; �) l! (�0; � 0) where labels lare taken fromL = S �A external reeive[ f�g � f(m;a) j m 2M ^ a 2 Ag internal send[ f�g � ((S [M)�A) internal reeive[ f(m;a) j m 2M ^ a 2 Ag external sendIn eah ase, the two main omponents of the label de�ne where the message is fromand what the message is. Where the message is going to is part of the message (the�rst element of the mix sequene or, if it is empty, the reeiver).Thus, an external send label atually represents a reeiver message arriving at thereeiver, and an external reeive label represents a sender message leaving the sender.The transitions are de�ned by a number of axioms. For the network reeiving amessage from a sender (ext-rev-1):(�; �) (s;a)���! (�; � [ f(s; a)g)For the network sending a message to a reeiver (ext-send-1):(�; � ℄ f(m; ("; r; ))g) (m;(";r;))������! (�; �)For a mix reeiving a message from the network and storing it in the urrent bu�er(int-rev-1):(�;m 7! ��!� ; � ℄ f(o; (m�!m; r; ))g) �;(o;(m�!m;r;))���������!(�;m 7! (� [ f(�!m; r; )g)�!� ; �)where j�j < n� 1.If the urrent bu�er is nearly full and the last message arrives (int-rev-2):(�;m 7! ��!� ; � ℄ f(o; (m�!m; r; ))g) �;(o;(m�!m;r;))���������!(�;m 7! ;(� [ f(�!m; r; )g)�!� ; �)where j�j = n� 1. 98



Note that ; denotes the empty set (bu�er) while " denotes the empty sequene.For a mix sending messages from the last bu�er (int-send-1):(�;m 7! �!� (� ℄ f(�!m; r; )g); �) �;(m;(�!m;r;))��������!(�;m 7! �!��; � [ f(m; (�!m; r; ))g)where j�j 6= 0.When the last message from the urrent output bu�er is sent, the next output bu�erin the FIFO queue beomes the output bu�er from whih the messages are sent out(int-send-2):(�;m 7! �!� (f(�!m; r; )g); �) �;(m;(�!m;r;))��������! (�;m 7! �!� ; � [ f(m; (�!m; r; ))g)Let us onsider a small example to illustrate the redution rules. The mix systemonsists of one mix m (threshold two) and starts out empty. Then, sender s sendsin a message (rule ext-rev-1).(�m:;; ;) (s;(m;r;))������! (�m:;; f(s; (m; r; ))g)Now this message arrives at mix m (rule int-rev-1).(�m:;; f(s; (m; r; ))g) �;(s;(m;r;))�������! (�m:f("; r; )g; ;)Similarly, another message is sent into the mix network from s0 and arrives at mixm (rules ext-rev-1 and int-rev-2).(�m:f("; r; )g; ;) (s0;(m;r0;0))��������! (�m:f("; r; )g; f(s0 ; (m; r0; 0))g)(�m:f("; r; )g; f(s0 ; (m; r0; 0))g) �;(s0;(m;r0;0))���������!(�m:;f("; r; ); ("; r0 ; 0)g; ;)Now one of the messages omes out of the mix and then gets delivered to the reeiver(rules int-send-1 and ext-send-1).(�m:;f("; r; ); ("; r0 ; 0)g; ;) (m;�;(";r0;0))��������!(�m:;f("; r; )g; f(m; ("; r0 ; 0))g)(�m:;f("; r; ))g; f(m; ("; r0 ; 0))g (m;(";r0;0))�������! (�m:;f("; r; )g; ;)99



The other message will reah its reeiver by two more transitions (rules int-send-2and ext-send-1). Of ourse, many other interleavings of these events are also possible.6.7 Attaker Observations of the Mix NetworksSo far we have represented the hange of state of the mix network with labels. Thus,if we know the initial state of the network and the sequene of labels, we knoweverything about what happened in the network.Our aim is to use the model to ompute the anonymity probability distribution of amessage whih travels through the network. How many state hanges do we need toonsider to perform suh a omputation? In other words, how long do we need to\run" the model for to be able to alulate the anonymity probability distribution?We do not answer this question diretly, instead we take a safe over-approximation.After all, if the run we onsider is too small, then we may be missing some of themessages our target messages was mixed with, while if our run was too big (assumingour algorithm for alulating anonymity was orret) we will not get anything wrong,though we might perform far more omputation than neessary. In our alulation ofanonymity we onsider runs of the system from the time the system was ompletelyempty of messages (both the network and the mixes) to the time it was ompletelyempty again. If we have suh a run of the system (we all suh runs omplete traes),we an ompute the anonymity of any of the messages whih were reeived by anyof the reeivers during this run.Another assumption of our model is that senders only send a message to the ano-nymity system one. This, at �rst, seems totally unrealisti, but the situation an beeasily reti�ed if we take our sender in the model as the real identity of the senderof a message tagged with the time the message was sent. Thus, we are able toneatly separate our analysis from the entirely orthogonal issue of intersetion attaks[Dan03, WALS02, WALS03℄.Before we proeed with the de�nition of anonymity, we need to onsider what theglobal passive attaker an see when the network transitions take plae.If a message (m0; r; ) leaves mix m (the label would be �; (m; (m0; r; )) ), the globalpassive adversary is not able to see it as the message (m0; r; ) whih left mix m {what he sees is a message (suppose he alls it M1) going from m to m0. He annotsee the internal struture of this message. On the other hand, when he observes themessage (m0; r; ) being reeived by mix m0 (again, merely as a message M2 fromm to m0), he an dedue that it is really the same message as M1. In other words,although he annot see the true ontents of the message, he is able to see that thebits omprising the message have not hanged and an thus orrelate the \send" and100



the \reeive" events of a partiular message. In other words, the network does notdo any mixing { only the mixes do.We need to apture this in our formalism. In partiular, if we are relying on theattaker to be able to \math up" send and reeive events, we need to make surethat all send events an be mathed up to a unique reeive event and vie versa.Indeed, we need to prove that our formalism has these properties. One this hasbeen done, we an de�ne a funtion whih onverts a sequene of labels �!l into asequene of attaker-observed labels.6.8 Formal Representation of the Attaker Observations6.8.1 De�ning Labels Observable by the AttakerLet us �rst of all onsider what the attaker who an observe the network is able tosee. For every transition with a label l, he would be able to see the orrespondinglabel latt from the set Latt below. Note that the third line of the grammar representsthe attaker's observations of reeiver messages2.Latt = f(o;m)jo 2 (S [M) ^m 2Mg[ f(o;m)jo 2 (S [M) ^m 2Mg[ f(m; r; )jm 2M ^ r 2 R ^  2 CgWe an now de�ne a funtion strip: L! Latt whih extrats the information whihthe attaker an observe from a single label diretly.strip(s; (m�!m; r; )) = (s;m)strip(m; ("; r; )) = (m; r; )strip(�; (o; (m�!m; r; ))) = (o;m)strip(�; (o; (m�!m; r; ))) = (o;m)strip(�; (m; ("; r; ))) = (m; r; )As noted above, we want to make expliit the fat that the attaker an math up thesending and reeiving events of one message by looking at the bits whih omprisethe enrypted message.To do so, we proeed to de�ne tags whih speify whih outgoing message orrespondsto whih inoming message. First, however, we need some more de�nitions.2Whether the attaker atually observes the ontent of a reeiver message depends on whetherthe ommuniation was end-to-end enrypted. Here we suppose that it was not and the ontent wasvisible. 101



6.8.2 De�ning TraesA omplete trae �!l is a sequene of labels l1 : : : ln generated by the transition systemwhih also satis�es some onditions.(�0; �0) l1�! : : : ln�! (�0; �0)where (�0; �0) represents the empty system { no messages in mixes and no messagesin the network. Expressed formally, �0 = �m 2M:; and �0 = ;.The onditions whih traes have to satisfy are listed below (some of these have beenmentioned previously).1. All external reeive labels have to have di�erent ontent:�!l = (�!l1 (s; (�!m; r; ))�!l2 (s0; (�!m0; r0; 0))�!l3 ))  6= 02. All external reeive labels annot have the same mix more than one onseu-tively. ((s; (�!mmm0�!m0; r; )) 2 �!l )) m 6= m0Omitting this restrition would not be faithful to the real network as our modelwould allow the possibility of messages going from a host to itself taking arbi-trary amounts of time to do so, whilst this does not happen in a real network.The model ould be augmented with further rules whih would model the fatthat when messages go from the host to itself, they do so quikly, but thiswould obsure the fous of the work. Therefore we hoose to forbid this.3. All external reeive labels have to ome from di�erent senders (i.e. eah sendersends just one message).�!l = (�!l1 (s; (�!m; r; ))�!l2 (s0; (�!m0; r0; 0))�!l3 )) s 6= s0As we mentioned above, if we feel unhappy about this, we an just de�ne a newnetwork where eah sender S is represented by several senders Si, suh that Sisends only the ith message that S sent in the original network.4. The length of the route a message is to pass through annot be more than themaximum route length. ((s; (�!m; r; )) 2 �!l )) j�!mj < rlCombining these, the trae property trae(�!l ) is:102



trae (�!l ) = (8�!l1 ;�!l2 ;�!l3 ; s; s0;�!m;�!m0; r; r0; ; 0:((�!l = (�!l1 (s; (�!m; r; ))�!l2 (s0; (�!m0; r0; 0))�!l3 )))  6= 0))^ (8s;�!m;m;m0;�!m0; r; :((s; (�!mmm0�!m0; r; )) 2 �!l ) m 6=m0))^ (8�!l1 ;�!l2 ;�!l3 ; s; s0;�!m;�!m0; r; r0; ; 0:((�!l = �!l1 (s; (�!m; r; ))�!l2 (s0; (�!m0; r0; 0))�!l3 )) s 6= s0))^ (8s;�!m; r; :((s; (�!m; r; )) 2 �!l ) j�!mj < rl))omplete trae(�!l ) = (�0; �0) �!l�! (�0; �0) ^ trae(l)We also de�ne a funtion typ for extrating the type of a label as follows:typ(s; (�!m; r; )) = ext-revtyp((m; ("; r; ))) = ext-sendtyp(�; (o; (�!m; r; ))) = mix-revtyp(�; (m; (�!m; r; ))) = mix-send6.8.3 Attaker ObservationsAs mentioned before, we need to establish the orrespondene between the sendand reeive labels whih orrespond to sending and reeiving of one message. Weillustrate this idea with an example. Suppose a message leaves mix m for mix m0,and gets delayed in the network for a long time. Then, (after mix m has �red severaltimes), another message leaves mix m for mix m0 and arrives quikly at mix m0.Subsequently, the �rst message arrives at mix m0.The following part of a real trae orresponds to this senario:[: : : (�; (m; ([m0℄; r1; 1)); (�; (m; ([m0℄; r2; 2));(�; (m; [m0℄; r2; 2)); (�; (m; [m0℄; r1; 1)) : : :℄Clearly, the sequene of attaker labels that the adversary would be observing is thefollowing (this should be lear from the range of the funtion strip):[: : : (m;m0); (m;m0); (m;m0); (m;m0) : : :℄Thus, it is not lear from this sequene of labels that the �rst message arrived afterthe seond. On the other hand, the real attaker who wathes the network an103



dedue this fat easily { the bits omprising the two messages are di�erent and hean ompare the bits of messages oming out of mixm to the bits of messages ominginto mix m0. The network does not transform messages in any way (if it does, themessage will be dropped by the mix as it will not derypt to anything sensible), so itis easy for the attaker to work out whih message is whih. This is, of ourse not aproblem { it is the mixes whih are supposed to introdue anonymity in the system,not the network.We express this orrespondene by means of a relation R̂�!l on N�N . If (i; i0) is in R̂�!l ,this represents the fat that li is the sending of a message whih was reeived withthe label li0 . By li, of ourse, we mean the ith label in the sequene, starting fromzero. The situation in our example above ould then be desribed by the attakertrae [: : : (m;m0); (m;m0); (m;m0); (m;m0) : : :℄together with the relation f(0; 3); (1; 2)g.In our model, there are three ways di�erent labels an represent sending and reeivingof messages. First, an ext-rev label will neessarily orrespond to a mix-rev label(a message sent in by a user gets reeived by a mix), a mix-send label an orrespondto a mix-rev label (as in the example above) or a mix-send label an orrespond toan ext-send label (representing a message sent out by a mix to a user and the userreeiving it).Given a trae �!l , we represent the attaker observation of it as follows:1. We onstrut the relation R̂�!l whih establishes the orrespondene betweensending and reeiving events of messages.2. We use the relation to inlude the information about the orrespondene of thedi�erent events together with the events themselves.3. We onstrut a new trae with the information hidden by enryption removed(using the funtion strip de�ned above), but with the orrespondene inluded.There are a number of things we have to take are of. First of all, we would like toensure that given a omplete trae �!l , we an onstrut a relation R̂�!l \properly".First, let us make sure that messages in our system annot be dupliated.Lemma 1 A trae of the system ontains no label more than one.More formally,8�!l1 ;�!l2 ;�!l3 ; l; l0 : trae(�!l1 l�!l2 l0�!l3 )) l 6= l0104



Proof. By indution on the number of the mixes in the sequene of mixes, whileobserving that if that does not hange then the type of events must be di�erent.Now we an de�ne the relation R̂�!l that we are looking for. First, we de�ne a familyR�!l of relations R�!l where eah R�!l represents a orret but partial \mathing up"of send and reeive labels of the trae �!l . We de�ne R�!l as the set of all relations Rsatisfying a prediate P�!l .P�!l (R) = omplete trae(�!l ) ^(8(i; i0) 2 R9m;m0;�!m; r; ; s:((li = (�; (m0; (m�!m; r; ))) ^ li0 = (�; (m0; (m�!m; r; ))))_ (li = (s; (�!m; r; )) ^ li0 = (�; (s; (�!m; r; ))))_ (li = (�; (m; ("; r; ))) ^ li0 = (m; ("; r; ))))Now we want to �nd the biggest relation in R�!l . We an ompare these relationsusing the inlusion ordering. The biggest relation is the union of all others, as wean show that P satis�es the following property.Lemma 2 For a trae �!l , the union of a set of relations satisfying P�!l is itself arelation whih satis�es P�!l . More formally, P (SR2R�!l R).Proof. Consider an arbitrary member of the union of the sets of relations, and hekthat it is onsistent with P .Now we need to make sure that no label is in the relation more than one, e.g. itis impossible that our model shows that some message was sent one and reeivedtwie (or, sent twie and reeived one!).Lemma 3 Every label index ourring in a relation satisfying P appears at mostone. 8(i; i0) 2 R: 6 9i00:(i; i00) 2 R ^ 6 9i000:(i000; i0) 2 RProof. By ase analysis of an arbitrary label li.We an also show that a label ours at least one in a relation satisfying P�!l .Lemma 4 Every label index ourring in a relation satisfying P appears at leastone. 8li 2 �!l :9l0j; R:(i; j) 2 R105



Proof. By ase analysis of an arbitrary label li { in a omplete trae there is alwaysa orresponding label whih \auses" li or \is aused" by it.Clearly, the largest relation satisfying P�!l (R) is the union of the set of all the relationssatisfying P�!l (R), and by Lemma 2 it satis�es P�!l (R). Hene, we an �nd the largestrelation R̂�!l = SR2R�!l R whih will ontain all the label indies exatly one.Now that we are sure that we an generate a \proper" R̂�!l , we are ready to use itand obtain a trae representing the attaker's observation.6.8.4 Erasing the TraeNow we are ready to de�ne the erasure funtion. It takes a omplete trae as input,and outputs an attaker trae tagged with a pair of integers aording to the relationR̂�!l . The pair of integers are the sequene number of this label and the sequenenumber of the label it is related to by the relation.The erasure funtion erase�!l : L� ! (Latt � N � N)� an now be de�ned as follows:erase(�!l ) = map (�i:(strip(li))id�!l (i)) [0; : : : ; j�!l j � 1℄where id�!l (i) is the unique pair (i; i1) suh that (i; i1) 2 R�!l _ (i1; i) 2 R�!l and mapis the funtion whih applies its �rst argument (whih is itself a funtion) to eahelement of its seond argument (whih is a list).Hene, in our example at the beginning of Setion 6.8.3, the attaker observes:[: : : (m;m0)(0;3); (m;m0)(1;2); (m;m0)(2;1); (m;m0)(3;0) : : :℄Having obtained from �!l a sequene of integer tagged attaker labels whih we allObs�!l , we proeed with the de�nitions of anonymity.6.9 Calulating the Anonymity Probability DistributionWe have seen that we an model the behaviour of the system and that from any traewhih reords one partiular behaviour of the system we an obtain a representationof what the attaker sees. We now proeed to de�ne the proess of alulatingthe anonymity probability distribution of a message whih has passed through thenetwork, and thus the anonymity of it. 106



We have previously said that the senders determine various parameters of the mes-sages they send through the anonymity system, e.g. the route the message will take.We assert that it is best to remove this burden from them and leave the hoie ofroute to the anonymity lient. The arguments for this are well-known, and need notbe presented here (e.g. usability, removing the burden of seurity-ritial deisionsfrom the user, et).At this point we make a rather strong assumption (in favour of the attaker). Weassert that the routes are hosen by the sender from a probability distribution whihis also known to the attaker3. This is learly true if the route length and the route arepiked by the anonymity lient from a �xed probability distribution. Unfortunatelythe popular Mixmaster lient QuikSilver [Qui℄ urrently leaves the hoie of routeand route length up to the user.However, there are several parameters whih annot be determined by the anonymitylient. One of these is the reeiver of the message! Thus, we assume that the attakerhas some idea (i.e. a probability distribution) of who the sender is likely to sendmessages to. Naturally, if he does not, a uniform distribution is the best he anassume. Another suh parameter is the ontent  of the message. Again, we assumethe attaker has a set of probability distributions (one per sender) from whih eahof the ontents was piked. Obviously, if all the ontent whih the attaker sees isenrypted (with the publi key of the reeiver), then the probability distribution ofa sender onstruting any of these is uniform. Note that the hoie of ontent ofa message and the hoie of reeiver are not independent. For example, an NSAryptographer is likely to send a message about his speialist subjet, but is unlikelyto send this message to someone at the KGB.Now, for eah sender, we multiply the probability of eah of the routes being hosenby the probability of eah of the ombinations of reeiver and ontent being hosenand thus get the probability of that partiular sender sending ontent  to reeiver rvia the route �!m. In other words, for eah sender we have a probability distributionover all the possible messages he ould send.We an then onstrut probability distributions over sets of sender messages beingsent out by senders (and thus entering our anonymity system) by merely multiplyingtogether the probability distributions for eah sender. This, of ourse, requires thesenders to onstrut their messages independently from eah other. Why is this thease? Reall that eah sender has \anonymous email software" whih helps themhoose the route through the mix network randomly and therefore, independently ofone another. Even if the anonymity lient sends dummy traÆ to the network, a gooddummy poliy is likely to be randomized and ensure that the messages generated by3Naturally, if the probability distribution is not known to the attaker, the sender is better o�.107



the lients are not dependent on eah other4.Eah set of sender messages an give rise to a number of traes �!l due to networkreordering. Suppose we have one suh set of sender messages, and its orrespondingset of traes.Now, a global passive attaker an take an observation whih he has made and hekif any of the traes resulting from the set of sender messages mathes it. If there is amath, that means that this set of sender messages ould have resulted in the atualobservation.For eah of the possible set of sender messages we have a probability of it beingreeived by the network and a binary deision of whether it was ompatible with theobservation the adversary has made. Now we renormalise the distribution, throwingaway all the sets of sender messages whih ould not have generated traes onsistentwith the observation and obtain something we all a senario distribution. From thisit is easy to alulate an anonymity probability distribution for eah message.6.10 Calulating the Anonymity Probability Distribu-tion Formally6.10.1 External Reeive EventsFirst of all, we introdue a notation for probability distributions. A funtion f oftype X ! [0; 1℄ where the sum of the range is equal to 1 is written as f : X ; [0; 1℄.For eah sender, the adversary makes an assumption about the probability distribu-tion from whih that sender hooses routes for his messages travelling through thenetwork. We all this probability distribution SM, for sequenes of mixes.SM : S ! 0�0� Xi2f0:::rlgM i1A; [0; 1℄1AHe also assumes how likely eah sender is to send all the di�erent ontents of messagesto eah reeiver. We all this probability distribution RC, for reeivers and ontents.RC : S ! ((R �C); [0; 1℄)4More onretely, a dummy poliy like \send a message every hour on the hour" means that thesender messages are not independent, but will not add muh anonymity.108



Note a ouple of interesting ases.Example 2. If the attaker is not able to determine the ontent of messages (i.e. hasnever seen the plaintexts of messages oming out of the anonymity network), then8s; r; ; 0:RC(s)(r; ) = RC(s)(r; 0).Example 3. If the system we are modelling is a asade with a sequene of mixes �!m0,then SM s �!m = 0 if �!m 6= �!m01 otherwiseNow for eah sender we onstrut a probability distribution ERV over external reeiveevents. This essentially amounts to multiplying the two probability distributions wehave (SM and RC) together. This is justi�ed as the route is independent of thehoie of ontent and sender, as the hoie of route is performed by the anonymitylient. In some systems the route might be hosen in suh a way that the last mix islose to the lient (to minimize delay), but this is hardly justi�ed in the ontext ofmessage-based systems.ERV : S !   Pi2f0:::rlgM i!�R� C!; [0; 1℄ERV(s) = �(�!m; r; ):(SM s �!m)� (RC s (r; ))Now we build a distribution SERE over sets of external reeive events (for a parti-ular number of senders). We assume that eah of the senders hooses the ontentand reeivers of their messages independently of the others, hene the probabilitydistributions for eah of the senders an simply be multiplied together.X � S � (M� �R� C)SERE : Pn(S � (M� �R� C)); [0; 1℄SERE(X) =Qx2X ERV((�1x)(�1�2x; �2�2x; �3�2x))The attaker now has an a priori probability distribution over sets of external reeiveevents of size jXj. Note that we have not yet examined the trae observed by theadversary at all. We do this next. 109



6.10.2 Senario AnonymityEah set of external reeive events whih we have obtained an give rise to severaldi�erent traes �!l . This is aused by both network reordering and mix reordering.An example is appropriate at this point.Example 4. Take a network with two senders, two reeivers, a maximum route lengthof 1 and one mix with a threshold of two. Hene, the network is de�ned as a �ve-tuple(fa; bg; fp; qg; fmg; 2; 1).Now onsider two messages injeted into this network. These are represented by thefollowing set of sender messages (external reeive events):f(a; (m; p; )); (b; (m; q; 0))gThe possible traes resulting from it inlude:[(a; (m; p; )); (b; (m; q; 0)); (�; (a; (m; p; ))); (�; (b; (m; q; 0))); (6.1)(�; (m; ("; p; ))); (�; (m; ("; q; 0))); (m; ("; p; )); (m; ("; q; 0))℄[(a; (m; p; )); (b; (m; q; 0)); (�; (b; (m; q; 0))); (�; (a; (m; p; ))); (6.2)(�; (m; ("; p; ))); (�; (m; ("; q; 0))); (m; ("; p; )); (m; ("; q; 0))℄(Di�erene from 6.1 aused by network reordering)[(a; (m; p; )); (b; (m; q; 0)); (�; (a; (m; p; ))); (�; (b; (m; q; 0))); (6.3)(�; (m; ("; q; 0))); (�; (m; ("; p; ))); (m; ("; p; )); (m; ("; q; 0))℄(Di�erene from 6.1 aused by mix reordering)Now suppose the attaker has made an observation. He does not know what traethis observation orresponds to (after all, this is the entire point of the anonymitysystem!). Hene, we all the observation of the attaker Obs : (Latt � N � N)� . Weompute the set of traes ompatible with Obs.SenObs = f�!l jomplete trae(�!l ) ^ erase(�!l ) = Obsg110



Let us de�ne the funtion rv whih extrats the set of reeive events from a trae.rv(�!l ) = fljl 2 �!l ^ typ(l) = ext-revgNow extrat the set of sets of reeive events whih ould have aused all the traes.ERVObs = fXjX = rv(�!l ) ^ �!l 2 SenObsgClearly, all the traes in SenObs have the same number of reeive events, so theardinality of all the members of ERVObs is the same. Eah element of ERVObs hasa probability assoiated with it (as alulated above). Hene, to obtain a probabilitydistribution over ERVObs we renormalise the probability distribution SERE over setsof external reeive events on those sets whih orrespond to elements of ERVObs.First, we alulate the probability that any of the sets of external reeive events inERVObs ourred: TotObs = XX2ERVObs SERE(X)Y : ERVObs ; [0; 1℄Y = �X:SERE(X)TotObsFrom Y we an ompute the sender anonymity of a message arriving at a partiularreeiver. To do this, we de�ne UM;Obs { the anonymity probability distributiondisussed in Chapter 3. Note that here the anonymity probability distribution isparameterised with the observation of the attaker, Obs. Given an external sendevent (m; ("; r; )), the sender anonymity probability distribution of this message is:UM;Obs : S ; [0; 1℄U(m;(";r;));Obs = �s: Pl=(s;(�!m;r;)) ^l2X ^X2ERVObs Y (x)From this distribution we an ompute the information theoreti metri, as desribedin Chapter 3.Anon(m;(";r;));Obs =Xs2S U(m;(";r;));Obs(s) log2 U(m;(";r;));Obs(s)We now proeed to illustrate the whole proess with a simple example.111



6.11 Calulating Anonymity { a Simple ExampleSuppose our mix network onsists of two mixes M = fm;m0g. Suppose furtherthat we have three senders S = fa0; a1; a2g and three reipients R = fr0; r1; r2g.Furthermore, our mix threshold n = 2 and the senders pik their routes thoughthrough no more than two mixes from a uniform distribution. There are four di�erentroutes for the messages to travel through: [m;m0℄; [m0;m℄; [m℄; [m0℄. Hene, SM =�s:��!m = 0:25.Suppose further that the anonymity lient used by all the senders of the anonymitysystem fores them to enrypt the message ontent with the senders' publi keyand they have obtained this key out of band (e.g. by meeting up in the street).Furthermore, the adversary knows very little about eah sender in the network,and hene assigns a uniform probability distribution to the potential reipients eahsender might want to ommuniate to. Hene,8s; r; ; s0; r0; 0:RC(s (r; )) = RC(s0 (r0; 0))Suppose further that the attaker has made the following observation of the networkand would like to �nd the anonymity of the message arriving at r2.Obs = [ (a0;m)(0;2); (a1;m)(1;3); (a0;m)(2;0); (a1;m)(3;1); (m;m0)(4;8);(m; r0; 0)(5;6); (m; r0; 0)(6;5); (a2;m0)(7;9); (m;m0)(8;4);(a2;m0)(9;7); (m0; r1; 1)(10;12); (m0; r2; 2)(11;13); (m0; r1; 1)(12;10);(m0; r2; 2)(13;11)℄This observation an be represented by the mix network diagram shown in Figure6.15.Now, there are four traes whih erase to Obs.�!l0 = [ (a0; ([m℄; r0; 0)); (a1; ([m;m0℄; r1; 1)); (�; (a0; ([m℄; r0; 0)));(�; (a1; ([m;m0℄; r1; 1))); (�; (m; ([m0℄; r1; 1)); (�; (m; ("; r0 ; 0)));(m; ("; r0; 0)); (a2; ([m0℄; r2; 2)); (�; (m; [m0℄; r1; 1));(�; (a2; ([m0℄; r2; 2))); (�; (m0; ("; r1; 1))); (�; (m0; ("; r2; 2)));(m0; ("; r1; 1)); (m0; ("; r2; 2))℄5The areful reader will note that there is a one to many orrespondene between mix networkdiagrams and attaker observations (as above). 112
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Figure 6.1: The example attaker observation of the system is represented in thismix network diagram.�!l1 = [ (a0; ([m℄; r0; 0)); (a1; ([m;m0℄; r2; 2)); (�; (a0; ([m℄; r0; 0)));(�; (a1; ([m;m0℄; r2; 2))); (�; (m; ([m0℄; r2; 2)); (�; (m; ("; r0 ; 0)));(m; ("; r0; 0)); (a2; ([m0℄; r1; 1)); (�; (m; [m0℄; r2; 2));(�; (a2; ([m0℄; r1; 1))); (�; (m0; ("; r1; 1))); (�; (m0; ("; r2; 2)));(m0; ("; r1; 1)); (m0; ("; r2; 2))℄�!l2 = [ (a0; ([m;m0℄; r1; 1)); (a1; ([m℄; r0; 0)); (�; (a0; ([m;m0℄; r1; 1)));(�; (a1; ([m℄; r0; 0))); (�; (m; ([m0 ℄; r1; 1)); (�; (m; ("; r0; 0)));(m; ("; r0; 0)); (a2; ([m0℄; r2; 2)); (�; (m; [m0℄; r1; 1));(�; (a2; ([m0℄; r2; 2))); (�; (m0; ("; r1; 1))); (�; (m0; ("; r2; 2)));(m0; ("; r1; 1)); (m0; ("; r2; 2))℄�!l3 = [ (a0; ([m;m0℄; r2; 2)); (a1; ([m℄; r0; 0)); (�; (a0; ([m;m0℄; r2; 2)));(�; (a1; ([m℄; r0; 0))); (�; (m; ([m0 ℄; r2; 2)); (�; (m; ("; r0; 0)));(m; ("; r0; 0)); (a2; ([m0℄; r1; 1)); (�; (m; [m0℄; r2; 2));(�; (a2; ([m0℄; r1; 1))); (�; (m0; ("; r1; 1))); (�; (m0; ("; r2; 2)));(m0; ("; r1; 1)); (m0; ("; r2; 2))℄Thus,SenObs = f�!l0 ;�!l1 ;�!l2 ;�!l3 gWe now extrat the set of sets of reeive events from SenObs:113



ERVObs = f f(a0; ([m℄; r0; 0)); (a1; ([m;m0℄; r1; 1)); (a2; ([m0℄; r2; 2))g;f(a0; ([m℄; r0; 0)); (a1; ([m;m0℄; r2; 2)); (a2; ([m0℄; r1; 1))g;f(a0; ([m;m0℄; r1; 1)); (a1; ([m℄; r0; 0)); (a2; ([m0℄; r2; 2))g;f(a0; ([m;m0℄; r2; 2)); (a1; ([m℄; r0; 0)); (a2; ([m0℄; r1; 1))ggIt is lear from the distributions SM and RC that the probability of eah of thesesets of reeive events ourring is the same. Hene, we are able to alulate theanonymity probability distribution for any of the reeiver messages diretly. Forexample, the sender anonymity probability distribution of the message (m; ("; r0; 0))(expressed in the set notation) is f(a0; 0:5); (a1; 0:5)g while that of (m0; ("; r2; 2)) isf(a0; 0:25); (a1 ; 0:25); (a2 ; 0:5)g. The orresponding sender anonymity is 1 and 1.5bits respetively.6.12 Commentary and Model Design ChoiesWe have shown how to use the model to analyse the anonymity of a message whihhas travelled through the system given the observation of the system by the globalpassive attaker. This analysis was done by hand and has not been exessivelypainful. Clearly, with more omplex systems and larger traes, suh methods rapidlybeome infeasible. The next step was to write an analysis tool whih implements oursemantis.The tool, written in Haskell [PJH+99℄ an perform several tasks: Firstly, given anumber of sender messages, it an at as a mix network and produe a set of resultingreal traes and the �nal state in eah ase. Seondly, given a real trae, it an eraseit to give the trae observed by the attaker. Finally (and most importantly) we anuse the tool to work out the anonymity of a message given a partiular observation{ this involves generating the set SenObs. The algorithm for generating SenObsfrom an erased trae is non-trivial, and muh has been gained from implementingit in a high-level funtional language. Unfortunately, the size of SenObs is O(n!) ifthe trae has no more than one message between two mixes during any round, andeven worse otherwise. So, even having implemented the semantis we are still limitedto fairly small examples (around 5 messages). This is learly unsatisfatory (henewe do not desribe our algorithm here) and we need to look for a more eÆientalgorithm whih omputes an approximation. It is, however, unlear, that a goodalgorithm for doing so exists. One suh algorithm was proposed in our PET paper[SD02℄; �nding a proof or even an argument for its orretness has turned out to be114



very diÆult. We leave this for exiting future work. On the other hand, one analways go bak to non-probabilisti analysis, i.e. ompute the anonymity set (muheasier to do approximately) and delare that the probability distribution over all thesenders in the sender anonymity set is uniform. Instead, we go on to disuss thedesign hoies of the semanti model we have onstruted followed by a survey offormal models for anonymity systems and a speulation about the future.In reating our model we made a number of design hoies. Here we doument themore important ones and disuss alternative approahes.First of all, we deided to inlude the reordering produed by the network in themodel. This is done using non-determinism in the redution rules of the semantis.Following on from this, we assumed that the attaker observes the traÆ at thesenders, reeivers and mixes and showed that the attaker is able to fator out thenetwork reordering. This is onsistent with the observation that anonymity is pro-dued by the mixes, not the network. If the attaker is not observing the traÆ verylose to the mixes6, he may not be able to dedue orretly whih message belongsto whih bath. Thus, it may appear to him that messages from di�erent bathesgot mixed together, hene yielding inreased anonymity. We are not aware of thissimple observation having been made before.Seondly, we have hosen to abstrat from the issue of intersetion attaks. This was avaluable design deision as our work is ompletely orthogonal to (and ould thereforebe easily ombined with) previous researh on statistial dislosure: [Dan03, AKP03,KAP02℄.We have also hosen to model a \not quite free route" mix network. This merelysaved us several redution rules in the model, though one must note that additionaltehnialities would be required for the onstrution of the attaker's observation.The one di�erene between a free route mix network and the one we modelled is thatin the latter messages are not allowed to have the same mix ourring onseutivelyin the sequene of mixes of any message. What happens if a message does have twomixes onseutively in its sequene? The answer is simple { it does not get sent outonto the network and thus is not seen by the attaker. However, beause the mixeswe are dealing with in this model are threshold mixes, the attaker is able to deduethat a message remained in the mix and infer the orret \observation" from the lakof one. This inferene would have to be inluded in the de�nition of the attakersobservation. Note that a similar inferene ould be made in the ase of timed, timedpool and threshold pool mixes, but not in the ase of binomial mixes or in the preseneof a randomised dummy traÆ poliy. Modelling this formally is hallenging futurework, whih may turn out to be infeasible for some mixes! A related, (and muh6The tehnial ondition is the attaker sees the messages in the same order as they leave/arriveat the mix. 115



easier) inferene would have to be performed to aount for message drops. Take thease of a threshold mix network, as above. From an observation Obs the attaker andedue when a mix drops messages { in this ase this mix would have more arrivalevents than send events. A dropped message, of ourse, is equivalent to a messageleaving the network. Hene, one a message drop has been identi�ed, we an augmentObs with two events in an appropriate plae whih represent the message leaving thenetwork to a reeiver drop. From here on, the analysis proeeds mostly as before(though now R must also inlude this new \reeiver" and the mix must be made notto �re until n + 1 messages arrive at the appropriate time). Although we have notformalised this, it is lear that it an be added relatively easily to the frameworkpresented above.Finally, we have hosen to abstrat away the details of enryption, message transferprotools, retrieving the neessary publi keys by the users, et. This is the subjetof other work, e.g. [Dan04℄, and is mostly orthogonal to our e�orts.6.13 Related and Future WorkThe anonymity properties of mix networks, however simple, have not been analysedpreviously. In this setion we list papers whih have merely touhed on the subjet.First, there is some fairly speulative debate in [BPS00℄ on the advantages of mixasades over mix networks. The authors present some observations: �rst they arguethat in the ontext of a threat from the global ative attaker with many ompromisedmixes, an attak whih partitions the anonymity set of a mix network is possible.Further arguments made in favour of mix asades are made on the basis that theprobability of hoosing at least one trustworthy mix is higher in a mix asade.There is an informal desription, though no algorithm, of how one might go aboutworking out the anonymity set size of a run of a mix network. Naturally, there isno probabilisti analysis, and from the desriptions it is apparent that the method isnot general enough to analyse any trae, rather it omputes the upper bound on theanonymity of a run (reall the formula for the omposition of mixes in [SD02℄ doesthis taking into aount probabilities).The anonymity of some of the other systems have been analysed formally. The bestexample of this is, perhaps, Shmatikov's analysis of the Crowds system [Shm03℄.There, a model heker was used to help explore the state spae of the Crowdssystem with a small number of nodes. New and interesting results were derived. Itmay be possible to explore suh a mehanised approah to look at the anonymity ofmix networks as well.One diretion of future work whih we have mentioned previously is �nding an eÆ-116



ient algorithm for alulating the anonymity of the mix network and validating itagainst the de�nitions presented above.Another promising diretion is extending the model to ope with pool mixes. ThediÆulty here is two-fold. Firstly, a network of pool mixes always has some mes-sages in the mixes, so our de�nition of a trae, i.e. �!l s.t. (�0; �0) �!l�! (�0; �0) is nolonger appropriate (the network is never in a state �0). Thus, we have to �nd analternative de�nition of traes. Seondly, the problem is that the probability of amessage leaving the network merely tends to 1, so omputing a reeiver anonymityprobability distribution requires an in�nitely long observation. Alternatively, om-puting the sender anonymity probability distribution requires an observation of theentire history of the mix. Finally, the omplexity of working out the anonymity of amessage travelling through a network of pool mixes is going to be even worse!An easier (yet still fruitful) piee of work is to �nd a di�erent de�nition of traeswhih still allows us to ompute anonymity. This is likely to be neessary if we areto build tools for the analysis of the anonymity of mix networks.6.14 SummaryIn this hapter we have looked at the anonymity of a message going through a networkmade up of threshold mixes. We have designed a model of suh a network, derivedthe information that an be seen by the global passive adversary and thus omputedhow muh anonymity eah message going through it has.In the last few hapters we have looked at the anonymity of message-based mixsystems. Our results broadly support the hypothesis that these systems providea substantial amount of anonymity against the global passive attaker, and someanonymity against the global ative attaker. Furthermore, there are tehniques(whih we have not investigated in this thesis) for gaining even more anonymity;dummy traÆ is a good example. Of ourse this will be the subjet of furtherinvestigations.We now leave the subjet of message-based systems altogether and embark on aninvestigation of the anonymity of onnetion-based systems. As mentioned in Chap-ter 2, these are subjet to striter delay requirements and therefore we expet theiranonymity to be muh worse than that of message-based systems. In the next hapterwe show that this is indeed the ase.
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Chapter 7On the (non)-Anonymity ofConnetion-based Systems
\Shut up and ode"| Notie on the oÆe wall of an industrial software manager7.1 IntrodutionIn this hapter we examine the anonymity of onnetion-based systems. These om-monly aim to provide low-lateny bidiretional ommuniation for a variety of ap-pliations (e.g. SSH onnetions, web browsing, et). There are several implementeddesigns [DMS04, RP02, FM02℄. Although these are also sometimes alled mix sys-tems, urrent designs do not do any mixing as suh.The anonymity properties of onnetion-based systems is potentially a big area forfuture researh; here we take the �rst steps towards their omprehensive analysis. Wetake two simple attaks, identify the onditions under whih the attaker sueedsin linking the endpoints of a onnetion, and try to redue the probability of thoseonditions ourring in the anonymity system.Here we examine the protetion suh systems an provide against a passive attaker(i.e. one who wathes the network rather than tries to ompromise nodes). Somesystems, MorphMix [RP02℄ for example, expliitly state that they are vulnerable tosuh an adversary; our work may provide insight into ways of strengthening them.Others, notably Tarzan [FM02℄, employ an expensive dummy traÆ poliy in ane�ort to protet against this adversary. We show that it is possible to avoid this.119



It is important to note that in this hapter we onsider onnetion-based anonymitysystems whih are running on top of standard Internet protools, i.e. paket-swithednetworks. We do not onsider shemes over iruit-swithed networks suh as ISDNmixes [PPW91℄.7.2 Systems and UsageWe begin by outlining the appliation senario, high-level anonymity goals, and sys-tem arhiteture that we onsider in our analysis. The arhiteture presented be-low is a distillation of the key hoies of Onion Routing, Tarzan, and MorphMix[DMS04, FM02, RP02℄. None of these have been widely deployed, although the �rstgeneration of Onion Routing was a prototype with 5 nodes.Senario We are primarily onsidering systems for anonymous web browsing. Anumber of users, running anonymity lients, onnet through the system to someweb servers (not running speial software). HTTP requests and responses bothtravel through the system.System goals Suh a system should:1. provide usable web browsing, with no more than a few seonds additionallateny; and2. make it hard for an attaker to determine what website any given user is brows-ingThe system need not protet against the attaker determining that the user is brows-ing, or whih web servers are being aessed through the anonymity system. Thesystem should, of ourse, also protet against the webserver determining who isbrowsing the website, unless it is ompromised by an appliation-level feature (e.g.ookies).In partiular, as we disuss below, the system should protet a user against anattaker who an observe all traÆ on the path of their onnetion. Note that to dothis, the adversary does not need to observe all traÆ in the anonymity system.The goals learly involve a trade-o�: the more delay, the higher the (potential)anonymity.Arhiteture We make some basi assumptions about the system struture:120



� The system onsists of a number of nodes. Some designs have a `lassi' ar-hiteture, with relatively few nodes, whereas others have a `Peer-to-Peer' ar-hiteture, with nodes run by eah user. Eah node has logial links to some(not neessarily all) other nodes, along whih it forwards traÆ. Links areimplemented above inter-node TCP onnetions between IP/port addresses,link-enrypted. To protet against node ompromise, eah onnetion passesthrough several nodes. Nodes also aept onnetions from end-user lients.� To protet against the simple passive observer, who an bitwise ompare traÆentering and leaving a node, traÆ is onion-enrypted (as �rst suggested byChaum in [Cha81℄). This also provides bitwise unlinkability against ollabo-rating nodes (see Setion 2.3).� The length of messages remains observable, so the data is divided into �xed-length ells. Typially these are small for eÆieny reasons (in the originalOnion Routing design, eah ell arries 128 bytes of data).� \Onion onnetion" setup is expensive. Hene all the ells for a partiularlient/server ommuniation are routed via the same sequene of nodes. (Ap-pliation proxying may redue the number of ommuniations, e.g. fething allobjets of a webpage in one ommuniation.)� Routes may be hosen either by the end-user or by the network.This arhiteture broadly follows the design of seond generation Onion Routing(Tor) [DMS04℄, Tarzan [FM02℄, and MorphMix [RP02℄. Our results are also appli-able to JAP [JAP℄ and the Freedom Network [BGS00℄.Adding dummy traÆ is a standard tehnique used in message-based anonymitysystems e.g. Mixmaster. For onnetion-based systems, however, pratial experieneshows the bandwidth requirements of nodes are large, and so the additional ost ofdummies must be minimised. Aordingly, in this hapter we assume that inter-node links do not involve dummies (though it turns out to be bene�ial to applysome padding to the links between the lient and the �rst node). We leave for futurework the question of how a given quantity of dummy traÆ an be most e�etivelyused.7.3 Threat ModelsPrior work on threat models for onnetion-based systems has foused on the threatof maliious nodes, looking at how anonymity is a�eted by the fration of attaker-ontrolled nodes [Shm03, STRL00℄. 121



In this hapter we fous on the threat of traÆ analysis by a passive observer. Earliernotions of \global passive" attaker, as used in analysis of message-based systems, aretoo vague for onnetion-based systems. The threats must be stated more preisely:the quality (time auray) of the traÆ data available to di�erent global passiveattakers may vary onsiderably, making di�erent traÆ analyses possible.There are several di�erent low-level mehanisms an attaker might use to obtaintraÆ data, di�ering in the quality of data they make available, and in the e�ortrequired.� Attaker-ontrolled nodes. Not onsidered here.� By applying legal (or sub-legal) pressure to an ISP, a high-resolution traÆmonitor an be installed on a mahine within the same ollision domain as anode. This ould apture all IP pakets travelling to and from other nodes,with preise (sub-milliseond) timestamps; that data ould be forwarded on-line to an analysis mahine. Note that if nodes are distributed among judiialdomains, it is hard to attak a substantial proportion of them.� By ompromising a mahine in the same ollision domain as a node the samedata ould be aptured, though here there may be diÆulties in surreptitiouslyforwarding it to the analyser.� By installing non-intrusive �bre taps `in the �eld', on the �bres that arry traÆbetween nodes [Hod91℄, one an apture similar data, but here, as there aretypially routers between a node and an external �bre, some timing auraywill be lost (several router delay varianes). How many suh attakers arerequired to interept all node-to-node ommuniations depends on the topology,but typially examining just bakbone �bres will not suÆe.� TraÆ data an also be obtained by ompromising a router on eah of the inter-node links and plaing traÆ monitoring ode there. However, here the attakeris more likely to get per-link paket ounts (over large frations of a seond)rather than per-paket data with timestamps. These an be retrieved via thestandard SNMP protool. More auray an be obtained by ompromisingrouters loser to eah node.Broadly, all these attakers gain aess to the same lass of data { the number ofpakets that travel between pairs of nodes (on anonymity-system logial links) duringpartiular time intervals. The paket ounting interval determines what kinds oftraÆ analysis the attaker an perform: taking long intervals amounts to low-pass�ltering of the data, erasing informative high-frequeny omponents.A further distintion is between per-interval and waveform analysis. In the former,eah paket-ounting interval is treated separately { the attaker an forget the datafor eah interval after it has been analysed { whereas in the latter a substantial122
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Figure 7.1: Eah arrow represents an inoming or an outgoing link. The number onthe arrow represents the number of pakets observed by an attaker on the link overone time period.region of the traÆ waveform must be onsidered. The latter attaks may obviouslybe more expensive to mount.7.4 Analysis: Lone Connetion TrakingOur �rst attak is based on paket ounting. We reall that traÆ travels downa onnetion in small ells. Consider a node in the system. During a partiulartime interval the number of pakets on eah of the onnetions travelling throughit is highly likely to be di�erent. The attak is based around the idea that if theattaker ould see the numbers of pakets of eah onnetion oming into the nodeduring this time interval and the number of pakets of eah onnetion oming outof the node, then he should see whih inoming onnetions orresponds to whihoutgoing ones. It is worthwhile to note that the links of a onnetion-based anonymitysystem are typially implemented above TCP. The attaker wathing the link aneasily distinguish pakets whih are arrying enrypted data and should be ountedbeause they arry data from the anonymity system from the others (suh as ACKs)whih should not. Suh a paket ounting attak also requires the delay introduedby the node to be small ompared to the size of the time interval, so the number ofinoming and outgoing pakets of the node on eah onnetion will be very similar.They will not be idential as some pakets will have been in the node before theinterval started and some will remain after the interval ends.However, a passive attaker an observe the number of pakets of a onnetion whiharrive at the node and leave the node only if this onnetion is lone { it is the onlyone travelling down its inoming link and its outgoing link during the time interval.This senario is illustrated on Figure 7.1.It is lear that the numbers of pakets on links from D to the node X and from X123



to T are very similar, so the attaker an be on�dent that the onnetion(s) fromD have been forwarded to T . Naturally, there is a possibility that he is mistaken:one of the onnetions from A, B or C ould have arried 1079 pakets and beenforwarded to T , while the onnetion(s) from D were forwarded to Q, R or S. Wenow go on to examine this in more detail.Consider a node whih has d inoming and outgoing links, and  onnetions duringthe urrent time period. Now take a target onnetion whih has arrived on a linklone, and had its number of pakets, pak, observed by the attaker. Now, what isthe probability of this onnetion exiting on a link lone and thus being ompromised?pompromise = �d� 1d ��1Now onsider the probability of the attaker making a mistaken inferene from hisobservation of similar paket ounts on an inoming and an outgoing link. Forsimpliity, let us say that the attaker only delares the orrespondene betweenan inoming link and an outgoing link if the paket ounts on them are the same.Clearly, we must alulate the probability of pak pakets (whih do not belong tothe target onnetion) appearing on exatly one of the outgoing links. Suppose thatthe attaker has some knowledge of the probability distribution V (volume) of thenumber of pakets on a onnetion going through the anonymity system (this is easyto obtain, he an simply wath the unpadded links between the anonymity systemand the webservers). It is important to note that pak pakets on a single linkan be aused either by a single lone onnetion other than our target onnetionor by several onnetions on the same outgoing link with a total paket ount ofpak. The probability of the latter is likely to be small ompared to the former1,hene we ignore it. Naturally, when we are able to obtain an estimate of V froma deployed anonymity system, we will be able to ompute the error we introduedby this simpli�ation preisely. Similarly, we only onsider the ase where one ofthe inoming onnetions has pak pakets on it (and is, hene, linear in V (pak)whih is small2). Now we an alulate the probability of there being one inomingonnetion with pak pakets and it being forwarded to a link alone.perror = (� 1)V (pak)(1 � V (pak))�2 d� 1d  �d� 1d ��2 ��d� 2d ��2!1As an analogy, the reader is invited to onsider the probability of getting a 3 from a roll onedie, ompared to getting a 3 from a roll of 2 die.2At this point it is worth onsidering how small V (pak) might be. If eah ell arries 128 bytesof data, then the rate of ow of ells through a onnetion ould be as high as several hundred perseond. Naturally, V is not uniform, but it is still reasonable to expet that the highest value ofV (pak) is no more than 0.1. 124



Naturally, the more links and the fewer onnetions on them, the lower the probabilityof error and the higher the probability of a ompromise. Note also that, as we arguedabove, V (pak) is small, hene the overall probability of error is small. The attakeran further redue this probability by doing the same observations during a di�erenttime interval and heking the results are onsistent.Note that this attak does not require a global paket ounting attaker, merely onewho observes all the links a onnetion travels on.This attak is based on other assumptions, some of whih we have touhed on already:� The paket ounting interval is muh larger than the mix delay. This is nees-sary as otherwise the pakets inside the mix at the starts and ends of paketounting intervals will make the inoming and outgoing paket ounts dissimi-lar.� The paket ounting interval is muh smaller than the mean time between newonnetions being set up on this pair of links. The longer the ounting interval,the more likely there is to be a new onnetion initiated whih will traverse aninoming or an outgoing link, thereby ruining the paket ounts and thus theattak. Note that if the adversary is unable to obtain paket ounts for shortenough time periods (e.g. if he is extrating paket ounts via SNMP), he losessome opportunities for attaks.It may seem that the attaker an just as easily ount pakets oming in from theusers to the �rst node of the onnetion and try to orrelate this with the paketounts oming out of the anonymity system to the webservers. This is the extremeversion of paket ounting aross several nodes. Suh an attak is less likely tosueed (and easier to protet against) for the following reasons:� In the desription of the attak on a single node, it was neessary for the paketounting interval to be muh larger than the node delay. Thus, in the ase ofmounting the attak on the anonymity system as a whole, the paket ountinginterval will have to be made muh larger than the delay on all the nodes of aonnetion together plus all the link delays. This inreases the hanes of theuser initiating another onnetion to the same �rst node, thereby onfusing thepaket ounts. Implementors of onnetion based systems should note that thisan be a basis of a good and heap defene strategy (though it relies on the�rst node being unompromised) | all the onnetions the user makes shouldbe established through the same �rst node.� A small amount of padding between the user and the �rst node protets againstthe attak. This requires muh less bandwidth than padding eah link in theanonymity system as suggested by [Ren03℄. Of ourse, it would be desirable toalso pad the link from the last node to the webserver, but this is impossible as125



the webserver is not running anonymity software.� It may be possible to arrange for the �rst link not to be observable by theattaker (e.g. run a node at the edge of a orporate network and ensure thateveryone inside the ompany uses it as their �rst node).Having shown that lone onnetions allow the attaker to ompromise anonymity, wenow alulate how many suh onnetions a system is likely to have under di�erentonditions (and thus how likely a user's onnetion is to be ompromised). First,we derive an approximation, and then examine the subjet in more detail using asimulator. Finally we suggest ways of defending against this attak.7.4.1 Mean-based analysisWe assume the users initiate on average  onnetions per seond, eah forwardedalong ` links (inside the network) and that there are n nodes in the anonymity system.Furthermore assume eah onnetion has duration dur.Thus on average at any instant there are �dur onnetions. Eah onnetion existson l links, so on average there are � dur� l link-oupanies. Links are, of ourse,unidiretional as the attaker an distinguish pakets going from P to Q from thosegoing from Q to P . If there is a link between eah pair of nodes, there are roughlyn � n links3. On average there are  � dur � l=(n � n) onnetions per link. It islear that the absolute lower bound of the number of onnetions per link is 1, andfor a good anonymity system this number should be muh greater.Let us illustrate this with an example. Suppose we have a system with n = 30 nodes,the users initiate onnetions through l = 3 network links (i.e. 4 nodes), eah lastingdur = 2 seonds. If eah node an talk to every other, then around 150 onnetioninitiations per seond are neessary for this system not to be suseptible to thisattak.7.4.2 De�nitionsIt is lear that the approximations alulated in the previous setion are rather rude.We now proeed to de�ne lone onnetions formally and show how to work out thefration of lone onnetions of a partiular system.First, de�ne the anonymity system graph as a set of nodes G with jGj = n and a setof direted edges (links) E (ranged over by e), with eah edge being a pair of nodes. A3It is debatable whether routes with the same node ourring twie onseutively should beallowed. 126



path (of a onnetion), then, is a sequene of adjaent edges. Take all the onnetionsi (of length li) whih are open during a partiular paket ounting interval in somepartiular order and let g = [[e1;1 : : : e1;l1 ℄; [e2;1 : : : e2;l2 ℄; : : :℄ be the sequene of pathsof these onnetions. We an easily express the number of onnetions on eah linkresulting from suh a on�guration.fg(e) =Xp2g ourrenes of e in pA onnetion is lone when it is lone on all the links it is going through. Now al-ulating the set (and therefore the number) of lone onnetions in a on�guration isstraightforward: lone = jfjpjp 2 g ^ 8e 2 p:fg(e) = 1jgjWe an also �nd the fration of lone onnetions: lonejgj .We now go on to alulate the probability of a onnetion going through the ano-nymity system being lone.First, let us assume some parameters of the anonymity system.� �(), the probability that  onnetions go through the anonymity systemduring the same paket ounting interval. An attaker an easily obtain thisprobability distribution by observing the anonymity system for a while andbuilding up the distribution. Indeed, the operators of the JAP system [JAP℄are urrently providing their users with  in real time as a very rude indiationof the anonymity of their onnetions.� 	(j), the probability that a onnetion route is hosen to have length j. Thisdistribution is enoded into the anonymity lient, e.g. Tor, and hene an beeasily obtained by an attaker.� The graph of the anonymity system is given by G;E. This is learly visible toa global passive attaker.� The maximum number of onnetions whih an go through a system is max and the maximum route length is max rt. The latter is an inherent parameterof the anonymity system determined by the size of the onions, the former anbe obtained from observing the system for some time.Now de�ne G([l1; : : : ; l℄), to be the set of all sequenes of paths of lengths [l1; : : : ; l℄in the graph G;E. 127



G([l1; : : : ; l℄) = fmj m = [[e1;1 : : : e1;l1 ℄; [e2;1 : : : e2;l2 ℄; : : : ; [e;1 : : : e;l ℄℄^ ex;y 2 m) ex;y 2 E^ ((i; j)x;y 2 m ^ (k; l)x;y+1 2 m)) j = kgNow, the probability P of a randomly hosen onnetion being lone is:P = X20:::max �()� XL=[l1;:::;l℄8i:li�max rt Yl2L	(l)� Xg2G(L) jfjpjp 2 g ^ 8e 2 p:fg(e) = 1jgjjgjThere are several assumptions whih we have made impliitly in the above formula.Firstly, the probability distribution for path lengths of all onnetions is the same,	(l). Seondly, paths are hosen uniformly at random from all the possible paths(of length l) through the graph G;E4. Finally, all the path lengths and all the pathsthemselves are hosen by the onnetion initiators independently.Although the above formula de�nes the probability of a onnetion going throughan anonymity system unmixed, it is hard to see the quantitative impliations of itdiretly. We therefore make a simulation of the anonymity system.7.4.3 Simulator ResultsWe have onstruted a simulator whih uses the de�nitions above to alulate thefration of lone onnetions. Given a graph of nodes onneted by links, and thenumber of onnetions we wish to simulate, it piks a route length for eah onnetion(	(j) is assumed to be a uniform distribution between a minimum and a maximumvalue) and then generates the routes themselves. Then it alulates the fration oflone onnetions using the de�nitions above. Clearly, the fration of lone onnetionsgoing through the network is also the probability that a partiular user's onnetionis going to be observed by the global paket ounting attaker.For example, let us take a Peer-to-Peer anonymity system with 100 nodes (eah userrunning a node) all onneted to eah other. Suppose eah of the 100 users hasa onnetion (�(100) = 1 during the paket ounting interval we are onsidering)through a minimum of 2 and a maximum of 4 network links5. This system providesvery low anonymity { around 92% of the onnetions going through it are lone.4Hene the number of onnetions a node will handle is determined by the number of links it hasto other nodes.5Suh a route length distribution is typial for Tor.128
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Figure 7.2: Fration of lone onnetions (as viewed by a global paket ountingattaker) vs the number of nodes in the anonymity system. There are 60 onnetions,eah going through two network links.
A graph of the number of nodes vs the probability of onnetion ompromise isshown in Figure 7.2. There are 60 onnetions going through the network and eahonnetion is going through 2 network links.We note that the fration of lone onnetions is not the only measure of anonymitywe ould have used. Indeed, although it onveys a very lear message to the user(the probability of the onnetion they are about to establish being observable), italso su�ers from some disadvantages. First, it does not indiate how many otheronnetions a partiular onnetions has been mixed with, as an anonymity set (orthe information theoreti metri of Chapter 3) does. It is worth pointing out thatif a onnetion is lone on some, but not all of its links, its anonymity set is verymuh redued (whih is not reeted in the probability of it being ompromised).Seondly, the designers of the anonymity system might like to know the probabilityof at least one onnetion being ompromised { a muh stronger property. We leavealulating these metris and analysing the attak in more detail to (rather tedious)future work. 129
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Figure 7.3: Fration of lone onnetions (as viewed by a global paket ountingattaker) vs route length. There are 50 onnetions and 50 nodes.7.4.4 ProtetionAs we saw in the previous setion, the paket ounting attak on the lone onnetionsis quite powerful against some systems. Here we examine ways of proteting againstit.Firstly, more traÆ (and/or fewer nodes) makes the system muh less vulnerable tothe attak. Modifying the system from the example above to one with 20 nodes with200 onnetions going through it (and keeping the route length the same at between2 and 4 links) redues the fration of ompromised onnetions from 92% to 2.5%.Seondly, inreasing the route length helps inrease the total volume of traÆ inthe network, but also has the undesirable e�et of inreasing lateny. For example,doubling the route length in our example above (100 nodes, 100 onnetions, routelength of 4 to 8 network links) redues the probability of a onnetion being om-promised from around 92% to 72%. The graph showing how route length a�ets thefration of lone onnetions is shown in Figure 7.3.Thirdly, and most importantly, we an design the arhiteture of the system to suitthe amount of traÆ we expet to ow through it. If there is very little traÆ, aasade ought to be used. If there is slightly more, a restrited route arhiteture (see[Dan03b℄) an be employed to dramatially derease the fration of lone onnetions.130



For instane, for an anonymity system of 100 nodes, eah able to forward traÆ to 5others (with route length of between 2 and 4 links and 100 onnetions), the frationof lone onnetions is redued to around 17%. This is still unaeptable, however,and suggests that making every lient run a node is not a good hoie for a stronganonymity system.The fat that Peer-to-Peer anonymity systems do not provide muh anonymityagainst the passive attaker who an observe all the links is an important onlusionwhih may seem ounter-intuitive. However, it an be easily explained when we ob-serve the fat that the onnetions have to \�ll up" the network graph at least twie.If we run a node at every lient, the number of onnetions will be within a onstantfator of number of nodes. It is likely that eah user does not have many ative openonnetions with data owing through them all the time, so this onstant fator istypially less than one. The number of links in a fully onneted network is roughlyn2, so the anonymity of suh a network will be low. This is lear even from the rudealulations in Setion 7.4.1.As well as designing the system in a way whih suits the expeted level of traÆ, weneed to be able to handle daily or weekly variations in the number of onnetionsestablished through the system. This may be possible by dynamially reon�guringthe network topology from asade to restrited routes to full network. Of ourse,short term (intra-day) variations in traÆ ould not be handled in this way; thisshould be handled by suggesting to the users the number of nodes their onnetionsshould go through to stay anonymous.7.5 Analysis: Connetion-start TrakingOur seond attak is based on traking the inrease in the volume of traÆ from aninoming to an outgoing link of a node whih results from data starting to ow ona new onnetion. This inrease happens when the webserver is starting to send thewebpage data in response to a request made by a lient. We all suh an inrease a\onnetion start". We note that the propagation of suh a onnetion start througha node is observable to a paket ounting attaker, even if the onnetion is notlone. If the node does not delay traÆ signi�antly (as urrent systems do not), theattaker will observe a node in a steady state; then a start of onnetion arrivingfollowed by a start of onnetion leaving, and will dedue where the new onnetionhas ome from and been forwarded to.Hene, nodes must delay traÆ (but still provide low lateny ommuniations). Themost appropriate mixing strategy here is the Stop-and-Go Mix of Kesdogan et al.[KEB98℄. It is easy to analyse, handles eah paket separately and does not rely on131



bathing. We proeed to desribe this mix and examine how it an help us protetagainst the above attak.The Stop-and-Go mix treats eah paket independently. When a ell arrives, the mixdraws a random value from an exponential distribution with parameter � and delaysthe ell by that time. The mean delay of the mix is thus 1=�.Assume the users initiate (on average)  onnetions per seond, eah going through` nodes. The system onsists of n nodes. Write � for the mean rate of arrival ofstarts of onnetions (per seond) to a partiular node. We have � = `=n.Assume further that the arrivals of the starts of onnetions to the node are Poissondistributed (with parameter �).This is essentially the n� 1 attak senario desribed in [KEB98℄, though performedhere for starts of onnetions instead of individual asynhronous messages. We wantto hoose the parameters � and � suh that the probability of the attaker trakinga start of onnetions through all the mixes is small.Now, the attaker traks a onnetion through a mix if and only if:1. When the start of the onnetion arrives, the mix is \empty of starts of on-netions". This means that there has not been an inoming start of onnetionthat has not been followed by an outgoing one. From queueing theory, theprobability of this is: e��=�.2. Having arrived on an inoming link, the start of the onnetion leaves the mixwhilst no other start of a onnetion has arrived. The probability of this isequal to the probability of the delay of the message being smaller than thetime of the next message arrival, 11+�=� .Now to get the probability that a onnetion is traked through one node, we justmultiply the two together. e���1 + ��The probability of the attaker traking a partiular onnetion whih is goingthrough ` mixes is:  e���1 + ��!`substituting in the expression for � from above gives:132



 e� `n�1 + `n�!`A user of this system would inur a delay of roughly 2`=� seonds for onion onnetionsetup, `=� for a request and `=� for a response, or a total onnetion delay of: 4`=�.We will now do some order-of-magnitude alulations to see how muh traÆ needsto go through the anonymity system to get aeptable delay and anonymity valuesand then show graphs of the probability of having the onnetion ompromised in avariety of di�erent senarios.Clearly, as long as ` � 3 and `=n� � 1, the probability of traking a onnetion islow (< 0:006). Hene, `=n� � 1 or ` � n�.Suppose ` = 3 and the maximum aeptable delay is 2 seonds, hene 4`=� = 2,hene � = 2` = 6. Substituting in, we get  � 2n. This implies that the users of thesystem have to initiate twie as many onnetions per seond as there are nodes.Suppose we have U users browsing every day. If eah browses 100 pages a day, = U � 100=(3600 � 24).Now suppose we have an anonymity system of 30 nodes. We �nd the number of usersU needed for the system to provide anonymity. U � 100=(3600 � 24) � 2 � 30, orU � 2 � 30 � 36 � 24 = 51000. This is a realisti target for a small to medium sizeanonymity system.Naturally, the alulation above is rather rude as it involves the mean amount oftraÆ (and suppose that the traÆ is evenly distributed throughout the day). MoretraÆ is required to to protet against traÆ troughs (e.g. at night).We now show how the probability of a onnetion being traked through the ano-nymity system is a�eted by the various parameters. In Figures 7.4, 7.5, 7.6, 7.7the probability of a onnetion being ompromised is plotted against route length,the delay parameter of the mix, the rate of inoming onnetions and the number ofnodes in the system (respetively).It is worth onsidering the quality of traÆ data the adversary has to have aessto to mount suh an attak. If a timestamp for every paket is available, the attakan be mounted with maximum e�etiveness. However, if the adversary an onlydo paket ounting over some time intervals, then the time interval must be muhlonger than the node delay and muh smaller than the interarrival times of starts ofonnetions to a node. Note that this is more preision than was required for the loneonnetions attak (the time interval there had to be muh less than the interarrivaltimes of onnetions on a single link). 133
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7.5.1 Working with Riher TraÆ FeaturesWe have so far onsidered starts of onnetions and showed that if these are allowedto propagate through the network then a ertain level of traÆ is required to maintainanonymity. Now we onsider how the attaker ould use more general traÆ features(e.g. spikes) to trak individual onnetions. This is an example of a waveformanalysis { data from several intervals will be required.Let us onsider a simple ase of a node with 2 inoming and 2 outgoing links. Theadversary sees a spike on one of the inoming links (say from A) and one of theoutgoing links (to Q) some time later. For larity of exposition, we suppose heknows that both the links whih exhibited spikes have lone onnetions on them6,but the other links (from B and to R) ontain many onnetions, so some spikes maybe hidden. The smart adversary does not jump to onlusions about a orrelationbetween the links with spikes, but instead alulates the probability of it.There are two possibilities: Either the attaker is orret and the spike from A reallywent to Q, or the attaker is mistaken and there was a hidden spike whih ame infrom B and went to Q, while the spike from A got forwarded to R and hidden in thetraÆ.The probability of the former is 1=2 (assuming the onnetion from A was equallylikely to be forwarded to Q and R). The probability of the latter is P (spike)� 1=2.Hene, the attaker is orret with probability 11+P (spike) . The probability of a spikeourring on a link is low (spikes do not our often, and a similar argument to theone we presented in Setion 7.4 applies), so the probability of the attaker beingorret is high.A omplete analysis is not presented here { we would need to examine real onne-tion traÆ to determine the probability of spikes ourring and determine what otherkinds of traÆ features we might make use of. It is notable that interative applia-tions like SSH are muh more vulnerable to this kind of attak than web browsing asthe traÆ is muh less uniform. In general one would expet to use signal-proessingtehniques { �ltering the signal to frequeny ranges known to inlude identi�able fea-tures and/or alulating running orrelations between signals and ommon featurepatterns. We leave this for future work.7.6 Disussion and SolutionsIn the previous setions we looked at two powerful attaks whih an be mounted ononnetion-based anonymity systems by passive attakers, evaluated their e�etive-6This onstraint is easily relaxed. 136



ness and assessed potential protetion measures.Unlike previous analyses in the literature, we stayed lear of using vague and ostlyproposals of adding dummy traÆ to the system, instead alulating the number ofuser onnetions required to maintain anonymity. This approah is ruial for build-ing eÆient, fast, and therefore deployable onnetion-based anonymity systems,whilst still providing anonymity to the users.However, we have not examined all the attaks whih the adversaries an potentiallymount against onnetion-based anonymity systems. In partiular, in this hapterwe have not onsidered the \�rst and last node" attak or any ative attaks. Weomment upon them briey here.The \�rst and last node" attak involves the attaker ompromising two nodes andthen using them to identify the onnetions whih start and end at these nodes. Hean �lter padding from the lient to the �rst node (if there was any) and modifytraÆ travelling in both diretions. In partiular, he an insert a signal into theinter-arrival times of ells of a partiular onnetion and then look for it (low-pass�ltered to aount for the varianes in network and mix delays) on the other side. Asthe pakets are small, the signal is likely to arry a substantial amount of informationand help the attaker sueed. Note that an ative attaker who an modify traÆon links (but has not ompromised any nodes) has the same apability.There are several potential ountermeasures whih will help make this attak lesspowerful. First, longer routes will help redue the amount of signal whih propa-gates from the �rst to the last node. Seondly, inreasing the paket size (and thusdereasing the number of pakets) will help redue the size of the signal whih an beinserted into the onnetion. In the limit, if all webpages �t into one paket, ativeattaks beome ine�etive (though this omes with a massive eÆieny loss).We have not yet ommented upon the potential use of traÆ shaping as a ounter-measure to both the attaks presented here and future, more sophistiated ones. Itis worth noting that suh a traÆ shaping poliy would have to make all the onne-tions in the anonymity system have the same pro�le, whih is likely to be expensivein terms of introduing delays or bandwidth (dummy traÆ). We have not investi-gated this mostly beause protetion against the attaks outlined ould be ahievedby heaper means.One of the impliations of the results presented here is that anonymity systemswhih involve all the users running nodes are impratial simply beause there isnot enough traÆ to �ll all the links. It is evident that adding nodes provides lessanonymity (ontrary to popular belief) against the global passive attaker. Whetherthis statement is true for the ase of partial attakers remains the subjet of futurework. Of ourse, inreasing the system size makes it harder to be a global attakeror ompromise a ertain fration of the system.137



Another interesting line of researh is to see whether an anonymity system ould bebuilt using an arhiteture whih elevates a subset of the Peer-to-Peer nodes to a \su-pernode" status. The role of suh supernodes would be to perform mixing, while theother, \lesser" nodes would simply forward traÆ. This may yield a good ompro-mise between the performane and salability of urrent Peer-to-Peer arhiteturesand resistane against passive attakers.7.7 Related WorkAs mentioned before, there is not a great deal of work on the analysis of onnetion-based anonymity systems. Qualitative analyses inlude [BMS01, Ray00℄. Quantita-tive analysis has so far been limited to evaluating the impat of ompromised nodeson the anonymity provided. Wright and oauthors examine this issue in many dif-ferent anonymity systems [WALS02℄, while [STRL00℄ gives a detailed aount of theseurity of the �rst generation of the Onion Routing system against ompromisednodes.To the best of our knowledge, the �rst work whih desribes the paket ountingattak is the analysis by Bak, M�oller and Stigli [BMS01℄, however, they fail tospeify the attak preisely. Clearly, simply from observing similar paket ounts onan inoming and outgoing link, the inferene that a onnetion is forwarded from oneto the other annot be made. Indeed, in this work we showed how to alulate theprobability of suh an inferene being orret and erroneous in Setion 7.4. Neitherdo they investigate the parameters of the anonymity systems whih make them moreor less vulnerable to this attak, or how to protet against it.Another reent work [Ren03℄ looks at paket ounting attaks of the end-to-endvariety, arguing that over time an intersetion attak ombining all these will sueed.However, the author does not alulate the probability of suess, arguing simplythat protetion against these using dummy traÆ is neessary. He then proposes aonstant dummy traÆ poliy whih is likely to be too ostly to be aeptable tovolunteers who might run nodes in a onnetion-based anonymity system (thoughthe dummy traÆ poliy would also protet against some attaks whih we have notonsidered).The onnetion-start traking problem was observed in [PPW91℄; there it is solvedby dividing the onnetion into a number of \time slie hannels". It is interestingto onsider the ISDN mixes sheme in the ontext of the urrent infrastruture (eahuser having a DSL onnetion to the Internet). It requires two independent hannelsto be used all the time, whih imposes large overhead on the ISP of the users. ISPsurrently implement bandwidth aps to disourage \heavy bandwidth use", hene a138



solution whih involves onstant padding is unlikely to be aeptable to them7. Thissheme requires extra overhead and its e�etiveness remains to be evaluated.There are also systems whih provide anonymous onnetions for web browsing[SBS02℄ whih do not follow the \mix" arhiteture of Chaum, but they also lakquantitative analyses of the anonymity provided.7.8 SummaryWe examined in some detail two attaks whih an be mounted by passive adversarieson onnetion-based anonymity systems. These ompromise urrent (experimental)anonymity systems ompletely as they do not delay pakets at nodes and have littletraÆ. Similarly, we do not feel it is appropriate to ompare system X againstsystem Y at this moment as parameters of these systems ruial to the analysishange dramatially over time and will hene invalidate any results we an ome upwith. We feel that having provided easy methods of analysis, the system designers anuse them easily enough to ensure their system is not vulnerable to attaks desribedhere. In partiular, we showed that the threats an be proteted against withoutresorting to dummy traÆ and keeping the delay to users' onnetions aeptable.Finally, the work in this hapter shows that analysis of onnetion-based anonymitysystems is just as feasible as that of message-based ones. Furthermore, suh analysisis required to develop and evaluate methods of protetion against real threats. Asa promising diretion for future work, we suggest that mounting real attaks onimplemented (and deployed) anonymity systems will provide further insight into themeasures neessary to keep anonymity systems anonymous.We now �nish our rather brief exursion into the analysis of onnetion-based systemsand go on to look at an appliation whih an be built on top of strong anonymitysystems.

7A sheme where eah ISP runs a node may be more aeptable as it will ause no additionalexternal traÆ, but it does require the o-operation of the ISPs.139
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Chapter 8Anonymity and CensorshipResistane
\Any problem in Computer Siene an be solved by another layerof indiretion" | David WheelerIn the previous hapters we presented various analyses of both message-based andonnetion-based anonymity systems. In this hapter, we assume a strong anonymitysystem and build a ensorship resistant sheme with strong properties on top of it.This provides a novel appliation for the anonymity system and also strengthensprevious work on ensorship resistant systems.8.1 IntrodutionBak in Chapter 1 we remarked that ensorship resistane is a property whih essen-tially amounts to long-term availability in an adversarial environment. More spei�-ally, ensorship resistant systems have to ope not only with byzantine failures, butalso \real world" attaks aiming to remove ontent from the system.Many ensorship resistant systems have been proposed reently, yet most still lakone ruial feature { protetion of the servers hosting the ontent.In the past this was not onsidered an issue. For instane, in Anderson's EternityServie [And96℄, it was deemed suÆient to guarantee that a doument was alwaysavailable through the system. However, many examples indiate that servers hostingontent are vulnerable to ensorship, due to \Rubber Hose Cryptanalysis" { variouskinds of pressure applied by attakers to shut down servers or remove �les. Examples141



of douments subjeted to ensorship on the Internet inlude DeCSS [Tou℄, the paperdetailing the attak on SDMI [CWL+01℄, and douments (or quotes from douments)whih the Churh of Sientology desribed as their serets. In ases like this, theserver administrators reeive \ease and desist" letters when the ensor �nds theo�ending doument on their server.Most modern ensorship resistant systems, for example Publius [WRC00℄ and Freenet[CSWH00℄, have not addressed this problem in a satisfatory way. It is possible for amaliious reader to �nd out whih servers some partiular piee of ontent is storedon, and subsequently try to pressure the server administrators to remove it. WithPublius in partiular, the situation is slightly more ompliated as eah doumentis enrypted and the key is split into n shares, any k of whih are reombinable toform the doument bak. In this ase, the attaker needs to remove ontent fromn � k + 1 servers, but an easily loate all of them1. With the number of serversreasonably small and stati, the job of ensoring douments beomes easier than onemight expet.An alternative approah to dealing with ensorship resistane is taken by systemssuh as Dagster [SW01℄ and Tangler [WM01℄ whih prevent removal of any singledoument from the system by entangling douments together. However, in our view,these are not e�etive enough at dealing with the problem either: if the o�endingdoument was entangled with the Delaration of Independene, Das Kapital and theLittle Red Book, ensoring it (thereby removing all of the above from the system)would not be a major problem as all the other douments are readily available fromother soures. Even if the other douments were not available elsewhere, the ensoris unlikely to be diserning enough to want to keep them. Furthermore, if the systemis run on a single server (e.g. Dagster), then the ensor may simply try to shut downthe entire server.The rationale behind the design of our system an be seen by onsidering a simpleattak whih works against most other ensorship resistant systems. First of all,we need to onsider how the attaker loate ertain piee of ontent, or even a part(share) of it. In Publius, for instane, the name of the mahine on whih eah shareis stored is inluded in the address of the doument. Of ourse, the storer an denythe fat that he is storing a partiular share, but, if wathed by the attaker, he willbe faed with a dilemma of whether to answer requests (and thus reveal the fatthat he is storing the share) or drop the request, e�etively ensoring the doument.One the attaker has obtained proof that a storer has, and has been answeringrequests for a partiular share, legal pressure an be applied. We will return to thisattak later in this hapter to see how the various features of our proposed designhelp protet against it.1Indeed, if one server has been pressured into removal, the other server administrators may simplyfollow the preedent and remove the o�ending ontent themselves.142



Broadly, in our system, we onsider the storers of the �les to be valuable entities,and protet them against \Rubber Hose Cryptanalysis". Furthermore, we protet thedouments they are storing by providing ative-server doument anonymity (as �rstintrodued in Free Haven [DFM00a℄). This is the property that the storer should notbe able to determine (parts of) whih doument it is storing, not even by retrievingthe doument from the system. We now proeed with a desription of the systemand then give an analysis and ritique of it.8.2 System DesriptionOur system onsists of many idential peers, eah of whih an ful�l �ve di�erentroles:� Publisher p. The node whih has a doument and wishes to make it availableand ensorship resistant.� Storer s. A node whih stores part of a doument.� Forwarder a. A node whih has an anonymous pointer to a node storing partof a doument.� Client . A node whih retrieves a doument.� Derypter l. A node whih derypts part of a doument and sends it o� to thelient.The system is built on top of an existing Peer-to-Peer doument storage serviesuh as PAST [DR01℄. PAST itself is built on top of Pastry [RD01℄, a Peer-to-Peerrouting sheme. Pastry an be viewed as a network of mahines (peers), eah with aunique identi�er. The only thing required to send a message to a mahine is its id,furthermore, Pastry guarantees that the message takes around logN hops, where Nis the number of nodes in the system. Using an existing Peer-to-Peer arhitetureallows us to abstrat away routing, lients leaving and joining the network, and otherlow level issues.On top of Pastry, PAST also provides robustness: neighbouring mahines (mahineswithin a ertain distane of eah other within a logial namespae) share state.This is further disussed below. We also assume a publi key infrastruture, soany peer is able to learn any other peer's publi key. This is further disussedin Setion 8.4. Finally, we make use of an anonymous onnetion system suh asMixminion [DDM03℄ whih is apable of handling replies.As usual in ensorship resistant systems, the operations available to a node arepublishing and retrieval. There is no searh faility, therefore we rely on a broadast143
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Figure 8.1: Publishing. Zig-zag lines indiate anonymous onnetions.mehanism suh as an anonymous newsgroup to transmit retrieval information topotential readers. We do not support ontent deletion or modi�ation.8.2.1 PublishingThe overall publishing proess is illustrated in Figure 8.1. The main idea is to splitthe douments into many parts or shares hi, and store them (enrypted) on mahinessi, while making them aessible through mahines ai whih forward requests for theappropriate shares anonymously.Publisher:To publish a doument (see Figure 8.2), the publisher p splits it into n+1 shares hi,any k+1 of whih an be ombined to form the whole doument again. This an bedone using one of the standard algorithms suh as Shamir's seret sharing [Sha79℄.He then generates n+1 keys ki and enrypts eah share with the orresponding key.He now piks n + 1 peers a0 : : : an at random to at as forwarders and onstrutsonions to send (via the anonymous onnetions layer) eah of them the enryptedshare fhigki , the orresponding key ki2 and a (large) random integer vi together witha return address (reply onion)3 rp. The publisher an now wait for a on�rmation toome bak from eah of the ai's (via the reply onion) saying whether the publishinghas been suessful or not. If the operation failed, the publisher should try di�erentai's.2Both fhigki and ki are sent to minimize the work whih has to be done by the forwarder.3A return address is a kind of onion whih, if inluded in an anonymous message, an be used toreply to that message without revealing the original sender (see [Cha81℄ for details).144
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Share h0Key k0Storer s0Client Derypter lRandom numbers v0, v00Return addresses ra0 , rs0 , rl, frs0 , rFigure 8.3: RetrievalForwarder:The forwarder (all of them perform the same operation, here we use a0 as an example)reeives the message, �nding an enrypted share fh0gk0 , a key k0 and a randomnumber v0 and the publisher's return address. He then piks a storer s0 to storethe share and a number v00 whih the storer should assoiate the share with. Heonstruts an onion for delivering these to the storer. Thus, he puts the enryptedshare, v00, as well as his own anonymous return address ra0 into the onion as themessage and sends it o� (see Figure 8.2a). He remembers v0, v00, k0 and rp. Whenthe onion is reeived by s0, it stores the share and issues a number of di�erent returnaddresses frs0 (to be used for retrieval), sending them bak to a0 via the returnaddress ra0 . Now a0 assoiates v0, v00 and k0 with the return addresses frs0 , forgetss0, and replies \ok" to the publisher via rp. One all the shares have been stored,the publisher destroys them and announes the name of the �le, together with then+ 1 pairs (ai, vi) to potential users. 146



8.2.2 RetrievalTo retrieve a doument (see Figure 8.3), the lient  asks the forwarder a0 (andeah ai in the same way) to retrieve the share h0 by sending them an anonymousmessage with v0 and their anonymous return address r. The forwarder a0 then piksa random server l to at as a derypter and sends it k0, the key it is storing whihderypts the stored share, v00, r, and a return address ra0 , getting bak a returnaddress for l. Now a0 forwards rl and v00, whih identi�es the share, to s0 via one ofthe frs0 (rs0). Now s0 looks up the enrypted share orresponding to v00 and forwardsit and v00 to l, whih derypts the share and sends it to the lient via r. The proessontinues until  has aumulated enough shares to reonstrut the doument.We note that when the forwarder starts running out of return addresses for the storer(you an use eah one only one), all the forwarder needs to do is request some morevia one of the return addresses it still has.The other important detail whih we have so far left out of the desription of thesystem is that the Peer-to-Peer storage layer (PAST) repliates state among neigh-bouring nodes. This enables requests to be routed to any of the nodes whih ontainthe repliated state. In partiular, the forwarder shares (v0; v00; k0;frs0) with neigh-bouring nodes whih an therefore also answer requests. Similarly, the storer shares(v00; fh0gk0). The derypter does not need to share anything as he will only get onerequest to derypt the share and will then give up this role.8.3 Commentary on the ProtoolIn the last setion we presented the protool. Here we will try to explain some ofour design deisions and show how they relate to the properties we want our systemto satisfy.There are several novel aspets in the design of our ensorship resistant system asompared to existing arhitetures:� Repliation. The use of a Peer-to-Peer layer suh as PAST to repliate statein forwarders and storers.� Forwarders. The use of forwarders to provide an extra layer of indiretion andprevent the storers from being visible by lients.� Enryption of shares. Storing the shares in an enrypted form and keeping thekeys at the forwarders.� Derypters. The use of separate nodes (as opposed to, for instane, forwarders)to derypt shares. 147



8.3.1 RepliationRepliation of state in the system provides fault tolerane, eÆieny and preventsseveral kinds of attaks.Firstly, it makes denial of servie attaks and simple e�orts to take down individ-ual forwarders ine�etive beause there are always a number of other hosts readyto forward requests. Furthermore, even if the attaker sueeds in taking down apartiular forwarder, state will be repliated onto a new node whih will also startforwarding requests.More subtly, it redues the link between any partiular forwarder and the sharewhih has been retrieved. This is beause the address for a partiular forwarder (forinstane, a0) whih is published in the anonymous newsgroup denotes a dynamiset of physial hosts rather than a single mahine. This is due to the behaviour ofthe underlying layer (PAST): if asked to route a request to a node (a0), it does notneessarily forward it to that spei� node, but instead to any node whih sharesstate with a0. Therefore, it is not easy to establish preisely whih physial mahinesthe address a0 represents; indeed, this set hanges as mahines go down and omebak up.However, this introdues a slight ompliation. Although the forwarders share state,they annot share private keys (it would be impossible to keep these keys seretbeause the set of forwarders onstantly hanges as nodes go up and down). Thereforerequests addressed to them must be delivered in plaintext4. This turns out not tobe problem here as the attaker who wathes traÆ arriving at the forwarders seesv0 and r. The former is publi anyway, and the latter gives away no informationabout  itself (but enables him to send a fake share to 5).8.3.2 ForwardersThe use of forwarders serves several purposes. First of all, they help protet the stor-ers against \Rubber Hose Cryptanalysis" by hiding them from the lients. Seondly,they an help provide ative-server doument anonymity by randomly introduingnew dummy requests into the system and dropping some of the valid ones. Thus, itwill make it hard for the storer to �nd out (part of) whih doument it is storing,even by ating as a lient in the system. Finally, we use the forwarders to store keyswhih derypt the shares and forward them to the derypters.4This means that the last layer of the onion is not enrypted. Therefore, the message is stillanonymous but not seret.5This does not onstitute an attak as the adversary would have to perform this ative andtherefore expensive operation for every share every lient requests.148



8.3.3 Enryption of SharesWe have argued that the storers should not be able to see the ontent they are storing,to prevent the possibility of them being pressured into ensorship. Therefore, we mustmake them store the shares in an enrypted form and stop them from getting holdof the keys whih would derypt the shares. Thus these keys annot be published asthis would enable the storers to retrieve all of them and see whih one derypts eahof the shares. Hene they are stored by the forwarders.8.3.4 DeryptersSome would argue that the use of derypters is superuous. The storer ould just sendthe shares bak to the forwarder who would send them bak to the lient. However,this would expose the forwarder to the risk of being aught red-handed with the share.Furthermore, they might be pressured into installing a �lter to ensor shares whihthe attaker does not like. As the forwarder is the publily visible part of the system(and therefore the most vulnerable), we deided to delegate the task of deryptingthe share to a ompletely di�erent entity who does not have any information aboutwhat it is derypting.Having looked at the various features of the system, let us see how they ombine toprotet against the attak we desribed earlier. First of all, the use of forwardersmeans that the storers do not have to be inluded in the address of the doument.Furthermore, the use of a strong anonymity system does not allow the storers to beidenti�ed even by a global passive adversary who tries to analyse where the messagesfrom the forwarders travel to. Finally, even if the attaker piks a partiular storerfor reasons other than analysing the ommuniation patterns, he an deny knowledgeof the ontent on his mahine { the shares are enrypted and he does not possessthe keys. Having established the fat that we protet the storers against this attak,let us onsider the forwarders. Certainly, it is possible to determine some of theforwarders for a partiular share of a ertain doument are. However, it is possiblefor a forwarder to deny that a request for a partiular share has been forwarded.Firstly, due to repliation of the forwarder state, over time di�erent mahines atas forwarders for a singe share, so simply sending a request for a share does notidentify the mahine whih forwarded it. Seondly, even if a reord of a forwarder isidenti�ed, his link to the doument is extremely weak { he forwards what essentiallyamounts to random bits whih may (or may not) ause a part of a doument to arrivefrom a ompletely di�erent part of the network (the derypter) later. Certainly, inour view this provides muh better protetion than, say, Publius.149



8.4 DisussionIn this setion we disuss the limitations of our system.First, one should question the validity of assuming a publi key infrastruture ona Peer-to-Peer network. We need eah peer to be able to retrieve the publi keyof any other peer and verify that the key belongs to that partiular peer. Thesimple solution is to use a global repository. However, suh a sheme has well-knownproblems: it would limit the salability and the resiliene of the whole system. Thisis a muh more general problem whih is likely to reeive a fair amount of attentionin the oming years. A related issue is the fat that working on top of a Peer-to-Peersystem may result in attaks. For instane, if the attaker is able to arrange requestsnot to reah a partiular set of nodes orresponding to a forwarder at this level(by, for instane, modifying routing tables in some of the nodes of the Peer-to-Peersystem), he will e�etively ensor the orresponding share. We do not address theseproblems here, but merely point out that this is an ative researh area and onewhih we need to pay lose attention to. A nie summary of the problems in seurityof Peer-to-Peer systems and some solutions to them an be found in [SM02, Dou02℄.Seondly, we should onsider how likely the forwarders are to su�er from \RubberHose Cryptanalysis" { they are ertainly visible to the attaker and ontain infor-mation whih is neessary for share retrieval. However, we argue that they are muhless likely to be subjeted to suh pressure than, for example, Publius servers for thefollowing reasons:� They are not storing the o�ending doument, not even in an enrypted form,so their onnetion with it is somewhat indiret.� They do not store the identities of the si entities, so an attak to try to get itout of them will not sueed.� The share does not atually go through the forwarders ai after publiation isompleted.� The requests addressed to the forwarder ai are likely to end up being handledby a number of di�erent physial hosts.A slight modi�ation to the protool (whih we do not desribe here) an be intro-dued to further redue the role the ai play in the protool, and therefore redue thepotential for them to be attaked. It is essentially based around the idea of passingthe reeived message to another forwarder as well as possibly handling it yourself.This should provide better reeiver untraeability.We must also onsider the number of ompromised peers it takes to remove a dou-ment from the system. A possible attak is as follows: eah forwarder ai remembers150



(rather than forgetting) the orresponding storer si at the time of publiation inthe hope of exposing them later, if the ontent turns out to be o�ending. One thedoument has been suessfully published, ai notes the orrespondene between therandom integer (vi) published with the doument and one in its lookup table, andworks out the fat that si is storing a share of a partiular doument. It an nowpressure si into removing the share. However, the hanes of the n � k + 1 peerspiked as ai being ompromised are small and the peers have to be ompromised atthe time of publiation, otherwise the attak fails.Having stated that we provide ative server anonymity, we must pay attention to theamount of information the storer an gain by repeatedly requesting the doumentand notiing the requests oming in for the share it is storing. This is essentiallyan intersetion attak (whih, as various papers [WALS02, Dan03℄ point out, willultimately be suessful), though here it is easier to protet against as it is possibleto introdue end-to-end dummy traÆ as well as tolerate some perentage of paketloss. The preise details of this, along with a quantitative analysis (in the spirit ofthe previous hapters) of the anonymity of a storer is left for future work.We also note that we are presenting just one part of a design of a system. Manyquestions are left unanswered and a few attaks are not addressed. For example, theattaker an simply ood the ensorship resistant system with random data so thatthere is no room for \real" douments to be inserted. This design does not inludeprotetion against suh an attak.Neither do we deal with aountability in any systemati way. Consider a senariowhere the attaker is powerful enough to insert many nodes into the system. Eah ofthese, when asked to at as a forwarder, replies \ok", but drops the share and failsto answer subsequent requests. In this design, we are relying on the inability of theattaker to insert enough maliious nodes to ensor douments in this way. We feltthat although standard methods whih are summarised in [DFM00b℄ an be usedin this system, they are inappropriate in this ontext or do not provide adequateprotetion. Therefore, we leave this for future work.8.5 Related and Future WorkA variety of ensorship resistant systems have been designed, some of whih havealso been implemented. We have already disussed Publius, Dagster and Tangler butperhaps the system losest to ours, in terms of the aims it tries to ahieve, is FreeHaven [DFM00a℄.Free Haven is built on top of an underlying network of anonymous remailers anddeals with reader anonymity, server anonymity and ensorship resistane. However,151



it uses a Gnutella-like searh for retrieval of shares of the doument. More spei�-ally, a user request to retrieve a partiular doument gets broadast from the usernode to all the neighbouring nodes, and so on. When a request arrives at a peerwhih has a mathing share, it gets sent o� to the requester via a hain of remailers.This sheme for loating �les is rather ineÆient, and, as the Gnutella experienehas shown, does not sale for large numbers of peers. Furthermore, we note thatpeers frequently exhange shares with eah other. This is ostly in terms of net-work bandwidth and makes it hard to provide guarantees that a doument will beloated. Our system aims to be more eÆient both in terms of bandwidth and shareretrieval. We note, however, Free Haven authors suggest an interesting tehnique forinreasing ensorship resistane { moving the individual shares around in the system{ whih may be inorporated into our system. For example, the shares may be movedperiodially, and the state in the forwarders updated.We have two main future objetives. Firstly, having desribed an anonymity systemand laimed that it satis�es some properties, we onsider it worthwhile to formalisethose and prove them rigorously. Finally, we would like to build a prototype imple-mentation on top of a Peer-to-Peer storage layer like PAST and a suitable anonymitysystem suh as Mixminion.8.6 SummaryIn this hapter we have presented a design of a system whih deals with ensorshipresistane and satis�es strong anonymity requirements. We have also made a pointof reusing existing designs whih provide eÆient routing and repliation rather thanreinvent this ourselves. This may, in priniple, also make implementation easier as afree implementation of Pastry (though not PAST) is available6.We have argued for building an anonymous ensorship resistant system on top ofa peer to peer arhiteture and demonstrated the feasibility of doing so to providestrong anonymity and robustness guarantees.This hapter onludes the main part of the thesis. We now go on to summarise our�ndings and ponder the things left to be disovered.
6http://www.s.rie.edu/CS/Systems/Pastry/FreePastry/152



Chapter 9Conlusion and Future Work
\You have zero privay anyway, get over it."| Sott MNealy, CEO Sun Mirosystems, 1999\Some problems are better evaded than solved."| C.A.R. HoareA variety of anonymity systems have been developed, but relatively little atten-tion has been paid to the analysis of their anonymity properties. In this work wehave shown that analysis of anonymity systems is feasible, neessary and somewhatpratial. A seondary thesis that this work does a great deal to support is thatsystems providing di�erent desirable degrees of anonymity on the Internet, eah withan assoiated ost, are a pratial option rather than a theoretial possibility.All the analyses presented here use relatively simple mathematial tehniques andmost of our simulations are not overly ostly. Yet the results we have obtainedare relevant to the anonymity systems whih are in the proess of being designed,implemented and deployed today and in the future. We have also seen lear bene�tsnaturally arising out of our analyses. First of all, where the analysis has identi�eda new way of looking at the problem, an improvement to the existing system wasquikly found (e.g. Chapters 4 and 5). Seondly, we were able to ompare di�erentsystems and identify their properties more learly, whih lead us to their betterunderstanding. Finally, in the ase of Chapter 6, we laid the foundations for futureanalysis of the anonymity of mix networks by providing the de�nition of anonymityof a run of a mix network given an observation of the attaker. Although the work ofthis hapter annot provide results whih are appliable to deployed mix networks,we feel it is a signi�ant step towards this goal. Besides, our program for alulatinganonymity an be used by researhers to gain an intuition as to whih on�gurations(e.g. uniform route length) provide more anonymity on small mix networks.153



In this dissertation we have explored a broad range of topis related to mix systems.Some were explored in more depth than others: for instane, our investigation of theproperties of various single mixes has left relatively few important questions unan-swered. Indeed, here our analysis has driven the design of a new mix (the binomialmix) whih has lead to its implementation and deployment within the Mixmastersystem. More spei�ally, our analysis of Chapter 4 has on�rmed the intuition ofCottrell whih he expressed in [Cot94℄ and implemented in Mixmaster. The workwhih followed (presented in Chapter 5) proposed a generalisation and two alterationsto the mix design whih resulted in the binomial mix.Our analysis of mix networks has given us some understanding of the anonymityprovided by mix networks with simple mixes. It is lear that more omplex modelsare needed before the results from suh analyses an be used to drive design deisionsin real systems. However, this is an important �rst step towards an analysis of mixnetworks. It also proposes an important level of abstration at whih the anonymityproperties of mix networks an be analysed. We note that although in the ourseof this analysis we have made some interesting and important observations, therewere no \nasty surprises". In other words, the level of anonymity we found mathedour expetations. This suggests that the anonymity of the Mixmaster system (whihuses more sophistiated mixes) is no worse than that of the system we modelled1.Our analysis of paket-swithed onnetion-based systems told a di�erent story. Hav-ing taken the global passive adversary as a threat model, we found several powerfulattaks on many of the systems. Although we desribed suh attaks more preiselythan before, quanti�ed them and suggested some solutions, muh work in this arearemains. Indeed, while some have been ontent with analysing suh systems against aweaker threat model, we hope that work on seuring them against the global passiveadversary ontinues.In Chapter 8, we suggested a novel use of anonymity systems to improve propertiesof ensorship resistant systems. Although it requires rather strong properties fromthe underlying anonymity system, it shows the need for deriving suh properties fromanonymity system. It also serves to illustrate a di�erent type of appliation of suhsystems (other than just email or web browsing).Before performing any of the analyses presented in this dissertation, we had to devisea suitable metri for anonymity. Furthermore, the di�erene between the anonymityof a message and the anonymity of a system had to be lari�ed. Thus, we laimto have provided some insight into how anonymity properties an and should beexpressed. Perhaps this is the most valuable part of the thesis for those who take upthis �eld in the future.1We stress that this is merely informed intuition rather than sienti� evidene.154



9.1 Future DiretionsThe more you know, the more you don't know. Analysis of anonymity systems is abig �eld and there is only so muh one an do in a dissertation. Here we look at theareas for future researh we have identi�ed in the ourse of our work.First of all, let us onsider the problem of de�ning and measuring anonymity. Thereare many interesting properties left to be de�ned formally. Reall, for instane, ourinformal notions of sender and reeiver untraeability presented bak in Chapter 2.A promising diretion for future work is to develop a formal framework in whihone an express a protool whih satis�es one or more of these properties and provethem. This ould lead to the development of new protools or attaks on existingones. We have already started exploring this diretion.In the area of analysis of the anonymity of single mixes, one might like to performa rigorous omparison between timed and threshold pool mixes along the lines wehave desribed and investigate the e�et of dummy traÆ on mixes. Overall, we feelthat further work in this area will not bring muh more insight into the remailerommunity and one should onentrate on analysis of whole systems rather thansingle mixes.Perhaps the most interesting tehnial problem we have looked at is the anonymityprovided by a mix network. In Chapter 6 we onsidered the anonymity of a messagepassing through a network made up of simple mixes. Several extensions of this workare possible; they are outlined in Setion 6.13. The most promising of these inludeextending the model to aount for more sophistiated mixes suh as the binomialmix and developing more eÆient algorithms to ompute the anonymity of a messagepassing through a mix network. Suh researh would also have diret impat on theommunity running systems suh as Mixmaster and Mixminion.Yet another high-impat area of researh is that of onnetion-based anonymity sys-tems. As we have seen in this thesis, urrent systems do not provide muh anonymityand signi�ant modi�ations are required to ensure that even the minimum levels ofanonymity are attained. The two most promising areas for investigation in this �eldare to work out a sheme for maintaining some level of anonymity against the globalpassive adversary with a few ompromised mixes and to ome up with a threat modelwhih enables a useful omparison between the various existing anonymity systems:Onion Routing, Tarzan, MorphMix and Crowds.155



9.2 Conluding RemarksDespite the future work remaining, we feel that our two theses are broadly justi�ed.We presented numerous analyses of the anonymity of anonymity systems and derivedbene�ts from eah one, whether in the ability to ompare systems or in gaininginsight into the design of better ones. We also showed that there are systems (orat least designs of systems) whih an provide signi�ant amounts of anonymityto Internet users. Clearly, there is more anonymity to be gained in the ase ofmessage-based systems than onnetion-based ones. We feel that further work onthe analysis of anonymity systems would be bene�ial to the anonymity ommunity,as would ontributions towards the debate on the pros and ons of the availabilityof anonymity to a wide variety of users.
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Appendix AVariable Conventions
In the thesis we adopt the following variable onventions:Chapter 3R the set of roles { fsender, reipientgn thresholdp poolU(M;r) r anonymity probability distribution of a message MAk sender anonymity set of a message oming out of the pool mix at round kE(M;r) Anonymity (entropy of the anonymity probability distribution)Ek entropy of the anonymity probability distribution of a message omingout of the pool mix at round kChapter 4n thresholdt period maximum number of messages a mix an ontainp poolr rate of arrival of messages to a mixN number of attaker messagesG number of good messages in the mixm total number of messages in the mixpmin the minimum number of messages in the poolfra fration of messages above the minimum pool whih are to be ushedk number of rounds of a partiular blending attak157



Chapter 5P funtion expressing the bathing strategy of a mixm number of messages in a mix at the time of ushingt periodn thresholdp poolG number of good messages in the mixNT number of messages the attaker sends in to ahieve a ertainprobability of eah message being ushedk; k0 numbers of roundsChapter 6s; s0 sendersr; r0 reeiversm;n mixes" empty sequenea onion enrypted message (omprising of a sequene of mixes,a reeiver and message ontent)o a sender or a mix�!l a traeP(X) powerset of XChapter 7n number of nodesd number of links of a node number of onnetionsV distribution of the number of pakets on a onnetionl route length, number of links` route length, number of nodesG;E graph represengting the topology of the networke edge� parameter of the distribution of message arrivals� delay parameter of the mix
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